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Abstract 
Proteins control nearly every facet of life on a molecular level. Proteins are 

formed from linear strings of amino acids, which fold into three-dimensional structures 

that can enact functions. Evolution has created highly efficient proteins in diverse 

folding patterns with a variety of functions. Despite this diversity, nature has sampled 

only a limited portion of the potential sequence/fold space, leaving a vast space that 

could contain novel folds or potential functions. Use of proteins in biotechnological and 

therapeutic fields has advanced in the past few decades, and with it the desire to 

design novel proteins with a given structure or function. Modern de novo design 

methods strive to design new proteins that fold into novel structures and/or have novel 

functions, be it enzymatic activity or binding to a target. Despite rapid advancements, 

many challenges still exist in the field. Previous efforts to design diverse backbones 

that fold into specific structures have faced difficulties. The design of novel binding 

partners for a specific target with no known binders can be challenging, and many 

methods face extremely low success rates and low affinity outcomes. The projects 

described in this thesis seek to address these limitations and expand the ability of 

protein engineers to design proteins. 

We developed Genesis, a program that allows for the prediction of protein 

sequence from a desired structure. We utilized Genesis in conjunction with trRosetta 

to design sequences that fold into native (existing in nature) folds and tested these 

using a high throughput assay. We then designed darkfolds, novel folds that have not 

been seen before in nature that could be given novel functions. We tested these folds 

for stability to proteolytic cleavage and produced the most stable designs to test 

biochemically. We were able to produce several darkfold proteins and found them to 

be folded and stable. Additionally, analysis of the high throughput assay allowed us to 

draw conclusions from the design process. 

Beyond structure, proteins are endowed with function. These functions require 

interaction with DNA, lipids, small molecules, and importantly, other proteins. Protein-

protein interactions (PPIs) can be transient low-affinity interactions or long-lasting 

high-affinity partnerships. PPIs form by two complementary surfaces, generally 

hydrophobic patches, coming together and excluding water molecules from the buried 

interface. Dysregulation of certain PPIs perturbs cellular homeostasis and can lead to 

disease. Conversely, controlling specific PPIs can be useful for therapeutics and in 

cellular assays. MaSIF surface fingerprinting software utilizes deep learning to find 

complementary surface patches to a given target site of interest. In this thesis, MaSIF 

is used to design protein binders for therapeutically relevant targets. The binders were 

then optimized and validated experimentally. This project netted four site-specific 

protein binders: one for SARS-CoV-2 spike protein that was found to be neutralizing 

in cellular assays, two for PD-L1 and one for PD-1. Structures of the design bound to 

the target were solved for three of the four binders, highlighting the success of the 

method.  
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This thesis addresses the challenge of designing de novo proteins with novel 

folds and designing protein binding partners to specific sites. These projects will allow 

for additional capability for protein engineers to be able to create functional novel 

proteins. 

 

Keywords: darkfolds, de novo proteins, protein engineering, protein-protein 

interactions, deep learning 
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Resumé 
Les protéines contrôlent de nombreuses facettes de la vie au niveau 

moléculaire. Les protéines sont formées à partir d’une chaine linéaire d’acides aminés 

qui se replient en des structures tridimensionnelles pouvant procurer des fonctions. 

L’évolution a créé des protéines hautement efficaces avec différents motifs de 

repliement et une variété de fonctions. Malgré cette diversité, la nature n’a 

échantillonné qu’une portion limitée de l’espace séquence/repliement, laissant ainsi 

un vaste espace qui pourrait contenir de nouveaux repliements ou de potentielles 

fonctions. L’utilisation de protéines dans les milieux biotechnologiques et 

thérapeutiques a connu de grandes avancées au cours des dernières décennies et, 

avec lui, le désire de concevoir de nouvelles protéines avec une structure ou fonction 

donnée. Les méthodes modernes de conception de novo s’efforcent de concevoir de 

nouvelles protéines qui se replient en une nouvelle structure et/ou ont une nouvelle 

fonction, qu’elle soit une activité enzymatique ou liant une protéine cible. Malgré les 

avancées rapides, de nombreux défis existent encore dans le milieu. Les efforts 

précédents pour concevoir des chaînes principales qui se replient en des structures 

spécifiques ont fait face à diverses difficultés. La conception de nouveaux partenaires 

de liaison pour une cible spécifique n’ayant aucun partenaire connu peut se révéler 

difficile et beaucoup de méthodes font face à des taux de succès faibles et des affinités 

de liaison basses. Les projets décrits dans cette thèse cherchent à s’occuper de ces 

limitations et étendre la capacité des ingénieurs de protéines à concevoir des 

protéines. 

Nous avons développé Genesis, un programme qui permet la prédiction de la 

séquence protéinique à partir d’une structure désirée. Nous avons utilisé Genesis en 

conjonction avec trRosetta pour concevoir des séquences qui se replient en des 

repliements natifs (existant dans la nature) et testé ceux-ci en utilisant des essais à 

débit moyen. Nous avons ensuite conçu des « repliements noirs » (darkfolds), des 

repliements nouveaux qui n’ont jamais été vus auparavant dans la nature, et qui 

peuvent se voir attribuer de nouvelles fonctions. Nous avons testé ces repliements 

pour leur stabilité au clivage protéolytique et avons produit les candidats les plus 

stables pour tester leurs caractéristiques biochimiques. Nous avons été capables de 

produire plusieurs protéines à « repliements noirs » qui se sont avérés être 

proprement repliées et stables. De plus, des analyses de l’essai à débit moyen nous 

ont permis de déduire des conclusions à propos du processus de conception. 

Au-delà de leur structure, les protéines sont dotées de fonctions. Ces dernières 

requièrent des interactions avec de l’ADN, des lipides, des molécules chimiques et, 

plus important, d’autres protéines. Les interactions protéine-protéine (PPI) peuvent 

être transitoires avec de faibles affinités d’interaction ou être des partenariats de 

longue durée avec de grandes affinités.  Les PPIs sont formés par deux surfaces 

complémentaires, généralement des régions hydrophobes, se rapprochant et excluant 

les molécules d’eau de la surface enfouie. La dérégulation de certains PPIs perturbent 
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l’homéostasie cellulaire et peut mener à des maladies. A l’inverse, contrôler des PPIs 

spécifiques peut être utile pour des thérapies et des essais cellulaires. Le logiciel 

MaSIF utilise des empreintes de surface et de l’apprentissage profond (deep learning) 

pour trouver des régions de surface complémentaires pour un site d’intérêt donné. 

Dans cette thèse, MaSIF est utilisé pour concevoir des protéines liantes pour des 

protéines cibles d’intérêt thérapeutique. Les protéines liantes ont ensuite été 

optimisées et validées expérimentalement. Ce projet a obtenu quatre protéines liantes 

pour des sites spécifiques : une pour la protéine spike de SARS-CoV-2 qui s’est 

avérée être neutralisante dans des essais cellulaires, deux pour PD-L1 et une pour 

PD-1. Les structures des protéines liées à leur cible ont été résolues pour trois des 

quatre protéines, soulignant le succès de la méthode. 

Cette thèse répond aux défis liés à la conception de protéines de novo avec de 

nouveaux repliements ainsi qu’à la conception de protéines partenaires liant des sites 

spécifiques. Ces projets donneront des capacités supplémentaires aux ingénieurs en 

protéines pour créer de nouvelles protéines fonctionnelles. 
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❖ Chapter 1  

Introduction 
 

Nearly every aspect of cellular function is controlled by proteins. Proteins are 

formed of chains of amino acids that fold into three-dimensional structures endowed 

with function. The folding process is complex, involving thermodynamic and chemical 

driving forces. Understanding how proteins fold could lead to the ability to design de 

novo proteins with folds never seen in nature, that could be used for designing novel 

functions for sensors or therapeutics. Proteins communicate using post-translational 

modifications and protein-protein interactions (PPIs). Understanding these PPIs has 

been incredibly difficult, but the potential payoff is immense as PPIs play a role in 

disease development and targeting specific interactions is a fertile ground for 

development of therapeutics. To fully understand how these interactions form, both 

the chemistry of the amino acids and the biology of the folded protein must be 

understood. In the past few decades, advancing computational technologies have 

allowed for deeper understanding of the protein binding sites and with that, potential 

to design new binding interactions. This introduction will give the background of the 

biochemistry of proteins and the process of folding (including design of novel folds) as 

well as the context in which being able to control these interactions is crucial and 

therapeutic targets of interest.  
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1.1 Biochemistry of proteins 
1.1.1 Chemical properties of amino acids and peptide chains 

Proteins are essential for cellular function, and it is estimated that over 50% of 

the dry mass of cells is made up of proteins1. The human genome encodes for about 

20,000 proteins2, all of which work together to control cellular functions and allow the 

cells and the organisms they make up to survive and propagate. Yeast cells were 

found to contain around 42 million individual protein molecules3, a substantial amount 

of proteins that have complex interactions with each other and biomolecules.  The 

central dogma of biology tells us that linear DNA makes linear RNA, which 

subsequently makes a polypeptide chain, or protein. The linear sequence of amino 

acids that make up the protein must then be properly folded to have structure and 

function. 

 
Figure 1.1: Properties of amino acids. a) The generalized structure of an amino acid. b) A peptide 
bond between two amino acids has planar character due to resonance. Pictured here, the p orbitals 
(pale blue) of the oxygen, carbon, and nitrogen allow resonance, giving double bond character to the 
peptide bond. c) The structures of the 20 canonical amino acids are diverse. Broken into 4 general 
categories, some amino acids are hydrophobic, some polar and charged, some polar and uncharged, 
and others are special cases, like glycine and proline.  

There are twenty canonical amino acids, which all follow the structure shown in 

Fig. 1.1a. All amino acids contain an amino group (positively charged at physiological 

pH) and a carboxylic acid group (negatively charged at physiological pH). Between 
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these groups is the alpha carbon (Cɑ), which connects to the side chain (the variable 

part of amino acids). The side chains range in size, hydrophobicity, charge, and shape, 

allowing for a primary sequence to have a lot of diversity in properties like charge, 

hydrophobicity, and hydrogen bond donors or acceptors (Fig. 1.1c). When amino acids 

are connected to form polypeptides on the ribosome, a peptide bond is formed 

between the amino group of one amino acid and the carboxyl group of another. This 

forms a peptide bond, which is held in the planar state by the double bond character 

formed by the p orbital overlap between the carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen atoms (Fig. 

1.1b). This bond restricts the flexibility of amino acids in their polypeptide state, limiting 

the structure that can be formed by the chain. The flexibility of the molecule is further 

restricted by the spatial restrictions introduced by the side chains. To describe the 

flexibility of the amino acids in a chain, the torsion angles phi (ɸ) and psi (Ѱ) are used. 

The angle phi is the angle between the Ci-1-Ni-Cɑi-Ci and psi the angle between the 

Ni-Cɑi-Ci-Ni+1 bond (Fig. 1.2a). The Ramachandran plot4 in Fig. 2b shows the allowed 

phi and psi angles for canonical amino acids. Most amino acids in a protein occur 

within these shaded regions, however glycine can occupy more space due to its 

flexibility and proline is more limited due to the rigid backbone. Outside of these phi 

and psi angles, there is likely strain in the backbone. These spatial restrictions give a 

finite conformational space which amino acids can occupy. Despite this finite space, 

there are essentially limitless potential proteins as a 100 amino acid protein has 20100 

possibilities in the primary sequence space alone. This number of possibilities is 

unable to be sampled by nature as it is greater than the number of atoms in the 

universe, estimated as 1080 atoms. 

 
Figure 1.2 Torsion angles of amino acids. a) Phi and psi angles are calculated on an example 
tripeptide. b) A Ramachandran plot of phi and psi angles found in proteins. Glycine is able to adopt 
more conformations due to its inherent flexibility. 

1.1.2 Protein structural levels 

Protein structure is divided into four sublevels (Fig. 1.3). The primary sequence 

of a protein is the linear amino acid sequence. This polypeptide can form regularly 

repeated secondary structural elements (SSEs; alpha helices and beta sheets) using 

the backbone interactions (Fig. 1.3). Helices and beta sheets are found in nearly all 
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proteins and help form well packed domains. These elements are characterized by 

regions with repeating phi and psi angles. Right-handed helices have phi and psi 

angles that fall in the density in the top of the bottom-left quadrant of Fig. 1.2b. Beta 

sheets have torsion angles that fall into the top left quadrant of Fig. 1.2b. Certain amino 

acids have higher or lower propensity to appear in these SSEs. Proline, for example, 

is known as a helix-breaker due to its inability to adopt the correct torsion angles to 

continue a helix. Alanine residues are often found in helices and a 20-mer of alanine 

alone has a predicted helicity of 34%, compared to a 20-mer of glycine which has a 

predicted helicity of 0% using AGADIR5. Connecting these regularly repeated 

elements are loops, which are often flexible. 

The tertiary structure is defined as the structure held by side chains within one 

polypeptide chain. For example, amphipathic helices with one side hydrophobic can 

form a hydrophobic core, shielding the hydrophobic side from exposed water and 

being energetically favorable. Multiple polypeptide chains can interact with each other, 

known as quaternary structure. Some proteins are obligate oligomers, meaning they 

always exist within the quaternary structure.  

These layers of structural complexity allow proteins to be an incredibly diverse 

group of biomolecules. Additionally, amino acid side chains can be modified by 

glycosylation, phosphorylation, or other methods, introducing additional variables in 

the protein surface. These post-translational modifications will not be covered in this 

thesis. 

 
Figure 1.3: Structural levels of proteins. Protein structure is divided into four levels, from primary to 
tertiary. 

1.2 Protein Folding 
1.2.1 Protein folding is a thermodynamic process 

Proteins fold from a linear polypeptide chain into three-dimensional structures. 

This process is complex and of utmost importance, as misfolded proteins can be the 

cause of disease and harmful aggregation. 
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Protein folding is an energetic process that occurs to form a more favorable 

thermodynamic state (energy minimum). There are often various pathways to forming 

a properly folded protein, with local energy minima of partially folded structures and 

the global energy minimum corresponding to the most stable conformation (Fig. 1.4). 

Hydrophobic packing is one of the most important driving forces in protein folding. As 

a polypeptide chain grows at the ribosome, folding can begin to shield hydrophobic 

residues from the water surrounding it, forming a well-packed hydrophobic core in an 

energetically favorable process. Often, the outer surface of the fully-folded protein is 

hydrophilic, stable to the outside environment. The protein may have several partially 

folded states that it occupies while folding into its final, fully folded state. Other than 

hydrophobic packing, van der Waals interactions and hydrogen bonding between 

backbone atoms as well as side chain atoms are very important for the protein folding 

process. Misfolding of proteins can cause aggregates with potential biological 

consequences.  

Anfinsen’s principle states that the primary amino acid sequence alone 

determines the structure of a folded polypeptide. While this is widely accepted, it is 

known that the N-terminal part of the protein chain, which is translated first, can begin 

folding before the C-terminal side of the protein is produced. Recent studies have 

shown that codon choice can affect folding equilibrium, by controlling the “pause time” 

at the ribosome by using less common codons, allowing for more of the folding process 

to occur before the chain is extended6. Despite these recent studies, the primary 

sequence is the most important aspect of a protein that controls the folding. Over 

millennia, evolution has selected sequences that fold into proper structures, potentially 

using small structural elements made up of similar sequences7. Indeed, multiple 

sequence alignment (MSA) is used in many bioinformatic applications and predictions 

of structure and function, due to related sequences often having related structures and 

properties. 
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Figure 1.4: Protein folding energy landscape. Protein folding is a thermodynamic process in which 
the protein folds to minimize the free energy. There can be numerous partially folded, higher energy 
states that can have local energy minima. 

1.2.2 Native proteins have only explored a fraction of potential fold space 

Native proteins have only sampled a small fraction of available protein 

sequence space. The protein sequence space (20100 for a 100 amino acid protein) has 

been likened to a vast ocean dotted with small islands, representing explored 

sequence space8, Fig. 1.5a. The space of sampled protein sequences is not uniform, 

as evolution does not randomly sample but instead moves incrementally by mutations 

followed by selection. Directed evolution of native proteins expands the edges of these 

islands, but de novo protein design aims to explore the larger space between these 

islands. Some studies have shown that novel proteins can be designed from 

duplication of domains within a protein or by recombining known pieces of proteins 

and potentially forming new structures9–11. This chimeric approach allows for 

combinations of structures and functions to be explored. However, to truly explore the 

space between the islands of sampled protein space, de novo design is necessary.  

From initial studies that used minimal design to design small helical12 proteins 

to current strategies that rely heavily on computational tools including neural networks, 

the design of de novo proteins has expanded exponentially over the last decades, with 

numerous approaches. Previous work has relied on using pieces of known proteins, 

including the design of Top713, and the development of methods including 

RosettaRemodel14, TERMS15,16, SEWING17, and TopoBuilder18–20. While these 

methods have led to many successes, other strategies strive to design completely 

novel sequences that don’t rely on existing natural proteins yet still fold into a stable 
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structure such as hallucination21. Low success rate is a common problem for these 

methods, possibly because these methods do not always consider the dynamic nature 

of protein conformation. Future methods could address the ability of proteins to switch 

between conformations, such as in the case of DANCERs22 (which is tested on a 

natural protein but represents a step forward in addressing protein conformation 

switching). 

In addition to sequence, there is also a convergence in fold as well. As covered 

in the previous section, most proteins fold into distinct forms with a defined secondary 

structure. One way to represent these folds is by a “form” of the protein fold that holds 

the information about SSEs and connectivity23, Fig. 1.5b. This can be represented as 

a lattice diagram, provided that the SSEs are arranged in rows. This allows for protein 

topologies to be compared easily and also be entered into a computer in the form 

representation. However, some protein topologies cannot be represented in this way 

because the SSEs are not arranged in rows (like beta barrels, for example). The 

protein folding space has been explored over the years, with many strategies 

developed for classifying and sorting proteins into groups of similar folds. As 

experimental biology methods improved, large amounts of data have been amassed 

in databases such as the Protein Data Bank (PDB)24. From this rich dataset, protein 

classification resources, such as the CATH (Class, Architecture, Topology/Fold, and 

Homologous superfamily) Protein Structure Classification database25, have been 

developed and can be used to determine if de novo proteins have similar topology to 

known protein classes. Proteins that adopt a fold/topology not found in nature are 

called “darkfolds.” 

Darkfold proteins represent an interesting aspect of protein engineering. Nature 

has explored only a small fraction of available sequence/fold space, possibly because 

these folds cannot exist stably or simply by chance. Exploring this space with de novo 

designed proteins could yield additional tools for protein engineers to design stable, 

functional proteins.  

 
Figure 1.5: Protein sequence/fold space. a) A hypothetical map of the protein sequence space 
explored by nature (yellow islands) and the vast unexplored space (blue). b) A Form representation of 
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protein structure represents helices and beta sheets within each layer of the protein structure. This can 
be drawn as a lattice diagram, which shows connectivity. 
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1.3 Protein-protein interactions 
Proteins communicate with one another via interactions known as protein-

protein interactions (PPIs). These interactions can vary dramatically in affinity, the 

strength of the binding event. The affinity of most natural PPIs ranges from micromolar 

to femtomolar26. This immense range allows for natural PPIs to have affinities that are 

tuned for the biological purpose of an individual PPI. Signaling interactions should be 

short-term to allow for rapid sensing of a protein for a quick response, like in the case 

of RhoGAP with RhoA, which controls cell shape and motility in response to stimulus 

and has an affinity of 2.45 μM27. But interactions that are meant to last a long time, 

such as obligate complexes, have very tight affinities leading to essentially irreversible 

binding, like the Arc dimer repressor, which is not found as a monomer28. 

The binding affinities of PPI pairs are governed by several aspects of the 

partners29. The binding pair should form a well packed surface that excludes water 

molecules. Often this region is hydrophobic, so the binding event is energetically 

favorable as it shields these regions from water. The curvature of the binding partners 

also plays a role, as complementary-shaped partners can better form a tight 

interaction. Salt bridges and hydrogen bonds can form between various side chains 

on the binding partners. Together, these factors all play a role in the binding event and 

occupancy time that a PPI will remain bound. 

For successful PPI formation, the interface should have complementary 

chemical and geometric surfaces (i.e., hydrophobic patches that interact favorably; 

convex and concave regions that complement each other). The core of a PPI generally 

consists of “hotspot” residues that form a well packed core of hydrophobic residues30 

and contribute to the binding energy (Fig. 1.6). The region around the core is known 

as the “polar rim” region and often has many polar interactions that lead to high affinity 

binders and assist in specificity of an interaction31. Studies have shown that hotspot 

residues are minimally sufficient to endow a protein with binding ability, but not 

necessarily have a high affinity interaction32. These principles must be considered 

when attempting to design PPIs. 

PPIs govern a host of cellular functions and play a key role in many diseases. 

Therefore, the ability to modulate or create PPIs is essential for many drug strategies. 

Successful PPI modulation has led to numerous clinical trials for diseases including a 

variety of cancer types, cardiovascular disease, and viruses33. However, modulation 

of PPIs with small molecules is not always possible, as finding a specific binder for a 

given target can be difficult, especially if the desired target is flat and/or relatively 

featureless. 
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Figure 1.6: PPI hotspots and polar rim. The example protein-protein interaction takes place through 
the colored binding interface. Hotspot residues, in this case large hydrophobic residues, are in red and 
the polar rim residues are in purple. 
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1.4 Computational design of novel protein-
protein interactions – an overview on 
methodological approaches and applications 

Section 1.4 is adapted from a published review that I wrote with my colleagues. 

This review covers many methods and aspects of protein-protein interaction (PPI) 

design that is relevant to Chapter 3 of this thesis and was published in Current Opinion 

in Structural Biology (doi: 10.1016/j.sbi.2022.102370)34. It is reproduced here in 

submitted form, as allowed by the publisher.  

 

Authors: 

 

Anthony Marchand1, Alexandra K. Van Hall-Beauvais1 and Bruno E. Correia1 

1École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne 

1.4.1 Abstract 

Protein-protein interactions (PPIs) govern numerous cellular functions in terms 

of signaling, transport, defense and many others. Designing novel PPIs poses a 

fundamental challenge to our understanding of molecular interactions. The capability 

to robustly engineer PPIs has immense potential for the development of novel 

synthetic biology tools and protein-based therapeutics. Over the last decades, many 

efforts in this area have relied purely on experimental approaches, but more recently, 

computational protein design has made important contributions. Template-based 

approaches utilize known PPIs and transplant the critical residues onto heterologous 

scaffolds. De novo design instead uses computational methods to generate novel 

binding motifs, allowing for a broader scope of the sites engaged in protein targets. 

Here, we review successful design cases, giving an overview of the methodological 

approaches used for templated and de novo PPI design.  
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1.4.2 Introduction 

Proteins are among the most ubiquitous molecules of life and are likely the most 

versatile in terms of function, biophysical properties, and diversity. They perform 

primordial functions for cell signaling, structure, transport, catalysis, regulation, and 

defense, among others. Many fundamental protein functions involve association with 

other proteins, referred to as protein-protein interactions (PPIs)31. Native PPIs are 

involved in most cellular functions and their binding affinities span several orders of 

magnitude, with dissociation constants commonly ranging from picomolar to 

micromolar29. 

PPIs are involved in cell homeostasis processes that, if disrupted, can lead to 

numerous disease progressions, either pathogenic, degenerative or cancer-related35. 

Of the more than 645,000 disease-relevant PPIs, few have been successfully targeted 

by drugs36. A wide majority remain “undruggable” mainly due to featureless interfaces 

that lack defined binding pockets for small molecules36. In addition to studying PPIs 

as a source of potential druggable targets, PPIs are at the core of novel biotechnology 

tools such as protein-based therapeutics37,38, cell therapies39–41, bio-sensors42–44, 

vaccine candidates18,45,46 and other synthetic biology applications47–50 (Fig. 1.7a). 

 
Figure 1.7: Overview of potential applications for novel PPIs and molecular features that drive 
protein association. a) Protein-protein interactions (PPI) have numerous applications for vaccine 
design, protein-based therapeutics (e.g. antibodies, inhibitors, etc.), cell-based therapies (e.g. CAR-T), 
bio-sensors (e.g. diagnostics), or as synthetic biology tools (e.g. ON/OFF-switch). b) Different structural 
features that can be designed by computational methods are necessary to engineer a strong PPI. These 
include good shape complementarity, hydrophobic patches, hydrogen bonds, and long-range 
electrostatic interactions (electrostatic steering) that stabilize the interaction and improve specificity. 

Similar to protein folding processes, protein association is driven by energy 

minimization. This process has several driving forces, including Van der Waals 

interactions, hydrophobicity, and electrostatic steering (also called long-range 

electrostatics)51. Hydrogen bonds and salt bridges stabilize the interaction and 

improve specificity52–54. The geometry of the molecular surface55, with both shape and 

chemical complementarity of the interacting partners, plays a critical role for protein 

association56 (Fig. 1.7b).  
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In order to engineer novel PPIs, approaches such as in vitro evolution have 

been extensively used in the past decades57–59. However, one of the most important 

limitations of in vitro evolution is that it is “site agnostic,” meaning that it is impossible 

to predict with certainty where the evolved binder will target the protein of interest. For 

the biological function of the binder, this is an important challenge that computational 

approaches attempt to solve. With the rise of computational methodologies numerous 

bioinformatics tools to predict, design, and engineer protein structures have been 

developed to address the limitations of the in vitro maturation techniques60–62. 

In this review, we will highlight successful design cases and discuss challenges 

in the computational design of PPIs. We group computational PPI design strategies in 

two categories: I) template-based design and II) de novo design. The first approach 

consists of transplanting a motif that mediates an existing PPI interface onto a new 

protein scaffold63. Despite its robustness and relatively high success rate, this strategy 

constrains PPI design to existing interfaces and precludes the possibility of targeting 

new sites. To explore a broader landscape of solutions, de novo design strategies aim 

to create completely new interactions starting from only the structure of the target 

protein63. However, engineering PPIs from scratch remains a non-trivial task requiring 

a detailed understanding of biomolecular interactions and stands as a stringent test of 

our understanding of the driving forces of PPIs.  
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Table 1.1: Key terms in the field of de novo PPI design. 

Term Definition 

Binding motif Continuous or discontinuous structural segments of amino 

acids that encompass the interface in a protein-protein 

interaction. 

Hotspot Key residues that have a large energetic contribution for the 

affinity of the protein-protein interaction.  

One-sided design Approach where the binder is designed and the target remains 

constant.  

Two-sided design Approach where both interfaces involved in the protein 

complex are designed. 

Scaffold protein Heterologous protein used as a recipient for the grafting of 

hotspot residues and/or binding motif(s). 

De novo scaffold 

protein 

Protein scaffolds that have been designed using computational 

approaches that model protein backbones and find the best 

sequences to stabilize the fold.  

De novo PPI 

design 

Design of novel protein-protein interactions without using 

explicit information of binding motifs used in native protein 

complexes.  

 

1.4.3 Template-based design of protein-protein interactions 

The template-based approach consists of transplanting the binding motif of an 

existing PPI into a new structural context (Fig. 1.8). The motif is grafted onto a protein 

scaffold by side chain grafting (i.e., backbone mimicry and then side chain 

replacement) or backbone grafting (i.e., full motif transplantation including side chains 

and backbone). Alternatively, a de novo protein scaffold can be built around the 

binding motif.  

One of the first cases of successful computational side chain grafting design 

dates from the early 2000s by Liu and colleagues32. The Protein Data Bank (PDB)24 

was searched for scaffolds that contained three residues satisfying the geometric 

relationships of the Cα–Cβ vectors of the three key residues of EPO required for binding 

to the receptor EPOR. Grafting only these three residues onto an appropriate scaffold 

resulted in a binder with 24 nM affinity to EPOR, highlighting the crucial contribution 

of hotspot residues in PPIs30. Several years later, a similar strategy46,64 used backbone 

similarity searches to find host protein scaffolds onto which continuous viral epitopes 

were transplanted. To address higher structural epitopes, this approach was extended 

to transplant discontinuous backbone segments of a viral epitope65. In both cases, the 

epitope transplantation gave binding affinities to the antibody in the nanomolar range 

and high structural agreement to the original epitope.  
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Side chain grafting has been successfully used to transplant helical motifs onto 

de novo designed scaffolds. Successful examples include the design of candidate 

protein-based inhibitors against influenza haemagglutinin (HA) and botulinum 

neurotoxin B (BoNT/B), using known HA binders or natural BoNT/B target respectively 

as a helical template motif for subsequent grafting on de novo miniprotein scaffolds66. 

Future research efforts in protein-based therapeutics will benefit from the generation 

of highly stable de novo scaffolds presenting functional motifs.  

Recently, the side chain grafting approach for PPI engineering demonstrated 

useful applications for synthetic biology and the design of small molecule-controlled 

switches. The underlying principle consists of repurposing an existing PPI that can be 

targeted by a known small molecule to control its dissociation. Giordano-Attianese and 

colleagues39 repurposed the binding of BH3-motif to Bcl-XL by grafting the side chains 

onto a globular scaffold protein. This led to a 3.9 pM affinity for Bcl-XL and created a 

protein switch controlled by a Bcl-XL inhibitor. The novel switch was incorporated into 

the chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) of T cells and was shown to turn off killing activity 

upon the addition of the small molecule. Work by Shui and colleagues has extended 

the logical behavior of this system creating a multidomain architecture that, upon the 

addition of a small molecule, triggers the association of the two protein subunits47. 

These applications demonstrate promising applications for translational research in 

the domain of cell engineering. 

Motif grafting by side chain replacement faces limitations when the motif is too 

complex to find a structurally compatible protein scaffold. Grafting approaches have 

been described where both side chains and backbone are grafted onto protein 

scaffolds. Azoitei and colleagues designed epitope-scaffolds by selecting scaffolds 

based on N- and C- termini alignments to identify sites in proteins where the motif was 

grafted and the connection regions were further refined and designed67. Such strategy 

was also successfully utilized to transplant a complex binding site from an HIV epitope, 

composed of two discontinuous segments that were required to present a precise 

three-dimensional structure to mediate productive binding to the antibody B1268. The 

two segments of the epitope were grafted in a stepwise fashion and multiple rounds 

of in vitro evolution were performed to optimize the binding affinity of the designed 

scaffold, highlighting the difficulty of grafting complex sites onto protein scaffolds.   

To address more complex epitopes, the Fold From Loops (FFL) protocol was 

proposed as an alternative by folding de novo scaffold proteins to stabilize the binding 

motif of interest45. The FFL approach was first used to embed a viral epitope from RSV 

onto a de novo folded and designed three-helix bundle protein. Several of the designs 

bound with picomolar affinities to a site-specific monoclonal antibody and the designs 

showed, for the first time, the ability to elicit neutralizing antibodies in non-human 

primates. Further, the FFL protocol was utilized by Procko et al to design a protein 

inhibitor against an Epstein Barr-Viral (EBV) Bcl2-homolog called BHRF169. Extensive 

in vitro maturation was necessary to stabilize and improve the affinity to BHRF1 and 
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the success rate of functional designs was rather low. The FFL methodology was also 

used by Bryan et al70 to develop small, ultra-stable mini-protein scaffolds designed 

around a five amino acid stretch of PDL-2, one of the native binding partners of PD-1, 

resulting in a 100 nM binder for PD-1. 

Two main shortcomings of the FFL protocol came to light: I) the lack of 

compatibility for multiple discontinuous motifs; II) the incorporation of the binding 

partner during the folding-design simulations for the optimization of additional contacts 

and as a constraint for the sampling the conformational/sequence space. Bonet et al 

improved FFL, by developing a Rosetta framework called FunFolDes, which 

addressed these drawbacks71. This novel approach successfully functionalized 

“functionless” folds by incorporating the Respiratory Syncytial Virus protein F (RSVF) 

site IV on a de novo protein called TOP7. Another intrinsic limitation of the FFL 

approach was its reliance on existing structures, either native or de novo designed. To 

circumvent this drawback, Sesterhenn and colleagues proposed the TopoBuilder, a 

protocol for the assembly of de novo topologies conditioned to the structure of the 

motif of interest18. Upon the assembly of the topologies with the embedded 

functional/binding motif, the FunFolDes folding and design protocol is used for 

sequence generation. This work contributed to the development of different candidate 

vaccine immunogens that elicited neutralizing antibodies against specific viral 

epitopes and created a series of functional molecules that were used for different 

synthetic biology applications18,19. Other methods of grafting hotspots to de novo 

scaffolds led to rapid design of a nanomolar SARS-CoV-2 binder that neutralized 

SARS-CoV-272 and the use of de novo peptides as a scaffold for PPI disruptors73. 

These methods highlight the potential uses for de novo scaffolds, albeit dependent on 

known interactions. 

Overall, these methods allow for PPI design with various levels of complexity, 

however, they are limited to known binding interactions. To broaden the landscape of 

targetable protein interfaces, de novo approaches to generate motifs that can mediate 

novel PPIs is needed. 
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Figure 1.8: PPI design methods using the template-based approach. The template-based 
approach can be subdivided (from lowest to highest complexity) in I) side chain grafting, II) backbone 
grafting, or III) use of a tailored de novo scaffold. Side chain grafting transplants binding motifs from an 
existing PPI onto a heterologous scaffold that stabilizes the interaction between these side chains and 
the binding target. In backbone grafting the transplantation involves the full backbone and side chains 
of the binding motif involved in a PPI onto a heterologous scaffold. Backbone grafting often poses the 
difficulty of modeling realistic backbones and finding suitable stabilizing sequences in the connecting 
segments between the grafted motif and the scaffold. Finally, in a more tailored approach, a de novo 
scaffold could be built around the motif of interest by specifying the arrangement of secondary structure 
elements to generate a three-dimensional topology. 

1.4.4 De novo design of protein-protein interactions 

In the context of this review, de novo strategies for the design of protein 

interactions rely only on the structural information of the target, which we generally 

refer to as one-sided design. De novo design strategies are subdivided in: I) dock-&-

optimize; II) hotspot-centric approaches63 (Fig. 1.9). The dock-&-optimize approach 

consists of two stages. First, hundreds of protein scaffolds are computationally docked 

on the target protein to find configurations with favorable shape complementarities. 

Second, interface residues of the best candidates are computationally designed to 

improve the binding propensity. Alternatively, the hotspot-centric approach first 

requires the placement of a few clustered hotspot residues before grafting onto a 

suitable scaffold protein that will be further refined74. 

One of the early publications75 in this field introduced a Rosetta-based protocol, 

called DDMI (Docking, Design, Minimization and Interface), following the dock-&-

optimize approach. The DDMI protocol is a two-step approach which uses rigid-body 

docking to find a suitable orientation for the partner scaffold and then iterates between 

sequence design and energy minimization to settle the interface to the lowest energy 
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state. Their best candidate, named “Spider Roll,” used a single pre-selected scaffold 

to target the kinase domain of p21-activated kinase 1 (PAK1), and showed only weak 

affinity (KD ≈ 100 µM). This study and others using a dock-&-optimize approach76,77 

were strong demonstrations that more accurate energy force fields are needed, as 

well as larger pools of scaffold candidates and, due to all these limitations, in vitro 

evolution techniques may be required to further optimize the putative binders. 

In an alternative route, hotspot-centric approaches were proposed. Fleishmann 

and colleagues were the first to implement a hotspot-centric method to target a 

conserved surface site on the stem of the influenza hemagglutinin (HA)78. The design 

approach consisted of docking disembodied residues, selecting suitable scaffolds, and 

refining the interface with RosettaDesign13. Out of 73 designs screened by yeast 

display, 2 showed binding to HA including one with an apparent affinity of 200 nM. 

Two rounds of affinity maturation were performed, providing insight into the sub-

optimal features of the designed protein: I) void volumes at the interface should be 

minimized and backbone minimization can facilitate the choice of suitable residues; II) 

complementary electrostatic charges which remain outside of the hydrogen-bond 

range (~3 Å) should not be underestimated; III) the energetic cost for the desolvation 

of charged residues in close contact with non-polar amino acids should not be 

neglected. In conclusion, the hotspot-centric strategy yielded a higher affinity binder 

than the dock-&-optimize approach, noting the fact that these were optimized by in 

vitro evolution.  

Later on, Procko et al76 targeted the hen egg lysozyme (HEL) using the same 

approach with two polar hotspot residues. Scaffold candidates were docked, refined, 

and selected to satisfy both the disembodied hotspot residues and the 

complementarity for the target. Out of 21 designs, one showed a modest affinity of 7 

µM and required two rounds of directed evolution and four mutations to obtain a final 

affinity of 8 nM. This experiment, as the previous one, had to rely partially on known 

interacting residues, as well as in vitro maturation techniques to improve binders to an 

acceptable affinity, although requiring only a few mutations. Despite these promising 

results, both studies showed that hotspot residue placement was a promising 

approach, however the need for in vitro optimization and the low success rates support 

that improved energy functions and methods are still necessary.  

Recently, computational tools such as the rotamer interaction field (RIF) 

docking have been proposed to search for de novo hotspots for PPI and protein-ligand 

design without prior knowledge. Briefly, billions of disembodied residue conformations 

are docked on the target interface with the aim of introducing hydrogen bonds and 

hydrophobic packing interaction to create an energetically favorable interface. All RIF 

rotamers are stored and can be rapidly sampled for scaffold matching using a docking 

grid-based search algorithm79. RIF docking and a miniprotein scaffold library were 

used for the rapid generation of protein-based therapeutics against SARS-CoV-2 spike 

protein, with de novo designs having affinity lower than 1 nM after in vitro evolution 
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optimization80. Ultimately, with the same strategy, the same group was also able to 

generalize the hotspot-centric approach proposed by Fleishman and colleagues78 by 

generating at least one binder for 12 different target proteins81. These publications 

were among the first to demonstrate complete de novo hotspot generation for PPI 

engineering. Intriguingly, most binders designed so far rely on helical structures, 

limiting the landscape of binding motifs available for PPI designs, especially when 

working with disembodied residues. This approach still seems dependent on a large 

library screening (15’000-100’000 designs per target), although it undoubtedly pushed 

the frontier in de novo PPI design. 

 
Figure 1.9 PPI design methods using the de novo approach. The de novo design approach consists 
of two alternative strategies: I) Dock-&-optimize or II) Hotspot-centric approach. The first is a two-step 
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method that combines the docking of putative scaffolds and then an interface optimization aiming to 
minimize the binding energy between the target and the most appropriate scaffold. In the second 
method, hotspot residues are searched, placed on the interface of interest, and then grafted on a 
scaffold which is suitable for both side chain orientations and target interface. In both methodologies, a 
final selection based on different metrics (binding energy, contact area, hydrogen bonds, etc.) is needed 
to reduce the pool of designs to be tested. 

 

 

 

1.4.4 Challenges and perspectives 

The methodology for designing novel PPIs has evolved rapidly in the past 

years. Templated design approaches take advantage of known binding partners and 

transplant either the side chains of hotspot residues or the backbone and side chains 

of the region of interest. Although this method is reliable and has led to the design of 

many successful binders, it is limited by relying on known binding partners. De novo 

design does not rely on such interactions and is a more difficult problem that poses a 

rigorous test to our understanding of the principles that drive protein-protein 

interactions. Recently, RIFDock has allowed for de novo hotspots to be predicted 

without prior knowledge of binding partners and from these hotspots, high affinity 

binders have been developed.   

Despite these successes, there are still challenges that need to be addressed. 

There is a low success rate for de novo designs, and the designs that are successful 

often need rounds of in vitro evolution to improve the affinity. One plausible 

explanation could be the lack of proper energy functions to capture long-range 

interactions and the effect of water molecules. A study also found that poorly designed 

buried hydrogen bonds account for most of the failure in de novo PPI attempts82. 

Computational tools aiming to design broad hydrogen bond networks, such as 

HBnet83, or the introduction of score penalty for buried unsatisfied polar atoms84 may 

help future de novo design pipelines to tackle challenging polar interfaces. 

Additionally, more work must be done to extend these methods beyond helical motifs. 

Although helical binders can be successful, opening this strategy to more than one 

secondary structure would further increase the breadth of structural space that could 

be covered. Finally, it seems an emergent theme that most of the de novo PPI designs 

target known PPI interfaces, leaving unsolved challenges in targeting arbitrary target 

sites that may have low interface forming propensity. Despite these challenges, new 

tools for protein engineers are being developed that can address these difficulties. 

Newly introduced machine learning based software such as MaSIF85 allows protein 

engineers to predict novel binding sites and possible binding partners. The introduction 

of Alphafold61 and RoseTTAFold86 allows for the prediction of three-dimensional 

protein structures with just the amino acid sequence. These tools and others will assist 

protein engineers in further studies.  
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Despite the difficulty of understanding and accurately designing novel PPIs, the 

number of computational methods available is expanding steadily and will undoubtedly 

lead to a higher success rates and benefit to translational research with biomedical 

applications. 
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1.5 MaSIF surface fingerprinting method 
As mentioned in section 1.4.4, machine learning software has been coupled to 

protein binder prediction and design. Our lab has developed MaSIF (Molecular 

Surface Interaction Fingerprinting), a novel method of generating surface fingerprints 

from the geometric and chemical features of a protein surface85.  MaSIF utilizes the 

molecular surface properties, independent from sequence and fold. In previously 

published work, we have shown that MaSIF can be used to break proteins into surface 

representations and encode the surface fingerprint into a multidimensional vector for 

ease of building a database and comparing fingerprints with one another. The 

fingerprint (Fig. 1.10) encompasses chemical aspects of the surface (such as 

hydrophobicity, electron donors and acceptors, and electrostatics) and geometric 

properties (curvature, knobs, and pockets) on a grid using geodesic coordinates. Deep 

learning is used to calculate a fingerprint vector for a given patch. 

The hypothesis of this study was that similar fingerprints would indicate patches 

that would undergo similar interactions (with other biomolecules). These patterns are 

difficult to see visually but are detectable by analysis of large-scale data. MaSIF was 

used to infer ligand-type for ligand binding sites, without considering the amino acid 

sequence. MaSIF was also used to predict patches that would be able to be involved 

in the formation of protein-protein interactions (PPIs) and predict PPI pairs using the 

surface features.  

Chapter 3 highlights the newest application of MaSIF: MaSIF-site and MaSIF-

seed. These implementations can choose a potential binding site and predict a seed 

that can form the basis of a binding interaction to that patch. This strategy for PPI 

design will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 3.  

 
Figure 1.10: MaSIF method. MaSIF encodes the chemical and geometric properties of a protein 
surface into a “fingerprint” that is described as a vector. These fingerprints allow for rapid searching of 
a database for similar or complementary patches. 
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1.6 Therapeutically relevant protein targets for 
PPI design 
1.6.1 SARS-CoV-2 

In late 2019, a novel beta-coronavirus began spreading amongst human 

populations in Wuhan, China. This virus, which was named SARS-CoV-2 in 2020, 

causes the disease COVID-1987. As of November 2022, this virus has infected over 

620,000,000 people worldwide, caused minimally 6,580,000 deaths, and incalculable 

disruption to daily life, economics, and well-being of the world population88. The impact 

of this virus cannot be understated.  

The mechanism by which SARS-CoV-2 infects cells is well characterized. Using 

the spike protein on the surface of virus particles, the virus binds to ACE2 receptors 

on human cells, undergoes cleavage and structural changes, and then fuses with the 

host cell surface89. Fig. 1.11a shows the trimeric spike protein bound to ACE2. The 

inset shows the receptor binding domain (RBD) which is the domain that binds to 

ACE2. Once fused, the virus delivers its payload into the host cell, allowing for the 

production of many more virus particles that can be shed and propagate the disease.  

The spike protein has shown evolution as the pandemic spread. As of 

November 2022, there have been six Variants of Concern (VOC)90. First alpha, then 

beta, gamma, delta, epsilon and finally omicron. Each of these VOCs has mutations 

in the spike protein, ranging from 6 mutations in iota to nearly 30 mutations in omicron 

variants. Fig. 1.11b shows the mutations on omicron spike compared to the original 

spike protein. There are numerous mutations clustered on the RBD. Some of the 

mutations seem to increase the infectivity, perhaps based on ACE2 binding affinity 

while others appear to give immune evasion to the virus91. As two of the most popular 

vaccines (SpikeVax from Moderna and Comirnaty from Pfizer) target the spike protein 

via mRNA vaccines, immune evasion via spike mutations is a concern. 

As the disease spread through the world, it became clear that there is a need 

for drugs to help combat this disease. In chapter 3, I will discuss the efforts made to 

design an inhibitor of SARS-CoV-2 by the expansion of the MaSIF method described 

in section 1.5 to design binders using surface fingerprints. 
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Figure 1.11: SARS-CoV-2 spike protein.  a) The trimeric spike protein, shades of blue, bound to 
ACE2, green, the receptor on mammalian cells that allows for cell entry (PDB:7KJ2). b) In red, the 
mutations between the original strain of SARS-CoV-2 and omicron. Many mutations are clustered on 
the RBD, inset, where the spike protein binds to ACE2. 

 

1.6.2 PD-1/PD-L1 interaction 

PD-1 (programmed cell death protein 1) and PD-L1 (programmed cell death 

ligand 1) are two proteins of interest in cancer immunotherapy92. PD-1 is a 

transmembrane protein expressed on the surface of several cell types, including T 

cells (Fig. 1.12). PD-L1 is another transmembrane protein that can bind to PD-1 and 

downregulates T cell activation, proliferation, and cytokine production. Together, these 

two proteins interact to control immune tolerance.  

The ability to hijack this pathway in a controlled manner leads to the regulation 

of the immune system. Some cancers overexpress PD-L1, leading to immune 

tolerance of the cancer. Six inhibitors of the PD-1/PD-L1 interaction are approved by 

the FDA for use as cancer treatment93. All six approved inhibitors are antibody-based 

drugs. The PD-1/PD-L1 interaction is difficult to target with small molecules as the 

interface is quite flat with no pockets for a small molecule to bind. 

PD-1 and PD-L1 are targets worthy of exploration for therapeutics. In chapter 

3, I discuss our efforts to design de novo protein binders for PD-1 and PD-L1 that will 

putatively block the interaction, which could have therapeutic benefits.  
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Figure 1.12: PD-1/PD-L1 interaction. PD-1, on a T cell, bound to PD-L1, on a cancer cell. The inset 
shows the protein complex, solved from a crystal structure (3BIK). 
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1.7 Objectives 
Proteins have essentially limitless possible sequences and therefore potentially 

limitless forms, folds, and functions. The two aims in this project explore the design of 

de novo proteins with novel folds or functions. Deep learning methods are used to 

design novel proteins or proteins with novel functions and these designs are 

experimentally validated.  

 

Aim I: Exploration of native and novel protein space with computational design and 

high-throughput biochemical assays 

The protein folding problem starts with a linear amino acid sequence and asks 

how it would fold into a three-dimensional structure. De novo design inverts this 

process, starting with a desired fold and seeking to design a sequence that folds into 

that structure. The design of de novo proteins remains a difficult challenge, although 

the toolbox to address it is growing. An outstanding challenge is that of defining 

“designable” protein backbone templates to help guide the sequence design. Often, 

approaches return a limited set of sequence variants that cluster around a sequence 

with little variation. This “mode collapse” limits the outputs and therefore what will be 

tested experimentally, potentially missing the best possible solutions.  

To address this challenge, in chapter 2, we propose Genesis: a variational 

autoencoder that interfaces with trRosetta to optimize the protein sequence from 

protein backbone “sketches.” We design de novo proteins with both native and novel 

topologies and characterize them biochemically. We use yeast display libraries to test 

the stability of designed proteins to proteolytic digestion in a high throughput manner. 

Additionally, we purify select designs individually to examine their fold and thermal 

stability. 

 

Aim II: Computational design of de novo protein interactions using surface fingerprints 

Although there have been numerous advancements in the field of 

computational protein-protein interaction (PPI) design, targeting specific sites with no 

known binders remains difficult. This challenge tests our understanding of how PPIs 

form.  

We hypothesized that complementary protein surfaces come together to form 

a binding interaction. Therefore, in chapter 3, we utilize a deep learning method, 

MaSIF, to find complementary binding seeds for a given target. Surface fingerprints 

are generated that describe the chemical and geometric properties of a surface patch 

and complementary patches are found from a database of potential seeds. These 

seeds form the basis of designed binders that can then be tested biochemically. The 

designed binders are improved using yeast display libraries and validated with binding 

assays, mutant studies, and structural studies. 
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These aims encompass two important aspects of de novo protein design- novel 

folds and site-specific protein binder design. Together, these two projects represent 

advancements in protein design that could lead to useful applications in therapeutics, 

biosensors, and deepen our understanding of the protein design problem. 
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❖ Chapter 2 

Exploration of native and novel protein 
space with computational design and 
high throughput biochemical assays 

 
 Computational design of proteins has advanced rapidly over the last decades. 

However, many challenges still hinder protein designers’ ability to design reasonable 

protein backbones that fold into the desired shape. Despite the advancements in 

protein structure prediction tools like AlphaFold and RoseTTAfold, experimental 

analysis is still indispensable for confirming the biochemical characteristics of novel 

proteins. In this chapter, I will highlight Genesis, a computational method developed 

in our lab that interfaces with trRosetta to turn a protein form into a sequence predicted 

to fold into that form. The output from Genesis was tested using a high throughput 

assay to determine stability and top designs were characterized individually to 

examine the success of the Genesis pipeline. 

 This chapter comes from a manuscript that is currently in preparation. Zander 

Harteveld developed Genesis and performed the design of the novel proteins. My 

contribution is the design and implementation of the high throughput assays for 

stability testing using yeast libraries and deep sequencing. I also expressed and 

characterized the individual designs alongside Sandrine Georgeon and Stéphane 

Rosset. Joshua Southern performed computational analysis of the designs.  
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Abstract: 
De novo protein design aims to explore uncharted areas of the global protein structure 

and sequence spaces. Despite recent advances, the success of de novo design 

remains limited. One of the main challenges is defining the set of “designable” 

structural protein backbone templates which could in turn help to solve the sequence 

sampling stages. Many protein backbone design approaches suffer from inaccuracies 

in both energy functions and sampling algorithms, which often leads to a convergence 

in sequence space with a few similar sequence variants that frequently fail 

experimentally. To address these limitations, we build on recent advancements in 

protein structure prediction and design using deep neural networks. We train a 

convolutional variational autoencoder (VAE) called Genesis that is trained to improve 

protein secondary structure lattice models termed Sketches by denoising their 2D 

feature maps. Genesis interfaces with the recent neural sequence design framework 

trRosetta to jointly optimize the protein sequence and structure in a higher dimensional 

feature space, thereby bypassing the arduous and time-consuming step of crafting 

designable backbones and fitting sequences in 3D space. We used Genesis-trRosetta 

to design large pools of diverse sequences for a set of protein folds and found that the 

framework is capable of sampling native-like feature maps for known and novel 

(darkfold) protein topologies. The Genesis framework enables the exploration of the 

protein sequence and fold space within minutes and is not bound to specific protein 

topologies. The protein sequences generated by Genesis were tested biochemically 

using a high throughput assay. We found that Genesis produced stable native and 

darkfolds. Essentially, our method addresses the backbone designability problem and 

could ultimately contribute to the de novo design of proteins with new functions. 
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2.1 Introduction 
Evolution is a slow and gradual process that has only sampled a tiny fraction of 

the possible protein amino acid sequence space94. Natural sequences collapse into 

structures that can be clustered into a small set of protein shapes (folds). In order to 

explore new sequences that fold into well-defined 3-dimensional (3D) conformations 

outside the natural repertoire and are amenable to tailored functionalities, de novo 

protein design strategies have been developed8. Currently, de novo protein design is 

an iterative process where (1) the protein shape is outlined and corresponding 

backbones are sampled, and (2) low energy amino acid sequences are fitted onto the 

generated backbones. Despite numerous successes17,95–98, de novo design is 

hindered by inaccuracies in current energy functions and the heuristics within most 

sampling methods, often leading to experimental failures. 

Many designed proteins fail due to having physically unrealistic backbones that 

are not “designable” in the first place. Designable backbones are strain-less and have 

optimal secondary structure configurations with favored tertiary structure symmetries 

such that they are realizable with the 20 natural amino acids and induce packed 

conformations99–103. Furthermore, it has been observed that highly designable 

backbones can accommodate a large variety of energetically favorable 

sequences99,103. Large sequence capacity has been linked to mutational robustness 

which favors thermodynamic and evolutionary stability. Capturing designability 

quantitatively is challenging as it includes properties that are difficult to measure, such 

as fold specificity100,104, or native-like structural arrangements105. 

Multiple empirically derived principles have been formulated to encode strong 

sequence-structure relationships for protein structures and to alleviate the 

designability problem to a certain extent. For highly symmetric and repetitive folds 

such as alpha-helical bundles, parametric equations describe the shapes with a 

minimal number of variables106,107. Koga and colleagues formulated the first set of 

rules108 that, together with fragment assembly protocols109, led to the design of “ideal” 

protein folds, this is with small loops and regular secondary structure elements. The 

rules are based on loop lengths that embed the packing of local tertiary motifs such 

as beta/beta-, beta/alpha-, and alpha/beta-units to secondary structure elements. 

These rules have been steadily updated. For instance, loops can be structurally 

defined to bridge non-local motifs110,111, cavities can be created by inducing strong 

curvatures into beta strands through controlling resisters shifts between- and bulges 

in beta-strands97,112, and strategically placed stress-relieving glycine residues allow 

the design of beta-barrels79. Furthermore, methods that automatically identify fold-

specific statistics from structural data have been shown to improve the design 

process79,113. The structure extension with native-substructure graphs (SEWING)17 

method enables designing proteins with non-ideal secondary structure elements, 

where natural secondary structure elements with all their irregularities are pieced 

together. 
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Recent advances within deep neural networks (DNNs) combined with the 

availability of large-scale protein structure data in the protein data bank (PDB) have 

enabled highly accurate structure prediction from sequence61,86 (Supplemental Fig. 

2.1a). Interestingly, the trained structure prediction neural networks can be “reversed” 

for the protein design task. A good example is the transform-restrained Rosetta 

(trRosetta) neural network114 that was used to hallucinate novel proteins by using a 

specific loss that maximizes the contrast between random (background) and native 

distance predictions21. trRosetta can also be employed for fixed backbone design via 

backpropagating gradients from the target structure to the sequence, which has the 

effect of implicitly optimizing over the full sequence and structure landscape115 

(Supplemental Fig. 2.1b). In the latter case, the method searches for the lowest-energy 

sequence while maximizing the probability of the target structure relative to all other 

conformations. Encouragingly, the trRosetta design framework is able to design new 

sequences for a target structure within minutes on modern graphical processing units 

(GPUs), enabling multi-state and high-throughput sampling of the design space.  

Inspired by these recent advances, this work puts forth the hypothesis that 

trRosetta can also facilitate tailored de novo design, where the shape and secondary 

structure element composition is controlled (Fig. 2.1a). To achieve this, we 

implemented a framework that uses a simple string description of a protein fold 

(termed “Form”116) and auto-generates realistic designed proteins. The framework first 

creates a 3D representation of the Form termed “Sketch”. We trained a variational 

autoencoder (VAE) termed Genesis to encode the distances and orientations of a 

Sketch to a latent representation, sampled and then decoded close-native distance 

and orientation probabilities from this representation ready for the trRosetta sequence 

design task (Fig. 2.1b). Our approach circumvents the need to create designable 3D 

backbones and the backbone generation task is, unlike conventional de novo design 

methods, not directly based on energy functions. This allows the de novo design 

process to be fast and efficient. We design proteins with known folds (native) and novel 

folds (darkfolds) and test them biochemically with a high throughput assay and as 

individual proteins to check fold and stability. 
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Figure 2.1: Genesis neural de novo protein design pipeline. a) GENESIS can take blurry structure 
features (distances and orientations) of a sketch, and denoise, sharpen and complete the features for 
further sequence designs tasks. b) The trRosetta fixed backbone design strategy is used to design 
sequences obeying the refined features from the roughly sketched protein fold through. c) Loops on the 
Sketch and corrupted structure are approximated by adding backbone residue atoms with random 
torsions along the shortest path between two consecutive SSEs. d) Comparison of the different feature 
maps (Sketch, corrupted Structures, and native Structure). 
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2.2 Results 
Sketching protein drafts from native backbones 

We delineate the shape of a protein through a string specifying the secondary 

structure element types, lengths, and relative positions on a lattice, termed Form116. 

In a Form, each level or layer of the lattice can be populated by an arbitrary number 

of secondary structure elements. The layers are equally spaced from each other by 8 

Å for beta-beta layers and 10 Å - 11 Å for helix-helix or helix-beta layers117. A Form 

can be expanded into a 3D representation that we call a “Sketch”. A Sketch is a rough 

3D approximation of a native protein structure albeit lacking loops, native-like 

irregularities within secondary structure elements, and side chains (or sequence).  

We have previously described the TopoBuilder18–20, a method that can design 

de novo protein models and sequences given a Form or a Sketch using Rosetta 

FunFolDes (FFD)71 and FastDesign with derived Cɑ-Cɑ distance restraints from the 

secondary structure elements of the Sketch. This method yielded several 

successes18,19, although two major limitations remain: (1) the inherent non-

designability of the Sketches and hence the imprecisely derived Cɑ-Cɑ restraints often 

guide the simulations towards incorrect solutions, and (2) the number of designs that 

are needed to be sampled (~2K - 10K sequences) in order to sufficiently probe the 

sequence landscape and be able to select potential low energy solutions is extremely 

high and therefore time and resource consuming.  

To alleviate these limitations, we employ a DNN to automatically learn to 

decipher important structural features and incorporate native-like patterns into the 

Sketches. The DNN takes the form of a VAE that is trained to transform a large dataset 

of Sketches into their respective native structures. The dataset was built by generating 

different sets of “mini-Sketches” and mapping them to their native counterparts 

(Supplemental Fig. 2.2a). The sets encompass many 2- and 3-layer fully beta-, fully-

alpha- and mixed alpha/beta topologies and capture a large scope of possible folds 

(see Methods). The mini-Sketches have small idealized secondary structure elements 

(5 AA residues for strands and 9 AA residues for helices), no sequence information, 

and dummy backbone residues along the shortest path between end- and starting 

points of the secondary structure elements representing the loops. The loops were 

modeled in this way because we do not have information about potential loop 

conformations (Fig. 1b). We also note that, though mini-Sketches can fit onto multiple 

native counterparts, the majority only map to 1 or 2 conformations (Supplemental Fig. 

2.2c).  

Since not all protein domains can be formulated as a Form (e.g., beta barrels), 

we augment our data set by adding corrupted backbone structures, where the loops 

are replaced by dummy residues as done on the mini-Sketches (Fig. 2.1b). The 

corrupted backbones add architectural and structural diversity to our data set by 
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retaining tertiary motif dispositions and secondary structure irregularities, respectively 

(Fig. 2.1c). 

We split our data set into a series of training and test sets with different 

structural properties based on the Structural Classification of Proteins — extended 

(SCOPe) scheme. We then optimize Genesis for a training set consisting of a 

particular type of structure and test the validity of its predictions on proteins with 

increasingly different structural properties (see Methods). Our evaluation procedure 

quantitatively assesses the extent to which our framework generalizes beyond the 

distribution induced by a given training set. We argue that any method that facilitates 

de novo design should generalize to unknown subsets of the protein space. 

  

De novo design through collaborative deep neural networks 

We developed a convolutional variational autoencoder (VAE) that operates on 

distance and orientation maps rather than atomistic coordinates (Supplemental Fig. 

2.3a) (See Methods for implementation details and data encoding). Importantly, 

distances and orientations are invariant with respect to translation and rotation which 

ensures stable and predictable performance in the presence of transformations of the 

data input under the special Euclidean group. Our VAE is conditioned on the real-

valued distances and orientations of the mini-Sketches, and from the latent conditional 

distribution predicts distance- and orientation probabilities of native-like 

conformations.  

We train the VAE in a supervised manner by minimizing the 1st Wasserstein 

distance between the true feature maps and the distribution predicted by the VAE (see 

Methods). In contrast to the previously utilized cross-entropy loss114,118, the 

Wasserstein distance enables weighting individual errors between the distributions, 

i.e., penalizing large differences between the true and predicted distributions more 

than small differences.  

We follow a standard pretrain - fine-tune regimen. We pretrain the VAE on the 

corrupted structures with a learning rate set to 1e-3 over 300 epochs and subsequently 

fine-tune the VAE for 500 epochs on the mini-Sketches. The pretraining slightly 

improves the performance on the test set when compared to directly training the VAE 

on the mini-Sketches (Fig. 2.1b). 

We couple our fine-tuned VAE (called “Genesis”) with the trRosetta framework. 

We use the trRosetta fixed backbone design method to optimize sequences for our 

generated distance- and orientation probabilities115. We subsequently use the 

generated sequences and constraints from trRosetta to minimize the energy with 

gradient descent and generate 3D models using PyRosetta119 (see Methods). In 

summary, the Genesis-trRosetta de novo design framework uses a Form to build a 

Sketch that is then refined by Genesis, designed through trRosetta, and finally 
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assembled and minimized with a full atomistic energy function in PyRosetta 

(Supplemental Fig. 2.5). 

Our ablation studies demonstrate the importance of both the Genesis and 

trRosetta modules. First, we remove the trRosetta design module by gathering 

structural restraints directly from the Genesis distance- and orientation probabilities 

and using a poly-Valine amino acid sequence. We see a low performance with the 

template modeling (TM) score120 median being below 0.5 and the root-mean-squared-

deviations (RMSDs) median around 4 Å between the predicted 3D model and the 

native structure on the training and test set examples across all major classes 

(Supplemental Fig. 2.3b). Second, we removed Genesis resulting in a framework 

where trRosetta is challenged to directly design sequences for a given Sketch. On the 

training examples, we measure a good TM-score median around 0.6 and an RMSD 

median around 2 Å for the 3-helical architectures, while for the fully-beta and mixed 

alpha/beta architectures the results are rather bad with a median TM-score around 0.4 

and the median RMSD around 3.5 Å. The few selected test examples follow the same 

trend as the train examples: Genesis alone is not sufficient to build native-like poly-

Valine backbones, and simply using trRosetta to design sequences for Sketch results 

in a poor performance with sequences and constraints not recapitulating the intended 

shape of the Sketch. Thus, our experiments support the interpretation that, though 

Genesis cannot solve the backbone design problem by itself, its predicted features 

can guide trRosetta towards the sequences that correspond to specific folds. On the 

other hand, a Sketch alone lacks native-like features that could be identified by 

trRosetta to use and design fold-specific sequences. 

We assess the performance of different variants of the Genesis pipeline. Using 

the basic framework Sketch->Genesis->trRosetta->PyRosetta, we achieve a TM-

score of 0.8 and a median RMSD of 2 Å for fully helical proteins, a median TM-score 

of ~0.55 and median RMSD ~3.5 Å for fully-beta proteins, and a median TM-score of 

~0.5 with a median RMSD ~4 Å for mixed alpha/beta proteins. We see an improvement 

when adding a simple relaxation with favoring secondary structure pairing and packing 

after the gradient descent minimization with median TM-scores of approximately 0.8, 

0.6, 0.55 and RMSDs of 2 Å, 3 Å, 3.5 Å for alpha-, beta- and mixed alpha/beta proteins 

from the training set respectively. Importantly, adding a loss controlling the amino acid 

composition of the generating sequences within trRosetta resulted in a small 

performance drop.  

We also tested the pipeline using the trRosetta hybrid-design protocol, where, 

instead of optimizing for a single sequence, the algorithm optimizes for multiple 

sequences from which a position-specific scoring matrix (PSSM) is generated and 

used to guide the sequence design task. The results were comparable to the standard 

pipeline in terms of TM-scores and RMSDs (Supplemental Fig. 2.4). 

In order to evaluate the generalization power of Genesis, we train and test 

Genesis on the series of training and test splits given by SCOPe (Supplemental Fig. 
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2.3d) (see Methods). The SCOPe hierarchically classifies proteins based on structural 

similarities: The top level (Class) divides proteins into major classes: fully-alpha, fully-

beta and mixed alpha/beta. The next lower level (Fold) arranges the structures 

according to secondary structure disposition and connectivity. Two important 

additional lower levels exist (Superfamily and Family) which take fine-grained 

structural and functional features into account. 

For alpha-helical proteins, the TM-scores and RMSDs are around 0.6 and 3 Å, 

respectively, whereas for fully-beta and mixed alpha/beta proteins, a degradation in 

performance is observed. At the Superfamily level, 2 out of 25 test proteins cross the 

critical 0.5 TM-score threshold for fully-beta structures. One level higher (Fold level) 

solely 1 out of the 75 test proteins crosses the 0.5 TM-threshold. For mixed alpha/beta 

proteins, around 3 test proteins are predicted with a TM-score above 0.5 for both 

Superfamily and Fold levels.  

These results indicate that Genesis is capable of generalizing across families 

quite well, while proteins with different connectivity and structural features are more 

difficult to generate successfully. 

 

Conditioned sampling, design, and testing of native protein topologies 

To showcase the Genesis-trRosetta de novo design framework, we 

conditionally sample 5 different topologies. We sample a 2-layer mixed alpha/beta 

Ubiquitin-like fold, where 4 strands are packed against a helix, and a 3-layer mixed 

alpha/beta Rossmann fold with a central 4 stranded beta-sheet and 2 exterior packing 

helices on both sides. We additionally challenge the framework by generating 2 

different 2-layer beta-sandwiches, an Immunoglobulin (Ig) -like fold and a Jelly-roll 

fold. Finally, we design sequences that adopt the Top7 fold13, a novel fold not observed 

in the natural repertoire and representing a generalization test to our method. 

As we do not have prior knowledge about secondary structure elements and 

loop lengths, we sample over 20-30 combinations (see Methods). For each 

combination, we refine 3 different feature maps using Genesis and for each design a 

set of 1K sequences through trRosetta. With the predicted sequence library, we create 

a PSSM and use it together with the distance- and orientation restraints to design 2 

low energy sequences and 3D models.  

We realign each of the 3D models back to the input Sketch and collect all 3D 

models and sequences that have a TM-score above 0.5. A 3D model with the correct 

connectivity should have a TM-score around 0.5 to the Sketch (to be the same fold) 

(Supplemental Fig. 2.6a). For the Rossmann-, Jelly-roll- and Top7 folds, over 50% of 

the designs passed the 0.5 TM-score threshold and were collected, while for the Ig-

like and Ubiquitin-like folds, approximately 25% passed the TM-score threshold. 

We use Alphafold2 to predict a model from the collected sequences and realign 

the Alphafold2 model to the Genesis model (Fig. 2.2a and b, Supplemental Fig. 2.6b). 
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We observe that around 50% of the sequences have the expected fold (TM-score > 

0.5) and the median RMSDs in the range of 3 Å to 4 Å. 

To test the designs’ ability to resist protease digestion (as a proxy for stability), 

the top 50 designs of each fold were ordered as gene fragments, amplified, and 

transformed into yeast libraries for display. The genetic construct used for display is a 

modified version of the pNT vector that encodes an HA epitope tag, the protein of 

interest, a V5 epitope tag, and then the Aga2 protein (Supplemental Fig. 2.7a). To test 

protease resistance, the loss of the HA epitope signal is used as an indicator of protein 

degradation. The construct displaying a stable protein can withstand up to 10 µM 

trypsin and chymotrypsin without a significant drop of signal (Supplemental Fig. 2.7b), 

so any drop in signal in our assay can likely be attributed to degradation of the designs. 

The gating strategy for this experiment is explained in the methods (Supplemental Fig. 

2.7c).  

The library displaying the native folds was digested with various concentrations 

of proteases and then labeled with anti-HA-FITC and sorted for the undigested 

populations. MiSeq deep sequencing was performed on the samples and the amount 

of each design in each sample quantified, as explained in the methods. A fold score 

for trypsin and chymotrypsin was calculated for each design and provides an estimate 

of the amount of enzyme needed to digest half of the population.  

Overall, there was a wide range of fold scores. The designs were divided into 

three groups of high, medium, and low (H, M, L) fold scores for analysis. Each fold 

had at least one highly resistant fold, with some folds showing more designs with 

resistance than others (Fig. 2.2c,d).  

To examine whether the designed sequences were novel relative to naturally 

occurring sequences, protein BLAST was used with all the sequences in the pools. 

The expect values (E values) returned by BLAST indicate the number of times a match 

of the given quality might be “expected” to be found by random chance within the 

database searched. The E values for these sequences were high, with a range of 

0.059 to 1000 (the user-given cut off given in the BLAST search), indicating that there 

are no close matches to these sequences. The E values of designs within each fold 

score category did not show significant difference, excluding the possibility that the 

best designs are those that are similar to native sequences (Fig. 2.2e). Additionally, 

the AlphaFold2 structure predictions were compared to the Genesis predictions. Both 

the pLDDT and the RMSD were used to compare against the fold score to examine 

potential correlations with the stability of the physical protein and the confidence of 

AlphaFold2 with its prediction (Supplemental Fig. 2.8a,b). No meaningful correlations 

were found, hinting that it is still difficult to predict the best possible designs. 

Top designs were also produced in E. coli for individual characterization. Figure 

2.3 shows the results of circular dichroism, thermal melting, and SEC-MALS for four 

of the native folds. All were folded, thermostable, and monomeric or dimeric. This 
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indicates that Genesis was successful in designing novel proteins that can fold into 

stable structures. 

  

Figure 2.2: Native protein topologies and high throughput results. a) TM-score and pLDDT 
scores for Genesis designs for the five sampled native folds. b) A selected model from each fold type, 
with the model (rainbow) aligned with the AF2 model (grey). c) Results from a high throughput 
stability assay on yeast. The libraries were subjected to increasing concentrations of trypsin protease, 
leading to degradation of unstable designs. For each design, fold scores were calculated and the 
designs categorized as hyperstable (H, green, fold score over 5 µM), stable (S, yellow, fold score 
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between 1 µM and 5 µM), and unstable (U, red, fold score below 1 µM). The average curve for each 
stability category graphed with the standard deviation shaded.  d) Stability breakdown by fold type. e) 
BLAST analysis was performed to assess novelty of the sequence compared to the non-redundant 
protein database. For each sequence, the E value corresponding to the closest match was found with 
a cut off of 1000. T-tests were performed between H and S against U for each fold and none were 
found to have significant differences. 

 

 
Figure 2.3: Native folds biochemical results. Left, the circular dichroism spectra at 20℃ (blue) and 
90℃ (red); middle, the thermal melting curve of the ellipticity at 220 nm from 20℃ to 90℃; right, the 
SEC-MALS trace for the purified design with the calculated molecular weight for designs from four 
different folds.  a) An Ig-like fold, b) a Rossmann fold, c) a ubiquitin-like fold, and d) a Top7 fold. 
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Probing dark matter protein folds 

The ultimate goal of de novo protein design methods is to generate protein 

shapes not existing in nature. We asked the question if our framework based on DNNs 

and trained on natural derived structure data is capable of (besides the Top7 fold) 

generalizing outside the distribution of natural folds e.g., if our framework is able to 

generate out-of-distribution. 

To this end, we sought to sample protein folds not included in the training set, 

nor observed in nature. Previously, Taylor and colleagues121 computationally analyzed 

possibly unexplored regions of the 3-layer mixed alpha/beta fold space through Cɑ-

traces that obey constraints of natural protein structures, such as handedness of 

connection and loop-crossing. We further reduced the set by discarding Cɑ-traces that 

have mixed secondary structure types on the same layer, disembodied secondary 

structure elements (unpacked) or nearly crossing loops. We selected three distinct 

folds to design with the Genesis-trRosetta method.  

The first novel fold (drk_31.81840) has a 3-stranded central beta-sheet with two 

helices on both sides. The top helices are connected through the middle and the side 

strand, and the bottom helices are connected through the other side strand (Fig. 2.4a 

left). The second novel fold (drk_33.45278 and drk_34.46280) is a 3-layer fold with a 

4 stranded beta-sheet in the middle and 2 helices on each side. This fold is similar to 

the first novel fold but connects the top helices with 2 beta-strands on one side and 

the two lower helices with the 2 beta-strands on the other side (Fig. 2.4a middle). The 

third novel fold (drk_31.82782) consists of a 5-stranded beta-sheet sandwiched with 

3 helices on top and a single helix on the bottom. This fold is “rolled” between the 4 

consecutive strands and the 3 top helices and the last strand connects the lower helix 

that bases the full beta-sheet (Fig. 2.4a right).  

We used the Genesis-trRosetta framework to sample sequences using as input 

different Forms varying in the loop and SSE lengths. We collected the sequences with 

a TM-score above 0.5 between the 3D models and the Taylor Cɑ-trace to ensure the 

correct overall fold. We found that many of the collected 3D models often had single 

distorted helices or unpaired strands likely due to high-resolution constraints and 

potentially suboptimal sequences sampled from the PSSMs. We therefore picked the 

2 to 5 best-generated 3D model backbones and their PSSM generated by trRosetta 

and additionally sampled 200 sequences and 3D models for each of the 3 novel folds. 

All sampled sequences then were fed into Alphafold2 (single-sequence 

prediction) and the AF-predictions aligned to the initial 3D model (Supplemental Fig. 

2.9a). Interestingly, for the 3 novel folds the median TM-score was around 0.5 or higher 

and median RMSDs 3.7 Å or lower. Thus, more than half of the sampled sequences 

have trRosetta models have folds that agree with their corresponding Alphafold2 

models.  
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The top 100 designs for each darkfold were tested in the manner described 

above. Like with the native folds, a wide range of fold scores were seen for the designs 

and each fold had at least one H or M design (Fig. 2.4c,d). The sequence novelty was 

examined in the same manner, and again it was found that the sequences are highly 

novel and there are no differences in E value distribution between the fold score 

categories for each fold type (Fig. 2.4e). As with the native folds above, the fold score 

of the darkfolds was used to examine potential correlations of the model predictions 

(Supplemental Fig. 2.8a,b). Only the comparison of pLDDT with fold score showed a 

significant correlation, with a Pearson r value of 0.26 for trypsin stability and 0.21 for 

chymotrypsin stability. Despite this significance, this trend does not occur in the native 

designs, making the conclusions that can be drawn limited. However, this does 

reinforce our choice to filter the designs by pLDDT when choosing designs to test 

experimentally. Additionally, we selected top ranked designs to express and purify to 

characterize biochemically. Figure 2.5 shows the CD, thermal stability, and SEC-

MALS results for one design of each fold type. All were found to be folded, stable to 

heat, and dimeric. The dimeric nature of most of the designs is interesting, as this 

pipeline did not seek to create dimers. It is possible that the design pipeline is biased 

towards creating hydrophobic patches on the surface of the protein, which could lead 

to the dimerization and in some cases, higher-order oligomerization that was 

observed. An additional step could be added to the design pipeline that scans the 

surface for patches with high potential to form buried interfaces and these could be 

mutated to avoid this issue in future designs. 

To investigate the novelty of the fold types, an analysis was performed with the 

CATH database (Fig. 2.6 and Supplemental Fig. 2.10). Folds were analyzed by TM 

score comparison with the CATH non-redundant database. Native folds, 

unsurprisingly, were more similar to known protein folds and three native folds had TM 

scores of greater than 0.65 to a CATH fold. The dark folds were more separate from 

the CATH structures, indicating a more novel fold. 
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Figure 2.4: Darkfold protein topologies and high throughput results. a) Form descriptions and 2D 
lattice diagram of the selected dark matter folds. b) Examples of a Genesis model (rainbow) and the 
corresponding AlphaFold prediction (gray) for each fold type. c) Results from a high throughput 
digestion assay on yeast. The libraries were subjected to increasing concentrations of trypsin protease, 
leading to degradation of unstable designs. For each design, fold scores were calculated and the 
designs categorized as high (H, green, fold score over 5 µM), medium (M, yellow, fold score between 
1 µM and 5 µM), and low (L, red, fold score below 1 µM). The average curve for each stability category 
graphed with the standard deviation shaded. d) Stability breakdown by fold type. e) BLAST analysis 
was performed to assess novelty of the sequence compared to the non-redundant protein database. 
For each sequence, the E value corresponding to the closest match was found with a cut off of 1000. t-
tests were performed between H and M against L for each fold, and none were found to be significant. 
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Figure 2.5: Darkfolds biochemical results. Left, the circular dichroism spectra at 20℃ (blue) and 90℃ 

(red); middle, the thermal melting curve of the ellipticity at 220 nm from 20℃ to 90℃; right, the SEC-
MALS trace for the purified design with the calculated molecular weight for designs from four different 
folds.  a) Fold 1, b) Fold 2 and, c) Fold 3. 
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Figure 2.6: Multidimensional Scaling of TM scores with the CATH database. The most stable of 
each of the three darkfolds (black) and five native folds (purple) were compared to proteins representing 
each topology in the CATH database and graphed based on similarity. Yellow dashed lines indicate TM 
score to a topology with TM scores greater than 0.65, which occur only for native folds. The size of the 
protein topologies is proportional to the number of sequences in CATH which have that topology. 

Structural determination attempts 

We attempted three experimental techniques to determine structures of our 

designs. Our first attempt for structural characterization was with protein NMR, which 

indicated a portion of unfolded species, possibly due to the low salt buffer used for the 

NMR study. We attempted to crystallize the designs to do X-ray crystallography, but 

unfortunately no visible crystals formed in the timeframe of the project. 

 Cryo-EM has a lower size limit of 50-100 kDa depending on many factors. 

Given that our designs are 8-15 kDa, we knew we would need to address the size to 

be able to utilize cryo-EM. There are numerous published methods for increasing the 
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size of a protein for cryo-EM analysis, we chose to try the recently published Legobody 

approach122. The Legobody approach utilizes a Fab that binds to nanobodies, a 

nanobody that binds to the target for imaging, and an MBP construct that binds to both 

the Fab and the nanobody (Figure 2.7a). As our designed proteins have no known 

nanobody binders, we chose to fuse the ALFA-tag to the designs to allow use of the 

ALFA-nanobody (ALFA-nb)123 as a component in building the Legobody. 5 darkfold 

designs were chosen for characterization, based on the individual biochemical 

analysis described above. AlphaFold was used to predict the ALFA-tagged structure 

with three different linkers (diproline, dialanine, and direct conjugation) on both the N- 

and C-terminus of the design. The top ranked structures for each linker combination 

were docked to the ALFA-nb to determine if ALFA-nb could bind without steric clash. 

The ALFA-tagged designs were produced, purified, and bound to the Legobody 

complex. Grids were imaged and it was found that the Legobody complex was not 

rigid, leading to the analysis showing only the Fab portion of the complex, as the MBP 

and ALFA-nb were not well-defined due to the movement of the complex. This is 

currently being repeated using a different buffer condition that will help rigidify the 

complex. 

 
Figure 2.7: Legobody strategy for cryo-EM. a) Legobody complex (PDB ID:7RXC). The Fab, pink, 
binds to both the KDELR nanobody (green), and MBP-PrA/G (purple), to rigidify the complex and 
increase the size. The KDELR, orange, is then able to be imaged using cryo-EM as part of the complex. 
b) The ALFA-tag, pink, was fused to the darkfold designs with various linkers and the structure predicted 
by AlphaFold (orange). The complex is docked to the ALFA-nb (PDB ID: 6I2G) to check for steric 
clashes. 
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2.3 Discussion 
We show that a specialized VAE termed Genesis is able to encode 

representations of idealized protein folds and decode native-like conformations. By 

basing ourselves on distance- and orientation representations, we are able to alleviate 

the need of generating designable protein backbones in 3D space with fold-specific 

restraints and energy functions, and thereby also bypassing the need for designable 

backbones. We couple Genesis to the trRosetta design engine to generate multiple 

sequences for the sampled distance- and orientation representations for a set of 

known and novel folds. 

Our results demonstrate that the Genesis-trRosetta framework is capable of 

designing new proteins adopting known folds and novel folds non-existent in nature. 

By changing secondary structure and loop lengths the overall size can be adjusted 

and different conformations sampled. The generalization capability of Genesis is 

significant and can very well drive the trRosetta-Rosetta hybrid design method to 

sequences with strong fold signatures. Analysis of the protein sequences showed that 

even with the known folds, the designed sequences are novel, with most having no 

close matches in the BLAST database. Using Alphafold2 as an orthogonal test shows 

that many of these sequences adopt the intended target shape. Additionally, our 

framework is considerably fast, within minutes to generate a sequence and a 3D model 

for a given target protein shape even on a CPU. This demonstrates the usage of deep 

neural networks can leverage the automated generation of proteins normally only 

accessible through large-scale simulations66,124. 

The experimental work showed that for each fold, native and dark, there were 

protease-resistant designs. However, the fold score of the designs was unable to be 

predicted using AlphaFold2 statistics (pLDDT and RMSD to the Genesis design). The 

only significant correlations were slight positive correlations between pLDDT of the 

AlphaFold model and the stability for darkfolds. At this point, biochemical assays are 

necessary to find stable, folded designs from the generated pool. We also compared 

the ability of AlphaFold2 to predict structures purported to have native folds versus 

those for darkfolds. Alphafold2 structures of native folds more closely matched their 

Genesis predictions and the pLDDT of native folds were higher than those of darkfolds 

(Supplemental Fig. 2.8c,d). This is unsurprising, as AlphaFold2 was trained on native 

proteins so likely is able to predict native folds with more accuracy. 

Our work opens exciting new horizons for de novo protein design where control 

over the shape is desired. For example, our method could be harvested to generate 

custom protein backbones such that they fit onto non-canonically structured protein 

interfaces. Often nanomaterials exhibit highly regular patterns, and could therefore be 

engaged by secondary structures that are placed respecting the regularity constraints. 

Another example where our method could be used is for the design of larger molecular 

assemblies that are constructed from smaller protein domains. Often, the overall 

shape of the assembly is controlled by the shape of the individual subunits.  Hence, 
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we expect that the versatility and speed of the Genesis-trRosetta method together with 

other potential deep neural network tools for protein design and engineering to explore 

the protein universe should be broadly useful. 
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2.4 Methods 
Data set generation 

We created two distinct datasets from the SCOPe125 (v2.07 stable) domains of 

medium sizes (40 AA - 128 AA). (1) The pretraining dataset was created by corrupting 

existing protein structures by removing the loops based on the DSSP (hydrogen bond 

estimation algorithm)126 assignments. We remodel the loops as done in a Sketch, e.g. 

we add dummy residues (N, C, Cɑ, O backbone atoms with randomized torsion 

angles) along the shortest path between the two endpoints Cɑ atoms of the 

consecutive secondary structure elements. We add as many dummy residues as in 

the native structure, hence the corrupted structure has the same length as its native 

counterpart. This procedure leaves the native secondary structures dispositions that 

may incorporate important native structural features for the pretraining. In total, we 

created a total of 40’726 pairs. (2) We developed a program that creates small fold 

Sketches obeying simple topological rules such as non-crossing loops and loop 

distance restraints from the architecture types: EE_EEE, EEE_EEE, H_EEE, 

H_EEEE, H_EEE_H, HH_EE, HH_EEE, HH_EE_H, HHH, HHH_EE (where “_” 

represents a layer separation and E: strand and H: helix). We search the SCOPe 

domains for partial structural matches within 3 Å RMSD using MASTER127,128 for each 

of the generated mini-Sketches. Importantly, a mini-Sketch can partially match onto a 

native domain. We crop the overlapping regions of the native domain at the first and 

the last residue of the matching Sketch. Secondary structures within the cropped 

domain that do not map to secondary structures in the Sketch are assigned as loops. 

Furthermore, we remove domains larger than 128AA and identical matches for the 

mapping to the same Sketch. This resulted in a total of 35’435 Sketch - native domain 

pairs. 

 

Data splits 

Within SCOPe, protein structures are hierarchically classified into groups where 

the Class groups proteins based on secondary structure content and organization 

(fully alpha, fully beta, mixed alpha/beta), Fold divides them based on secondary 

structure element disposition and connectivity, Superfamily is based on structural 

features and Family contains the structures with similar sequences. 

We pick protein Families that represent compact structures with small loops for 

our Family test set. The test set includes the SCOPe families b.1.22.1, b.11.1.6, 

b.69.2.3, b.70.2.1, b.82.1.22, b.114.1.1, a.7.2.0, a.7.2.1, a.7.8.2, a.7.12.1, a.8.11.1, 

a.24.10.3, a.24.13.1, a.60.9.0, a.160.1.2, c.2.1.7, c.25.1.2, c.118.1.0, c.93.1.0, 

c.56.5.6, d.110.4.3, e.51.1.1, c.97.1.5, d.17.1.5, d.58.3.2, d.58.10.0, d.58.23.1, 

d.92.1.13, d.230.1.1, d.240.1.0. We generate higher-level test sets (Fold and 

Superfamily) by removing all corresponding groups from the picked structures in the 

Family test set, e.g. for the Family b.1.22.1 the Superfamily is b.1.22 and the Fold is 
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b.1.. Importantly, identical structures and mini-Sketches in the training set were 

removed in order to avoid any biases during testing. 

 

Data encoding 

The coordinates of the Sketches and their native counterparts are encoded into 

a total of 4 2D distance- and orientation feature maps as done by trRosetta. Briefly, 

the first feature map is all-against-all Cbeta distances. The second feature map is the 

dihedral “omega” that measures the rotation along the virtual axis of two connecting 

Cbeta residues. The distances and omega angles are symmetric, e.g. measuring from 

residue 1 to residue 2 will give the same result as measuring from residue 2 to residue 

1. The third and fourth feature map are the “theta” dihedrals and the “phi” angles 

specifying the direction of Cbeta of residue 2 with respect to residue 1. Both, theta and 

phi are asymmetric metrics. Together the 4 feature maps fully define a protein 

backbone in 3D space.  

While we use real valued feature maps as input to Genesis, we bin the true 

feature maps according to the trRosetta scheme. The distances from 2Å to 20Å are 

binned into 36 equally spaced segments (0.5 Å each) and a 37th bin to indicate that 

pairs are not in contact. The dihedral (omega, theta) and angular (phi) features are 

binned into 15° segments yielding 24, 24, and 12 with an additional bin indicating no 

contact, respectively. Therefore, we have encoded the true feature maps into tensors 

of shape 128x128x1x37 for the distances, 128x128x1x25 for the dihedrals and 

128x128x1x13 for the angles. Thus, at each “pixel” (each residue pair) we have an 

additional dimension that can be seen as a dirac distribution with a score of 1 for the 

bin with the distance and 0 everywhere else. 

 

Genesis architecture 

The VAE includes an encoder, a decoder and a loss function. The input Sketch 

𝑥 feature maps (real-valued) of shapes 128x128x4 are processed by the encoder, a 

sequence of 4 convolutional blocks. A single block includes a 2D convolution, an 

instance norm and ELU activation followed by a 40% dropout. From the compressed 

data representation, we use two multilayer perceptrons (MLPs) to predict a normal 

distribution over the latent space p(z|x) through predict a mean 𝜇 and covariance 𝜎2 

vectors of size 128. Using the reparametrization trick, we sample a latent variable z 

from p(z|x). The decoder q(y|z) passes z through 3 blocks of 2D deconvolution, 

instance norm, ELU activation and 40% dropout to create a decompressed 

representation. The final layer of the decoder branches into 4 different heads. Each 

head is a convolutional block with a final softmax activation over each pixel yielding 

distance outputs of shape 128x128x1x37, two dihedral outputs of sizes 128x128x1x25 

and an angular output of shape 128x128x1x13. 
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Loss function 

Our loss function is composed of 5 individual losses (4 reconstruction losses, 

and a loss on the latent space).  

We use the Wasserstein distance129 as reconstruction loss. Let us define x ~ P 

and y ~ Q and their corresponding densities as p and q, respectively. We assume that 

(x,y)∈ 𝑅𝑑 . Additionally, let us denote 𝐽(P,Q) all joint distributions J for (x,y) that have 

marginals P and Q. Then the general Wasserstein distance can be written as 

 
In the discrete case, when P and Q are distributions (x1, …, xn) and (y1, …, yn) the 

formulation becomes 

 
 

In the case of 1D discrete distributions (p = 1), the 1-Wasserstein (W1) distance 

is also called Earth mover’s distance (EMD) and is efficiently computable. The main 

advantage of the 1-Wasserstein distance compared to other measures such as the 

binary cross-entropy and the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence is that it takes into 

account the metric space. This means that larger deviations from the predicted to the 

true distributions are more penalized while small errors are less penalized. 

We define the reconstruction loss as the sum over the 1-Wasserstein distances 

between the predicted distributions (𝐷ℎ𝑎𝑡𝑝) and the true distributions (𝐷𝑝) of each pixel 

normalized by the length of the protein (𝑁𝐴𝐴) . Each pixel is defined as (i,j) where i = 

1,...,nw and j=1,...,nh with nw being the width and nh the height. 

 

 
 

Note that the true distribution is modeled as a Dirac distribution supported by 

the true values, whereas the predicted distribution (𝐷ℎ𝑎𝑡𝑝) is parametrized by the VAE 

decoder.  

We additionally use the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence on the latent space 

normalized by the length of the protein to penalize latent vectors not following a Normal 

distribution KLD = 1/NAA * KL(p(z|x) || p(z)), with p(z) ~ Normal(0,1). Thus the final loss 

is defined as 
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where d, o, t and p are the distances, omegas, thetas and phis, respectively. 

 

Training regimen 

We use a batch size of 64 Sketches, the Adam optimizer with a starting learning 

rate of 1e-3 for the pre-training and fine-tuning. We reduce the learning rate with a 

step of 0.97 at each epoch during pre-training and every second epoch during fine-

tuning. 

 

trRosetta design engine and modeling 

The trRosetta design framework is utilized to design a set of 1K sequences 

matching Genesis refined maps. A position-specific scoring matrix (PSSM) is 

generated from the library of sequences and used within the PyRosetta protocol. In a 

first stage, the PyRosetta protocol first generates a coarse-grained model using 

gradient descent with the optimized restraints and a single sequence from trRosetta 

design. In a second stage we remove the restraints assuming that the generated 

coarse grain model has adopted the target shape. We further optimize the coarse grain 

structure with a full atom protocol. We use the Rosetta FastDesignMover with layer 

and PSSM sequence constraints during the design task and topological secondary 

structure energy bonuses during the relaxation task. In this way, the full atom protocol 

improves the quality of the final sequence and structure model. 

 

Protein expression and purification 

DNA sequences of the designs were purchased from Twist Bioscience as 

fragments or from Genscript as cloned plasmids. The DNA fragments were cloned via 

Gibson cloning into a pET21b followed by a terminal His-tag, the cloned plasmids were 

in a pET21a plasmid with a C-terminal His-tag. All plasmids were sequenced and 

transformed into Escherichia coli BL21(DE3). Expression was conducted in Terrific 

Broth supplemented with ampicillin (100 μg/ mL). Cultures were inoculated at an 

OD600 of 0.1 from an overnight culture and incubated in a shaker at 37 ℃ and 220 

rpm. After reaching an OD600 of 0.6-0.8, expression was induced by the addition of 

1 mM IPTG and cells were further incubated overnight at 18℃. Cells were harvested 

by centrifugation and pellets were resuspended in lysis buffer (50 mM TRIS, pH 7.5, 

500 mM NaCl, 5% glycerol, 1 mg/ mL lysozyme, 1 mM PMSF, 4 μg/ml DNase, 0.5X 

Cell Lytic lysis reagent). Resuspended cells were incubated with shaking for one to 

two hours and clarified by centrifugation. Ni-NTA purification of sterile-filtered 

(0.22 μm) supernatant was performed using a 5-ml His-Trap FF column on an ÄKTA 

pure system (GE Healthcare). Bound proteins were eluted using an imidazole 
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concentration of 300 mM. Concentrated proteins were further purified by size 

exclusion chromatography on a Hiload 16/600 Superdex 75 pg column (GE 

Healthcare) using PBS buffer (pH 7.4) as mobile phase. The peak corresponding to 

the expected molecular weight was collected and concentrated for analysis. 

 

Circular dichroism spectroscopy 

Far-UV circular dichroism spectra were collected between wavelengths of 200 

and 250 nm on a Chirascan™ spectrometer (AppliedPhotophysics) spectrometer in a 

1-mm path-length quartz cuvette. Proteins were prepared in PBS at a concentration 

of 0.3 mg/mL (or less if precipitating at 0.3 mg/mL). Wavelength spectra were 

averaged from two scans with a scanning speed of 20 nm /min and a response time of 

0.125 s and each measurement was reference subtracted using a cuvette with PBS. 

The thermal denaturation curves were collected by measuring the change in ellipticity 

at 220 nm from 20 to 90 ℃ with 2 ℃ increments. At 90℃, the detector sometimes 

saturates at lower wavelength, leading to jagged peaks appearing on some of the 

spectra.  

 

Legobody component preparation 

The plasmids for the Legobody structural components were obtained from 

Addgene and were a gift from the Rapoport lab. The Fab_8D32 was transfected into 

Expi293™ cells with equal amounts of heavy and light chain plasmids (Addgene 

#176075 and #176076). After 6 days of transfection, the supernatant of the culture 

was collected and filtered before loading onto an AKTApur system equipped with a 5 

mL HisTrap column. The eluted protein was then injected onto a S200 (GE Healthcare) 

size exclusion column and the peak corresponding to the correct size collected.  

The ALFA-nanobody was cloned into a pHL-Sec vector and expressed and 

purified in the same manner, except an S75 column used for size exclusion 

purification. A quality control step was performed for the nanobody, utilizing SPR to 

ensure the nanobody binds with high affinity to an ALFA-tagged protein. 

The MBP-Pr/Ac plasmid (Addgene #176077) was transformed into Bl21(DE3) 

E. coli cells and an overnight culture used to inoculate 500 mL of TB containing 

kanamycin. The expression and purification of this component follows the protocol 

given in the design expression and purification section. 

To create the Legobody complex, the Fab and the MBP were mixed in a molar 

ratio of 1:1.1 and incubated for 10 minutes on ice. Then, 3-fold molar excess of ALFA-

nb was added and further incubation of 10 minutes on ice. This mixture was injected 

onto an S200 size exclusion column and the peaks collected, analyzed by SDS-PAGE, 

and the peak containing all three components concentrated and frozen for future use.  

 

Cryo-EM sample preparation 
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For imaging the Legobody complexes, 100-200 μg of purified Legobody 

complex was incubated with 5-fold molar excess of ALFA-tagged design for 10 

minutes on ice. The mixture was injected onto an S200 size exclusion column and the 

peak corresponding to the complex collected, concentrated to about 0.5-1.0 mg/mL, 

and used for grid preparation. 3.0 µl aliquots at a concentration of 0.87 or 1.0 mg/mL 

of the sample were pipetted onto glow-discharged carbon-coated copper grids 

(Quantifoil R2/1, 400 mesh), blotted for 4.0-8.0 s, and flash-frozen in a liquid 

ethane/propane mixture cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature, using Vitrobot Mark IV 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific) with 100% humidity and the sample chamber operated at 

4 °C. Grids were screened in a Thermo Fisher Scientific (TFS) 200kV Glacios cryo-

EM instrument. Suitable grids were transferred to TFS Titan Krios instruments for data 

collection. 

 

Size-exclusion chromatography combined with multi-angle light scattering 

Multi-angle light scattering was used to assess the monodispersity and 

molecular weight of the proteins. Samples containing 50–100 μg of protein in 100 µL 

PBS buffer (pH 7.4) were injected into a Superdex 75 10/300 GL column (GE 

Healthcare) at a flow rate of 0.5 ml per minute coupled in-line to a multi-angle light-

scattering device (miniDAWN TREOS, Wyatt). Static light-scattering signal was 

recorded and the scatter data were analyzed by ASTRA software (version 6.1, Wyatt). 

 

Yeast library preparation 

Designs were ordered as gene fragments from Twist Bioscience and amplified 

individually (to avoid PCR bias for certain designs) using pNT_homo_fwd and 

pNT_homo_rev primers (see Table S4.1). After amplification, the reaction mixtures 

were pooled and purified. The pNT-V5 display vector was digested with NheI, BamHI, 

and SalI and purified by column for electroporation. Oligo pool libraries were ordered 

from Twist Bioscience. The pools were amplified using minimal cycles using 

pNT_min_fwd and pNT_min_rev primers for the first round, and pNT_min_fwd_2 and 

pNT_min_rev_2 for the second round. For both pools and individual designs, the insert 

and backbone were combined in a mass ratio of 5:1 and the DNA dehydrated for 

transformation.  

For the yeast library transformation, a protocol published in Chao et al57 was 

followed. Briefly, an overnight culture of EBY100 in YPD containing penicillin 

streptomycin (pen/strep) was used to inoculate a 100 mL culture at an OD600 of 0.1. 

The culture was grown at 30℃ with 200 rpm shaking, until the OD600 reached 1.3 

(about 6 hours). 1 mL of 2.5 M DTT (freshly prepared in 1 M Tris, pH 7.5) was added 

for a final concentration of 25 mM and the flask was returned to the shaker for 10-15 

more minutes. The culture was pelleted in two pre-chilled tubes by centrifugation at 

4000×g for 5 minutes at 4℃. The pellets were rinsed in 25 mL E buffer (10 mM Tris, 
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pH 7.5, 270 mM sucrose, 2 mM MgCl2), repelleted, and rinsed in 1 mL of E buffer. The 

suspension was transferred to a 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube, pelleted, and both pellets 

resuspended in 300 μL E buffer total. The yeast slurry was added to the dried DNA 

tubes (40 uL of slurry per cuvette), incubated on ice for 10 minutes, and electroporated 

(with settings of 0.54 kV and 25 μF and no pulse controller). After electroporation, the 

yeast were recovered in YPD media for one hour before pelleting and performing serial 

dilutions to check transformation efficiency. The rest of the culture was added to 100 

mL SDCAA media with pen/strep and grown overnight.  

 

Digestion and sorting of yeast libraries 

Yeast libraries were passaged at least once before inducing for 18 hours at 

30℃ in SGCAA media with pen/strep. Induced yeast were pelleted by centrifugation 

at 3000×g for 3 minutes at 4℃. The amount of yeast pelleted corresponds to 2 mL at 

an OD600 of 1 for each digestion sample. The pellets were resuspended in either PBS 

(pH 7.4, for trypsin digestion) or TBS (20 mM Tris pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, for 

chymotrypsin digestion). After rinsing once, the pellets were resuspended in a volume 

of 250 μL per sample and aliquoted into tubes for digestion.  

The trypsin (T1426 from Sigma) and chymotrypsin (C4129 from Sigma) were 

freshly resuspended from powdered stocks of enzyme and used within one hour of 

resuspension. Both were prepared as 2x concentrations and 250 μL added to each 

tube. The final concentrations used were 0.01 μM, 0.1 μM, 1 μM, 5 μM, and 10 μM. 

The 10 μM concentration corresponds to >2,500 BAEE units/mL for trypsin and >5 

BTEE units/mL for chymotrypsin. After mixing with the yeast, the digestion was 

allowed to occur for 5 minutes (with a vortex at time 0 and 2.5 minutes) before 

quenching with ice cold 2% BSA in PBS. The yeast was immediately pelleted and 

rinsed three times with 2% BSA in PBS. After the final rinse, the supernatant was 

carefully removed and 50 μL of 0.1% BSA in PBS with 1:100 anti-HA-FITC (clone 

GG8-1F3.3.1). The tubes were rotated end-over-end for 15-30 minutes in a foil 

wrapped tube. The yeast was pelleted and the sample resuspended in 0.5 mL of 0.1% 

BSA in PBS for sorting. 

Sorting was performed using a SONY SH800. To set the gates, an unlabeled 

sample and a labeled sample with no digestion were run and a histogram of # of events 

versus FITC-fluorescence generated. The positive gate was drawn such that no more 

than 1% of the unlabeled sample events were occurring in this gate. After setting the 

gate, it was not altered for any samples in the sorting set. For each sample, the sorter 

was set to Ultra-purity mode and 5 million events were allowed to occur while collecting 

cells from the positive gate into a tube containing SDCAA. After the sort, more SDCAA 

with pen/strep was added to each sample and all were shaken overnight (or up to 

three days) until dense.  

 

MiSeq sample preparation and sequencing 
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Sorted yeast were passaged once into 2 mL of SDCAA media with pen/strep 

and grown to an OD of about 1. The yeast were pelleted and the DNA purified using 

Zymoprep Yeast Plasmid Miniprep II kit. The instructions were followed except for 

additional steps of flash freezing and thawing before addition of the Zymolase and 

after the incubation at 37℃ degrees, to increase the yield.  

To prepare the DNA for MiSeq sequencing, primers listed in Table S2.1 were 

used for PCR I (details in Table S2.2) to copy out the sequences of interest and add 

the adapters for the Illumina sequencing barcodes. The products were purified with 

Qiagen quick clean up kit. Standard Illumina sequencing primers were used for PCR 

II (details in Table S2.2) to add barcodes, with a unique set for each of the samples. 

PCR II products were also purified, with 2 extra rinses of the column to ensure the final 

sample had minimal salt contamination. The DNA was eluted with water and the 

concentration checked with a Qbit high sensitivity assay. The products were also run 

on a Fragment Analyzer to determine if the PCR amplified the correct-sized fragments. 

Finally, samples were analyzed with a MiSeq benchtop sequencer by the Gene 

Expression Core Facility at EPFL, using standard protocols. 500 paired end cycles 

were run, with approximately 1 million reads per sample. 

 

Fold score determination 

The FASTQ files from the MiSeq experiment were processed using python. 

First, files were trimmed and filtered to contain lists of only sequences that start and 

end with the desired sequences and would be in frame. Then, the sequences were 

translated into amino acid sequences. The sequences of the designs included in the 

library were tabulated to count the number of instances of each sequence in each 

sample. This table was used to normalize the amount of yeast displaying each design 

in each sample. 

The relative amount of each design was normalized to 1 and generally 

decreased, as expected. Each set of points was fit to an IC50 curve with fixed top and 

bottom (1 and 0, respectively). The designs were then given an IC50, referred to in the 

text as a fold score. For very resistant designs, the relative amount of yeast displaying 

that design does not decrease and the fitting gives a large number, which was changed 

to >10 uM, as this was the highest concentration of enzyme in our assay. 
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2.5 Additional information and supplemental 
materials 
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Table S2.1: Primer sequences. 

Primer: Sequence: 

pNT_homo_fwd GCCTTAGCTCAACCGGTTATTTCTACTACCGTCGGTTCC

GCTGCAGAAGGCTCTTTGGACAAGAGAGAAGCTTACCC

ATACGACGTTCCAGACTACGCT 

pNT_homo_rev GAGTACGGCGTCGATTCTAAAGTTGGTGAGGGGATTTG

CTCGCATATAGTTGTCAGTTCCTG 

pNT_min_fwd GAAGGCTCTTTGGACAAGAGAGAAGCTTACCCATACGA

CGTTCCAGACTACGCTGCTAGC 

pNT_min_rev CGTCGATTCTAAAGTTGGTGAGGGGATTTGCTCGCATA

TAGTTGTCAGTTCCTGGGATCC 

pNT_min_fwd_2 GCCTTAGCTCAACCGGTTATTTCTACTACCGTCGGTTCC

GCTGCAGAAGGCTCTTTGGACAAGAGAGAAGCTTACCC

AT 

pNT_min_rev_2 GAGTACGGCGTCGATTCTAAAGTTGGTGAGGGGATTTG

CTCG 

pNT_seq_fwd GCCTTAGCTCAACCGGTTATTTCTACTAC 

pNT_seq_rev GAGTACGGCGTCGATTCTAAAGTTGGTG 

pNT_DS_fwd TCGTCGGCAGCGTCAGATGTGTATAAGAGACAG(N)0-3 

CGTTCCAGACTACGCTGCTAGC 

  

pNT_DS_rev GTCTCGTGGGCTCGGAGATGTGTATAAGAGACAG(N)0-3 

GCATATAGTTGTCAGTTCCTGGGATCC 
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Table S2.2: PCR details for MiSeq preparation. 3 

 Step: Temperature: 

(℃) 

Time: (sec) Repeat to 

step: 

PCR I 1 95 120  

2 95 10  

3 58 30  

4 72 15 2, 25× 

5 72 300  

PCR II 1 95 120  

2 95 10  

3 55 30  

4 72 15 2, 10× 

5 72 300  

 

 

 
Supplemental Figure 2.1: trRosetta framework. a) The general trRosetta sequence to structure 
prediction pipeline. b) The trRosetta framework used for fixed backbone design maximizing the 
predicted probabilities towards the given target contacts. 
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Supplemental Figure 2.2 Network architecture. a) Examples of Sketches (red) and a corresponding 
native structure (gray) for the major protein structure classes (HH_H: 3-helix bundle, H_EEE: mixed-
α/β-sandwich, EEE_EEE: β-sandwich). b) Similarities between the Sketches and their corresponding 
native structures based on best-fit root-mean-squared deviation (RMSD) and the TM score for major 
protein structure classes. c) The number of native structures that can be represented by an individual 
Sketch across the three major protein structure classes.  
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Supplemental Figure 2.3: Pipeline performances. a) General architecture and training scheme of 
the Genesis module used. Genesis is first pre-trained with corrupted feature maps and subsequently 
fine-tuned with Sketch feature maps. b) Different pipelines and their performances for the different 
classes of proteins (“H”: fully-α-helical, “E”: fully-β, and “HE”: mixed-α/β). The number of optimization 
steps is 101 if not differently indicated. “Sketch” represents the input feature maps from the Sketch, 
“Genesis” is the Genesis module to optimize the feature maps, “trR” is the trRosetta design module and 
“PyR” is the PyRosetta script to generate 3D models from the generated features and sequence. The 
first pipeline is an ablation of the trRosetta module, where restraints are derived directly from the 
Genesis generated feature maps using a poly-valine AA chain for the 3D model generation. The second 
pipeline is an ablation of the Genesismodule where the trRosetta module is directly used to optimize 
the Sketch feature maps. The three subsequent pipelines are variations of the full pipeline, including 
additional relaxation steps (PyR_relax) and an adding AA composition loss with 301 optimization steps 
to the trRosetta module (trR_AAcomp_301x). c) Comparison between the Sketch maps - trRosetta / 
3D model (3DModel) maps and the Genesis refined maps - trRosetta / 3D model (3DModel) using the 
11st Wasserstein distance. D: Performance of the standard Genesis pipeline across different difficulty 
levels according to the SCOPe structure classification. 
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Supplemental Figure 2.4: Pipeline performances with MSA design. a) Training set: different 
pipelines and their performances for the different classes of proteins (“H”: fully-α-helical, “E”: fully-β, 
and “HE”: mixed-α/β) using the hybrid trRosetta design approach. The number of optimization steps is 
101 if not differently indicated. b) Test set performances over different protein classes using the hybrid 
trRosetta design approach. c) Performance of the Genesis pipeline using the hybrid trRosetta design 
across different difficulty levels according to the SCOPe structure classification. 
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Supplemental Figure 2.5: Sampling strategy. We sample several combinations of 

SSE and loop sizes yielding different sized Sketches and different refined feature 

maps by Genesis. Using trRosetta, we design multiple sequences for each of the 

feature maps. Then, using PyRosetta, we generate multiple potential structural models 

per sequence including the distance- and orientation restraints from the 

feature maps. 
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Supplemental Figure 2.6: Computational results of the sampled native folds. a) 

The TM-scores and RMSDs between the sampled designs and the initial Sketch 

(input) for the native folds. b) The TM-scores and RMSDs between the select designs 

(TM-score > 0.5 design to Sketch) and their AlphaFold2 (AF2) predictions (without 

MSA input). c) The distance feature matrix of the Sketch, Genesis, trRosetta, and the 

3D model generated using PyRosetta. 
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Supplemental Figure 2.7: Yeast display constructs and gating. a) The yeast display construct 
displays, from N-terminus to C-terminus, an HA-epitope tag, the design, and the Aga2 protein. An anti-
HA-FITC antibody is used for detection of full length constructs. b) Testing the protease resistance of 
the construct to trypsin and chymotrypsin. A stable, folded design is displayed on yeast and subjected 
to 10 μM of protease. The construct remains full length, indicating that the display construct itself is 
stable. c) The gates for sorting were set using unlabeled yeast (left) and undigested yeast (center). As 
enzyme increased, the amount of FITC-positive cells decreased, but the gate remained constant for all 
samples. 
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Supplemental Figure 2.8: Analysis of AlphaFold2 predictions and fold scores of designs. a) 
Scatterplots of the fold scores of the designs (trypsin in blue and chymotrypsin in red) with the RMSD 
of the AlphaFold2 prediction aligned with the Genesis model. Both native folds (left) and dark folds 
(right) had no significant correlation for either trypsin or chymotrypsin stability, using the Pearson 
correlation test. b) Scatterplots of the fold scores of the designs with the pLDDT of the Alphafold2 model. 
Using the Pearson correlation test, native folds showed no significant correlation for trypsin, but an r of 
0.14 (with p-value 0.045) for chymotrypsin. Darkfolds showed an r value of 0.26 (p-value of 0.01) for 
trypsin and an r value of 0.21 (p-value of 0.04) for chymotrypsin. c) Comparison of the RMSD of the 
genesis model aligned the AlphaFold2 prediction between native and dark folds. The difference 
between the two groups is 0.25 and the p-value is <0.0001. d) Comparison of the pLDDT of the 
AlphaFold2 predictions between native and dark folds. The difference is 4.3 and the p-value is <0.0001. 
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Supplemental Figure 2.9: Computational results of dark matter folds. a) The TM-scores and 
RMSDs between the select designs (TM-score > 0.5 design to Sketch) and their AF2 predictions 
(without MSA input). b) The distance feature matrix of the Sketch, Genesis, trRosetta, and the 3D model 
generated using PyRosetta. 
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Supplemental Figure 2.10: TM score comparison with the CATH database. a) The top ten most 
stable designs from each fold type were compared to all proteins in UniProt and the AlphaFold database 
using Foldseek and the max TM score for each tabulated. The darkfold TMscores skewed more towards 
lower values, indicating the folds are more novel than the native folds, which skew to higher values. b) 
A distribution of maximum TM scores approximating unique topologies was obtained by holding out a 
topology in CATH and getting the TM scores from that topology to proteins representing the other 
topologies. Additionally, a distribution approximating non-unique topologies was done in the same way 
but without holding out a topology. TM score comparisons were then made between the dark (top) and 
c) native (bottom) folds and these distributions. The distribution of TM scores of dark folds is more 
consistent with unique topologies and the distribution of native folds more similar to non-unique 
topologies, indicating that the dark folds are more dissimilar to known proteins than native folds. 
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2.6 Experimental Addendum 
 
Chapter 2 is composed of a paper being prepared for submission. The optimized 
experimental methods are presented in the paper; however, I would like to describe 
further details regarding the choice and optimization of the assays presented. 
 
2.6.1 Optimization and considerations of the yeast digestion assay 
 
 Numerous methods exist for evaluating the stability of a given protein. Most 
strictly, a protein can be produced (in e. coli, mammalian, or other expression systems) 
and purified. Then, an individual protein can be characterized by methods such as CD 
to examine the secondary structure composition, tryptophan fluorescence with a 
denaturant to study unfolding, or differential scanning calorimetry to characterize the 
thermal stability of a given protein. 
 For this project, 550 proteins were designed to be studied experimentally. 
Testing this many proteins individually, while technically possible, would be extremely 
cumbersome and require a long period of time for the expression and purification. 
Thus, a higher throughput method was required. In the past decades, DNA 
oligonucleotide synthesis has improved dramatically. This now allows for the synthesis 
of diverse pools of DNA that can be displayed and characterized in a variety of ways. 
Yeast display, ribosome display, phage display, and other methods all allow for large 
libraries to be tested. Ribosome display has nearly unlimited library size and does not 
rely on organism growth, which allows for rapid enrichment and selection cycles. 
Phage display also offers large library size but requires transformation and growth in 
e. coli to propagate enriched clones. Yeast display is a versatile method that can 
display peptides or larger proteins and allows for the formation of disulfide bonds, 
should the designed library require it. Compared to the other methods, yeast has a 
relatively low library size limit of around 5 million. Libraries can be made that are larger, 
but the sorting process is time consuming to the point of being technically impossible. 
Several strategies could have been used for this study, but yeast display was chosen. 
For our library size, yeast can display libraries orders of magnitudes larger than ours. 
Additionally, LPDI has a robust yeast display pipeline in place, making the process 
efficient. Should ribosome display or phage be attempted, much optimization would 
be needed.  

The selection of the protease for such an assay is important. For testing folding 
of novel proteins, a relatively non-specific endoprotease is best to use. 
Endoproteases, which cleave polypeptide chains in the middle of a chain, are more 
useful for this application than exoproteases which cleave only on the terminus of a 
polypeptide chain. The specific proteases used, trypsin and chymotrypsin, have a wide 
range of cleavage sites. Trypsin cleaves peptide chains on the carboxyl side of lysine 
and arginine. Chymotrypsin cleaves on the carboxyl side of tryptophan, tyrosine, and 
phenylalanine. In each design, there must be a cut site for a given enzyme to obtain 
useful data from the experiment. For these 550 designs, all have trypsin cut sites and 
99.3% of the designs have chymotrypsin cut sites. Thus, these enzymes are an 
appropriate choice for the digestion of this library. For both enzymes, the polypeptide 
will only be cleaved if it can fit into the active site, allowing for the cleavage reaction to 
occur. Supplementary Fig. 2.11 shows the structure of Trypsin with an inhibitor protein 
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in the active site pocket (PDB: 2PTC). For most well-folded protein structures, 
cleavage cannot occur as the cleavage sites are inaccessible to the active site pocket. 
If a protein is unfolded or partially unfolded, it can be cleaved. Therefore, this assay 
acts as a readout for how resistant a protein is to proteolytic degradation, which can 
be considered a representation of stability.  

 
Supplemental Figure 2.11: Trypsin enzyme active site. The trypsin (teal) catalytic triad, in red, 
resides in a pocket. Only polypeptide chains that can fit into the pocket (inset) can be cleaved by the 
enzyme. The pink protein is an inhibitor that resides in the active site and blocks trypsin activity. 

 The display construct is of utmost importance for a digestion assay. The display 
construct itself must be stable to the proteases used in the assay. There are two 
commonly used vectors, pCT and pNT. These vectors have been adapted by various 
labs to contain different linker lengths/compositions and tags. To determine which 
could be used, both were cloned to display a stably folded protein as a test case. When 
exposed to protease, only one of the constructs remained intact, pNT which has a 
shorter linker than the tested pCT (Supplemental Fig. 2.12b). Therefore, this construct 
was used to display the library for the experiment. 
 The sorting gates are also important in this experiment. An anti-HA-FITC 
antibody is used as the HA tag is on the terminus of the construct. For this single-color 
flow experiment, the gates are drawn utilizing unlabeled and labeled (but not digested) 
libraries (Supplemental Fig. 2.7c). The gating is set with these two control samples 
and not altered throughout the course of the experiment. As deep sequencing will be 
performed, the sorter mode is set to “Ultra-purity” which prioritizes avoiding false 
positives at the expense of aborting true positives when they are too close to negative 
cells. This lowers the sorted percentage, which in this case is addressed by sorting 
2.5 million total events per library (more than 5000 times the size of the library). In 
most applications, it is recommended to sort minimally tenfold the library size to ensure 
any low frequency events are encountered.  
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 Various concentrations were tested for both proteases. An ideal experimental 
set up allows us to parse protease-resistant designs from protease-susceptible 
designs. Therefore, preliminary screening was done to ensure that the range of 
enzyme concentrations would be appropriate to characterize designs with a wide 
range of protease susceptibility. Supplemental Fig. 2.12a shows an example of a 
concentration that would be able to discriminate between three different designs, 
based on their protease susceptibility. The graphs in Supplemental Fig. 2.12c show 
the relative number of FITC-positive cells for both native and darkfolds libraries at 
several enzyme concentrations. The range shown with these concentrations is ideal 
as the low concentrations appear to only cleave highly susceptible designs and the 
highest concentration cleaves the majority of the designs, which should allow us to 
obtain fold score fits for all designs. 
 For the entire DNA handling process, it is important to minimize the 
amplification cycles such that any PCR bias is minimized. Indeed, this was found to 
be important in the library DNA preparation. For this project, the designed proteins are 
too long to be encoded onto an oligo pool (due to technical reasons, the longest 
proteins that can be encoded into an oligo pool are around 80 amino acids). Thus, the 
proteins were ordered as individual gene fragments. In an initial run of the experiment, 
all designs were pooled directly from the fragment state and amplification was 
performed as a pool. However, it was found that there was extreme PCR bias for 
certain designs, leading to the pool being mostly a few designs. The library preparation 
process was repeated by amplifying each designed gene individually in a plate PCR 
format followed by a pooled purification and transformation into the yeast. This 
enabled the library to sample >95% of the desired sequences.  

After sorting, the yeast cultures are grown, DNA extracted, and PCR performed 
to add the adapters and barcodes for each sample that will be sequenced. The PCR 
conditions can be optimized at this step to avoid formation of primer dimers and avoid 
excessive cycles, as mentioned above. However, in the quantification step after the 
sequencing, each design is normalized to itself, which should limit the PCR bias issue. 
 An additional control is examining the correlation between the number of cut 
sites a given design has compared to the fold score. If there is a strong correlation, it 
is possible that the assay is reporting only that all proteins are unfolded but some have 
more potential cut sites. In this experiment, the number of cleavage sites does not 
strongly correlate with the fold score for a given enzyme (Supplemental Fig. 2.12e). 
Therefore, it can be stated that the assay is informative about the folding of the 
designs. 
 This yeast display assay indirectly tests the stability of the protein designs by 
proteolytic digestion. It is clear in the experimental data that this assay is able to 
differentiate between the designs. There is a wide range of “fold scores” which 
estimate the concentration of enzyme at which half a given design is digested. The 
examples in Supplemental Fig. 2.12d show data from designs with high, medium, and 
low fold scores. The protease digestion yeast assay coupled to deep sequencing 
readout allowed for an efficient evaluation of the relative stability of 550 protein 
designs. 
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Supplemental Figure 2.12: Yeast Digestion Assay details. a) Yeast without protease digestion are 
sorted (green box). After digestion with protease, some designs are cleaved and therefore FITC-
negative and not sorted (red box). This is a simplified view of the experimental set-up. b) Two display 
constructs were tested for stability while displaying a well-folded, highly stable control protein. The pCT 
construct degrades at low protease concentration while the pNT construct is highly resistant to 
cleavage. c) The darkfold and native fold libraries were digested and sorted, with the relative amount 
of FITC-positive cells graphed. The FITC-positive proportion decreases with increasing enzyme, as 
expected. d) Three individual designs that showed very different fold scores. The highly stable (green) 
design was not degraded, while the medium (yellow) and low (yellow) designs were cleaved. e) Plot of 
number of potential cut sites versus folding score for trypsin (blue) and chymotrypsin (red). Trypsin: 
Pearson r value -0.17, p<0.0001; chymotrypsin: Pearson r value -0.13, p=0.0023. 

 
2.6.2 E. coli expression of individual de novo proteins 
 
 Given the large number of potential designs to test, the e. coli expression and 
purification protocol was not optimized for individual designs. Instead, conditions were 
used that worked well in general, and specific proteins were discarded if not enough 
was produced using the standard method. For each expression, BL21 (DE3) cells 
were transformed with the appropriate plasmid and grown in a 15 mL culture overnight 
(in LB supplemented with ampicillin). The dense culture was added to 500 mL of TB 
supplemented with ampicillin in a 2 L flask. After shaking (200 RPM at 37ºC) for about 
3 hours, the OD was checked and 1 mM IPTG was added when the OD was between 
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0.6-0.8. The flasks were then incubated for approximately 16-18 hours at 18ºC. The 
table below shows the approximate yield of various produced designs. 
 
Supplementary Table S2.3 Purified protein yields 

Protein: Sequence: Yield (mg/L): 

denovo_1 MIEELARKYIEQFRGGNKVLLVFIEEKDARRAAEIAKKELKKLLGEVL
VIIGPSDEILEIAKELVKKEQATYLIFFIDKDPRIEDKVKKAKKEIEGSW
GSHHHHHH 

0.20 

denovo_2 MFEKAQKWIREILEKGTEVLVVIFIEDEVQKEVEELLKKVEGSGQNF
LVFPGNDKEIAERAAEEAVKWSGIIIIFLINDVTVIEVGGDEAKKKIRE
LFKKLIGSHHHHHH 

0.10 

denovo_3 MIEELAHIVLELAKQGIKVVILIFYPTVYQKLQKILKELKIEALLQIIVVP
KTDKEAIREWIERLAENAQLILFLTEGRVIQIENTNTKARQEYEELIRK
LQGSHHHHHH 

2.00 

denovo_4 MEEYLERLVREWIKKSDGEIVIIFIVVGSEDAEKEAKKAVEIIRRLIGW
TVYLYRVSEGATDQVKKIIKELLKKLQNYIYIIIIIISDGPGNQIKIFVFTG
PDEEREKEWEEAWKQDGSHHHHHH 

0.15 

denovo_5 MYVSINGRPEDAKKQLQEILKKGGEVEVELSYEGGGDNDKRIKWIL
KVIEELVRAGGEFIFLVEVFTKDKVKDLVEELRKILLILIIIHTNNKGNFT
TSYILTKGKDTKEVKEKAKKATKKVIKKAQKDGSWGSHHHHHH 

1.00 

denovo_6 MDEEEARRIAKLVKDGSLVLLVFFNGSDAEKQAEKIKQIIEKVIGSVI
VISGPTEELAKIVQKIVKTYNVHYLFIWVDSDPSLQDYAKKVKERAE
GSHHHHHH 

0.06 

denovo_7 MEEEAARHIAELYRRGIDIFVVITLTTVAKKVHEIVRKLKVEKVLEIQE
VPTTDKKLIEEILREAAKKWEVVVVLFKDQIITITNKNTEAKKQAEEAI
KKTLGSWGSHHHHHH 

0.17 

denovo_8 MVKAEEVVEEVWHRYKHHKVLFILFVTHTEDAKKWAKIAKKRLHEL
GVEEVRIIELEDEESWKKAIEYVQKQIKKTKDGYIVIFFIIKQENSSFKI
FILVLTTDHEKQLKELEEKLEGSHHHHHH 

8.00 

denovo_1
0 

MAEEWAERWRKIFKDGKKFVLFFFDKENLEREARKAVKIAQEKVG
SIEVLIDHTEELAKKIKEIVKKKQVEVLFFFWSSDPRIETKIRKWQKEI
QGSHHHHHH 

0.24 

denovo_1
1 

MIEEVVEIAVQLLRKGITVWIVIFYQTIAEKIEKLIRKKKAKDITEIQTW
QETDKELIRKILEEAAEKADLVVFVKEGEVEVIQHGNDKVKKEIKKLA
EKWEGSHHHHHH 

0.16 

denovo_1
2 

MEELLHKWVQEIVKKSDGKFLFIFIVLGDKDVEEIIEKIVEYIRKVFGH
TVILFKISKGTTEQIKKIIKEILKKIQEYIVIFVFILTDGNGKQIKIILITGQ
DEEIEKYIEELLKQLGSWGSHHHHHH 

0.20 

denovo_1
3 

MVEEAKKTIREWLEKGVRVIIVVFVDSEVQEEIRKLIEKVEGSGYSLIV
LPTNDKELIKKYWKKLARDPGWLIFIHKDTIITVKLSGDEAQKKLEEL
AERKAGSHHHHHH 

0.15 
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denovo_1
4 

MDEELAKRAEKLAKDGDLIIFVFFDEEDARKIAEKIKKYVEQTLGSVY
VIVGPTEEALKIAKEIFKKHNFKLIFLWFTSDPRQETKIKQAKKHIQGS
WGSHHHHHH 

0.36 

denovo_1
5 

MIREVAEELRKKIDEGSIILIVIIEQETAEKELREVVKLLQKKFGSIWVIS
GSTDEVLKKAKEYFHKWNVQYIFFFWSSDPRQETKVKRVWKEIQG
SHHHHHH 

2.20 

denovo_1
9 

MKEEIERVLREIAEKQDVTLVVFLSDTLVEEAKEAAKRVWHPKHNIV
FVTGPDDERVVKEFVKAWKKYPGWVWIFIDPSAKELKEKIEEAVKK
GSHHHHHH 

6.50 

denovo_2
1 

MYEVKEIAEEVARRYKDTKLTFIFFVTNDETAKRIAKEAAKLLHKLGV
ERVEIYELNTEESLKKILKKFKEWLQKSEDGLWIVFFIIIHENSSYSIW
WLISGTDEKELAEKIYKHLKGSHHHHHH 

4.60 

denovo_2
4 

MIEEVKKYIKEALKKGQPLLIIIFHDSKIQKEVEEALREVEGDGKKYKT
FTANDKENVQEIWRRVARDPGWLLFIFENEVYIFKVTGSDAEKYLH
ELAKKYAGSHHHHHH 

14.00 

denovo_2
6 

MIKLQEVIEEYVRKYKDEQLIFFFLITRDETAEKYAQEARKTAHKLGV
EEVRIIKLNDDRSIEEILKKIEEVARKVPHGKVVIFILKLHENSSYKLVVI
TITSDREKQLEEALKKLEGSWGSHHHHHH 

3.30 

denovo_2
7 

MVEEVLKKLEERLRKQKDIVVIVLVGRTAKEKVKEVLQRVKEKVRIE
VYELITTSEQLEELVKIAQKLLGGEVWIFFQVGNDSFYVIEIEKDRKEE
AERQAKKYIKGSWGSHHHHHH 

3.20 

denovo_2
9 

MKKFEEYIEELARKYKETDILFIILVSKTEDLRELAQQAARIAHEIGIKE
VIIIEIKTEENLQRATKIAEEIIKKTNSGIIFLFIISKTDNSSFKVYYLTLPS
DREKEIEEYIKKARGSWGSHHHHHH 

2.30 

native_5 MILFIFYSDETEKLFEEIKKKSQKEKQFEFHKFEFTSSEEAKKIIKEIIKR
WGEEEIIVIVITHDPRQEEAAKEAAKEVPAQKVIVVKVDGNDEKWK
EKIKELIEKGSHHHHHH 

0.40 

native_16 MVTIKITIHKSDDTTEQYQYTFSFEGTPFAEVAAEVVKRYKNVPQVE
IHIEVELDSEENKLIELWEKAARKVADGFATSKSTKEHQDHNGTKHI
QFHFLGSWGSHHHHHH 

0.10 

native_17 MFEIEVQQHGDTYEVRLKTEPNATIRITITSENGQTFTENKEPTEKIT
VHVSSGKVEIELRITTKDGTYTNKYKGSWGSHHHHHH 

1.00 

native_20 MFFIIVISDGTTKWLHELIEIWRRRYKGPIELITDKIDPRDEKKIRELAH
EFAKRVSGKIVFLIYIGDETHRIAEVVEEALRKVLPVPVILLKFSDPKD
AIEIALKLIEKYLKGSHHHHHH 

3.60 

DN_19_4 MASKEEIERELREIAEKQDVTLVVFLSDTLVEEAKEAAKRVWHPKH
NIKDVTGPDDERVVKEFVKAWKKYPGGVRIFIDPSAKELKEKIEEAV
KKGSGWHHHHHH 

35.00 

DN_19_7 MASKEEIERELREIAEKQDVTLVVFLSDTLVEEAKEAAKRVWHPKH
NIVQGTGPDDERVVKEFVKAWKKYPGWVKIFIDPSAKELKEKIEEA
VKKGSGWHHHHHH 

34.00 
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DN_21_2 MASYEVKEIAEEKARRYKDTKLTFIFFVTNDETAKRIAKEAAKLLHKL
GVERVEEYELNTEESLKKILKKFKEQLQKSEDGLWIVFFIIIHENSSYSI
WRLISGTDEKENAEKIYKNLKGSGWHHHHHH 

3.00 

DN_21_3 MASYEVKEIAEEKARRYKDTKLTFIFFVTNDETAKRIAKEAAKLLHKL
GVERVEGYELNTEESLKKILKKFKEQLQKSEDGLWIVFFIIIHENSSYSI
WRLQSGTDEKENAEKIYKNLKGSGWHHHHHH 

3.00 

DN_24_7 MASIEEVKKGIKEALKKGQPLLIIIFHDSKIQKEVEEALREVEGDGKK
NKTQTANDKENVQEIWRRVARDPGDLLFIFENEVYKEKVTGSDAE
KYLHERAKKYAGSGWHHHHHH 

6.30 

DN_27_4 MASVEEQLKKLEERLRKQKDIVVIVLVGRTAKEKVKEVLQRVKEKVR
IEVDEEITTSEQLEELVKIAQKLLGGEVWIFFQVGNDSFYVIEIPKDRK
EEAERQAKKKIKGSGWHHHHHH 

9.00 

DN_27_9 MASVEERLKKLEERLRKQKDIVVIVLVGRTAKEKVKEVLQRVKEKVR
IEVYEKITTSEQLEELVKKAQKLLGGEVWIFFQVGNDSFKVIEIRKDR
KEEAERQAKKRIKGSGWHHHHHH 

2.90 

DN_29_1 MASKKFEEYIEELARKNKETDILFIILVSKTEDLRELAQQAARIAHEIGI
KEVIINEIKTEENLQRATKKAEEQIKKTNSGIIFLFIISKTDNSSFKGPEL
TLPSDREKEIEEYIKKARGSGWHHHHHH 

11.00 

DN_29_3 MASKKFEEDIEELARKYKETDILFIILVSKTEDLRELAQQANRIAEEIGI
KEVEIIEIKTEENLQRATKIAEEKIKKTNSGIIFLFIISKTDNSSFKVEDLT
LPSDREKEIEEYIKKARGSGWHHHHHH 

19.00 

D106 MASKEELKRILEEVYRKTETTVIFFFPDTIAKEVKEIAHKLLHPKNNIYI
FTSPTDQKAIKRVAEAIKRFPYWVLIIYDSDFKKAVEDAEELAKKGSG
WHHHHHH* 

0.70 

D199 MASAEEAARIAAEWLRRGKEVVLIVLHDTEAERIEKILRKLKVKALSD
ILKVKQTDKETIKRAIEEALKKFDEIVVVQKGSIITISNKGNDAKKKAE
ELARQLEGSGWHHHHHH* 

4.90 

N354 MASEVTIHVTSEEGTETYHVSVESDDKAEELAKKVVKEIKEEWEKR
GIEVTITVHITKKDTTETKTYKGSGWHHHHHH* 

8.80 

D551 MASEEELEKLCRNSDQKYILFFTGDDRTKEAVEKVRKRVKGCTLELY
TGDIETLCRIAEEILKKDKNVVIFIHGPSSDAEECQRKIKGSGWHHH
HHH 

2.00 

D552 MASEEEAEEACRKSDRKIILFVCGDDRCKEAVEKVRKRVKGCELELY
CGDLETLCRIAKEILKKDKSVYIIIICPSDDAKKCQKEIRGSGWHHHH
HH 

0.50 

D553 MASDEILEKLVKNDKKTIIIFILGGDKSKELREEAERKAEGVELQFYTG
DKDTIKELIKKILEKDPHVIIVVLADSEDAEKIQKEAQGSGWHHHHH
H 

0.50 

D554 MASAEELVEKIYKKNYGDVILIFQSSETEKVKKLLKELPITNVRIEFYRF
DPNVIKELVERAKKKGNVWIFILANDDNVKEAKKWVHKGSGWHH
HHHH 

2.50 
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D555 MASLEELEKILKNDRRKVVVFTVGGSESEKKVEEVRRRVHGLTLELY
TGSEEDVKRLVEEVKKKDKSIIIVVFTNSKTREKIEEELKGSGWHHHH
HH 

9.00 

D561 MASEKYSVSKNEDTAREIAERAKRKKDTKVTIEFNGDDDAYRAIEEI
VKKEAGAAIVLVIKGNNHLKQVRVFGEDVKEIAKELQKKIGSGWHH
HHHH 

23.00 

D563 MASTQYEISCGGESEERIRKLAEQSKSGEKIVLILRCGGDDKIVKIARE
LFSGPICIVTEKKDSCEVHFDGDESEVEKRCREKCQKGSGWHHHHH
H 

7.00 

 
 Although these yields are relatively low compared to work such as Protein 
MPNN yields130, these gave enough material for the characterizations needed, with an 
average of 5 mg/L of culture. Therefore, no further optimization was performed. 
  
2.6.3 Structural characterization attempts 
 
 A structure of a designed protein is the ultimate proof that Genesis affords us 
the ability to design novel proteins. However, a structure has remained elusive despite 
three methods explored. 

First, we attempted to crystallize the designs. For each design tested, we 
prepared minimally four crystal trays. The conditions used were the basic chemical 
space (BCS), ShotGun Screen (SG1), LMB (developed at the MRC Laboratory of 
Molecular Biology), and the Ligand-Friendly Screen (LFS)131. BCS screens a variety 
of polyethylene glycol (PEG) smears against various pHs and tests various additives. 
SG1 uses the most successful reported crystallization conditions as a starting point 
for the screening process. The LMB screen is based on published and optimized 
conditions from the MRC-LMB in Cambridge. LFS uses conditions near physiological 
pH and has an increased hit rate for rarely crystallizing proteins. These conditions 
represent a large variety of salts, glycerol, and PEG agents which should increase the 
odds of finding a favorable crystallization solution. Despite this variety, no crystals 
were found with screens, checked every two weeks for three months.  

NMR analysis was performed with 15N labeled samples using HSQC analysis. 
Several different designs were analyzed, but all showed signals that were convoluted 
and indicated the protein was either poorly folded or slightly aggregated. An example 
result is shown in Supplemental Fig. 2.13. The two spectra are from the same protein, 
but Supplemental Fig. 2.13b is refined to reduce the noise. The cluster of signals 
around 7.5 in the 1H spectra indicate unfolded or aggregated protein. However, the 
signals seen indicate that there is some folded population, but not enough to perform 
structural determination. To improve the spectra, various buffers were tested, as low 
salt and low pH can be helpful for NMR analysis. However, we were unable to find a 
buffer condition that gave well resolved peaks. Buffers tested included 20 mM 
phosphate, pH 6, and 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.0 with 20 mM NaCl. More salt may be 
necessary for analysis of these proteins with NMR.  
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Supplemental Figure 2.13: NMR spectra of D139. a) HSQC spectra of 15N labeled D139 protein at 

380 µM and 45ºC. b) The same experimental data filtered to remove the noise. 

 The Legobody method122 mentioned in the main text is a promising method to 
visualize small proteins with cryo-EM. However, there either must be a known 
nanobody for the target or an epitope tag must be added to the target to utilize a known 
nanobody. For our studies, AlphaFold was used to determine how to attach an epitope 
tag (ALFA-tag) to the design. Various linkers and both termini were examined for 
epitope placement and screened to ensure the designs selected would not clash with 
the binding of the ALFA nanobody. However, these models are predictions, and the 
addition of the ALFA tag could perturb the structure of the design. The designs that 
were screened with cryo-EM gave poor results and no visualization of the target, just 
the Legobody scaffold. This could be due to flexibility of the linker or the complex 
dissociating during vitrification.  
 As an experimental structure is the ultimate proof of our ability to design de 
novo proteins, further work will be done to obtain a structure. For the crystallization, 
constructs with cleavable His-tags could be used to decrease the flexible portion of 
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the protein. Additionally, we only tried 18°C crystallization temperature and 4°C could 
be attempted along with the tag cleavage. For NMR, additional buffers could be 
sampled (pH and salt concentration), although this is time- and reagent-consuming. 
For the cryo-EM, the Legobody method could be optimized utilizing various 
PEGylation conditions to improve the sample vitrification process. Other methods for 
increasing the size of our designed proteins could be attempted if the Legobody 
optimization does not yield results, although optimization would be required for our 
purposes132.  
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❖ Chapter 3  

De novo design of site-specific protein 
interactions with learned surface 

fingerprints 
 

As mentioned in chapter 1, protein-protein interactions (PPIs) are essential to 

cellular fitness and control of specific PPIs can have biological implications. This 

chapter highlights our newly developed method for designing novel and highly specific 

PPIs. Often, design of PPIs has used known binding partners as a template for new 

binding partners, putting the known interaction into a new context. Designing an 

interaction with no knowledge of existing binders is a complex problem, but one that 

would have useful applications in biosensors, therapeutics, and more. To target novel 

sites on any given target protein, we utilize a surface fingerprinting method, MaSIF 

(molecular surface interaction fingerprinting), allowing for fast screening of potentially 

interacting surfaces that can be used for binder design. The surface fingerprint of the 

target site is calculated and a complementary fingerprint (which constitutes a potential 

binding seed) chosen from a database we compiled. After grafting the putative seed 

into a suitable protein scaffold, the design can be tested for binding to the target and 

optimized and refined as needed. This method represents a novel approach to PPI 

design, as the surface representation is used instead of disembodied side chains, as 

in other methods discussed below. We successfully apply the method to three 

therapeutically relevant targets, including a very flat surface that is difficult to target. 

This manuscript was submitted to Nature and revisions are currently ongoing. 

The original submission133 can be found on biorxiv. This chapter contains minor 

changes to that manuscript, as more work is ongoing to address reviewer comments. 

This work represents years of study, from the development of the MaSIF-seed pipeline 

and the experimental implementation and optimization, a large effort between many 

scientists. My contribution to the work is the screening of the SARS-CoV-2 spike 

binders, the optimization of the lead binding designs, and testing and validation of the 

final binder. Pablo Gainza and Andreas Scheck developed the computational pipeline, 

performed the screening of seeds, and grafted seed hits into protein scaffolds. Sarah 

Wehrle and Anthony Marchand performed the screening, optimization, and validation 

of the PD-L1 and PD-1 binders, respectively. Anthony Marchand also optimized the 

MaSIF-seed pipeline to address shortfalls. 
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Abstract: 

Physical interactions between proteins are essential for most biological 

processes governing life. However, the molecular determinants of such interactions 

have been challenging to understand, even as genomic, proteomic, and structural data 

grows. This knowledge gap has been a major obstacle for the comprehensive 

understanding of cellular protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks and for the de novo 

design of protein binders that are crucial for synthetic biology and translational 

applications. We exploit a geometric deep learning framework operating on protein 

surfaces that generates fingerprints to describe geometric and chemical features 

critical to drive PPIs. We hypothesized these fingerprints capture the key aspects of 
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molecular recognition that represent a new paradigm in the computational design of 

novel protein interactions. As a proof-of-principle, we computationally designed four 

de novo protein binders to engage three protein targets: SARS-CoV-2 spike, PD-1, 

and PD-L1. The designs bound the target sites with nanomolar affinity upon 

experimental optimization, structural and mutational characterization showed highly 

accurate predictions. Overall, our surface-centric approach captures the physical and 

chemical determinants of molecular recognition, enabling a novel approach for the de 

novo design of protein interactions and, more broadly, of artificial proteins with 

function. 
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3.1 Introduction  
Designing novel protein-protein interactions (PPIs) remains a fundamental 

challenge in computational protein design, with broad basic and translational 

applications in biology. The challenge consists of generating amino acid sequences 

that engage a target site and form a quaternary complex with a given protein. This 

represents a stringent test of our understanding of the physicochemical determinants 

that drive biomolecular interactions134. Robust computational methods to design de 

novo PPIs could be used to rapidly engineer protein-based therapeutics such as 

antibodies and protein inhibitors or vaccines, among others, and therefore are of major 

interest for biomedical and translational applications18,39,78,80,81,135,136.  

Despite recent advances in rational PPI design78,80,81 and prediction61, 

designing novel protein binders against specific targets is very challenging, particularly 

when no structural elements from preexisting binders are known. Current state-of-the-

art methods for de novo PPI design77,78,80,137, such as hotspot-centric approaches78 

and rotamer information fields80,81, rely on placing disembodied residues on the target 

interface and then optimizing their presentation on a protein scaffold. Intrinsic 

limitations of these approaches relate to the very weak energetic signatures provided 

by scoring functions to single-side chain placements, which is compounded in flat 

interfaces that lack deep pockets. These methods also face the challenge of finding 

compatible protein scaffolds to precisely display the generated constellations of 

residues. To circumvent these limitations, new approaches are needed to design de 

novo binders to various surface types and protein sites.  

A long-standing model of molecular recognition postulates that PPIs form 

between protein molecular surfaces with chemical and geometric 

complementarity138,139. The complementarity features arise as a consequence of the 

energetic contributions that are critical to stabilize PPIs, including van der Waals 

interactions (geometric complementarity), hydrophobic effect, and electrostatics 

interactions (chemical complementarity)139. At the structural level, most protein 

interfaces contain surface regions that become inaccessible to solvent upon complex 

formation, which we refer to as buried or core interface, as well as patches that are 

involved in the interface but remain solvent-exposed, which we refer to as the interface 

rim. Residues within the buried areas tend to be much less tolerant of mutations31,140 

and have a large energetic contribution towards the PPI formation, often referred to 

as hotspots. Rim regions are generally more polar and tolerant to mutations, giving 

also important contributions to affinity and more notably specificity31,141. Guided by 

these general principles of molecular recognition, we introduce a novel protein design 

approach based on the critical importance of the fully buried patches of the interface 

to drive protein interactions. We implemented these design principles by exploiting 

surface fingerprints learned from interacting protein surfaces which capture features 

that are determinant for molecular recognition. Our novel approach allows for ultra-

fast and accurate prediction of privileged sites for PPI designs, and reduces the 
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complexity for hotspot search and grafting. We leveraged this design workflow to 

successfully engineer and characterize binders against three therapeutic targets of 

interest, namely SARS-CoV-2 spike, PD-1, and PD-L1. 
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3.2 Results 
Design of de novo PPIs using learned surface fingerprints  

In previous work, we introduced a geometric deep learning framework, MaSIF 

(Molecular Surface Interaction Fingerprinting), to generate surface fingerprints from 

the geometric and chemical features of molecular surfaces, and learn patterns that 

determine the propensity of protein interaction85. Since MaSIF had robust performance 

in PPI-related prediction tasks, we hypothesized that we could leverage it to design 

novel PPIs by targeting sites only using structural information from the target protein. 

To address the de novo PPI design problem we devised a three-stage computational 

approach depicted in Fig. 3.1: I) prediction of target buried interface sites with high 

binding propensity using MaSIF-site85 (Fig. 3.1a); II) surface fingerprint-based search 

for complementary structural motifs (binding seeds) that display the required features 

to engage the target site, a protocol we refer to as MaSIF-seed (Fig. 3.1a,b); III) 

binding seed transplantation to protein scaffolds to confer stability and additional 

contacts on the designed interface (Fig. 3.1c) using established transplantation 

techniques142.  

The new MaSIF-seed protocol tackles the problem of identifying binding seeds 

that can mediate productive binding interactions (Fig. 3.1, Supplemental Fig. 3.1). This 

task stands as a remarkable challenge in protein design due to the vast space of 

structural possibilities to explore, as well as the required precision given that subtle 

atomic-level changes, such as misplaced methyl groups46,142, uncoordinated water 

molecules in the interface, or incompatible charges, are sufficient to disrupt PPIs82.  

In MaSIF-seed, protein molecular surfaces are decomposed into overlapping 

radial patches with a 12 Å radius, capturing on average nearly 400 Å2 of surface area, 

consistent with the buried surface areas observed in native interfaces (Supplemental 

Fig. 3.2). For each point within the patch, we compute chemical and geometric 

features, as well as a local geodesic polar coordinate system to locate points within 

the patch relative to each other. A neural network is then trained to output vector 

fingerprint descriptors that are complementary between patches of interacting protein 

pairs and dissimilar between non-interacting pairs85 (Fig. 3.1a, Supplemental Fig. 3.1). 

Matched surface patches are aligned to the target site and scored with a second neural 

network, outputting an interface post-alignment (IPA) score to further improve the 

discrimination performance of the surface descriptors (see Methods).  

To benchmark our method, we built a database of 31 dimeric PPIs from the 

PDBBind database143, where, in each pair, the interface of one of the proteins consists 

of a single α-helical segment. We then assembled a database of 1000 helical 

fragments (decomposed into 600K patches for MaSIF-seed) extracted randomly from 

the PDB, and benchmarked the capacity of MaSIF-seed to identify the true binder from 

the co-crystal structure in the correct orientation (<3 Å iRMSD) among 1000 decoys 

(Supplemental Fig. 3.3). In 18 of the 31 cases, MaSIF-seed identified the native helix 
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in the correct orientation as the top result. Moreover, the fingerprint representation 

enables considerable speedup of this procedure, with an average time of 15 minutes 

per receptor. As a comparison, we benchmarked MaSIF-seed to a set of fast, well-

established docking methods144–147 (Table 3.1). The best performing method, 

ZDock+ZRank2144,147,148 identified only 6 as top results, with an average running time 

of 2946 minutes, approximately 200 times slower than MaSIF-seed.  

Encouraged by MaSIF-seed’s speed and accuracy in discriminating the true 

binders from decoys based on rich surface features, we sought to design de novo 

protein binders to engage challenging and disease-relevant protein targets. We thus 

assembled a database of 250,000 structural fragments (140 million surface 

patches/fingerprints) with helical secondary structure, extracted from the PDB. We 

computationally designed and experimentally validated binders against three 

structurally diverse targets: the receptor binding domain (RBD) of the SARS-CoV-2 

spike protein where we identified a neutralization-sensitive site, and the two partners 

of the PD-1/PD-L1 complex, an important protein interaction in immuno-oncology that 

displays a flat interface considered “hard-to-drug” by small molecules (Supplemental 

Fig. 3.4).  

 

 

Methoda # in top 

1b 

# in top 

10c 

# in top 

100d 

>100
e 

Avg time 

(m)f 

MaSIF-seed 18 18 20 11 15 

PatchDock+MaSIF-site 3 5 11 20 86 

ZDOCK 3 4 8 23 2715 

ZDOCK+MaSIF-site 1 6 10 21 2485 

ZDOCK+ZRank2 6 12 21 10 2946 

ZDOCK+Zrank2+MaSIF-

site 

5 11 19 12 2710 

Table 3.1: Benchmark of MaSIF-seed against traditional docking methods in recovering the native 
binder in the correct conformation from co-crystal structures for 31 helix-receptor complexes, 
discriminating between 1000 decoys. aBenchmarked method. b-dNumber of receptors for which the 
method recovered the native binding helix (<3 Å iRMSD) within the btop 1, ctop 10, and dtop 100 results. 
fAverage running time in minutes, excluding precomputation time.  
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Figure 3.1: Surface-centric design of de novo site-specific protein binders. a) Protein binding sites 
are spatially embedded as vector fingerprints. Protein surfaces are decomposed into overlapping radial 
patches and a neural network trained on native interacting protein pairs learns to embed the fingerprints 
such that complementary fingerprints are placed in a similar region of space. We show an illustration 
for a subsample of the fingerprints projected in a space reduced to three dimensions. The green box 
highlights a region of complementary fingerprints. b) MaSIF-seed - a new method to identify new binding 
seeds. A target patch is identified by MaSIF-site based on the propensity to form buried interfaces. 
Using MaSIF-seed, fingerprint complementarity is evaluated between the target patch and all 
fingerprints in a large database (~140M patches), subsequently the pairs of fingerprints are ranked. The 
top patches are aligned and rescored to allow for a more precise evaluation of the seed candidates. c) 
Scaffold search, seed grafting and interface redesign. The selected seeds are transferred to protein 
scaffolds and the rest of the interface is redesigned using Rosetta. The top designs are further selected 
and tested experimentally.  

 

Targeting a predicted neutralization-sensitive site on SARS-CoV-2 spike protein  

We applied our surface-centric approach to design de novo binders to target 

the SARS-CoV-2 RBD. First, we used MaSIF-site to predict surface sites on the RBD 

with high propensity to be engaged by protein binders. We selected a site distinct from 

the ACE2 binding region, but overlapping such that a putative binder could inhibit the 

ACE2-RBD interaction (Fig. 3.2a). At the time, there were no known binders to this 

site. We searched our database of 140 million surface fingerprints derived from helical 

fragments to find binding seeds that could target the selected site. The 7713 binding 

seeds MaSIF-seed provided showed two prominent features: I) a contact surface 

devoid of residues with strong binding hotspot features (e.g. large hydrophobic 

residues); II) an equivalent distribution of binding seeds in two distinct orientations of 

the helical fragment, with the seeds binding at 180° from each other (Fig. 3.2b), hinting 

that both binding modes are plausible. Remarkably, both orientations of the binding 
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seeds present very similar signatures at the surface fingerprint level (Supplemental 

Fig. 3.5) and at the sequence level (Fig. 3.2b). 

We synthesized one of the top ranked binding seeds as a linear peptide, but no 

binding interaction was detected by Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) 

(Supplemental Fig. 3.6). Therefore, using the Rosetta MotifGraft protocol we identified 

several protein scaffolds compatible with both binding modes of the seed (Fig. 3.2c), 

transplanted the seed hotspot side chains from a top-ranking seed onto the scaffolds, 

and used Rosetta to optimize the binder interface (Fig. 3.1c). Sixty-three designs 

based on twenty scaffolds, ranging from 7 to 23 mutations relative to the native 

proteins, were screened with yeast display (Supplemental Fig. 3.7). From this initial 

round of designs, DBR3_01 showed weak binding in yeast display experiments. 

Moreover, binding of DBR3_01 was competitive with soluble ACE2 (Supplemental Fig. 

3.7), suggesting that the binder was targeting the correct RBD site. Furthermore, 

DBR3_01 showed slightly increased binding compared to the native scaffold protein 

and a double point mutant on the designed interface residues, further supporting that 

the seed residues were participating in the binding interaction (Supplemental Fig. 3.7, 

Supplemental Table 3.1). Next, we sought to improve the binding affinity of the design 

by performing two mutagenesis libraries: first, a directed library in the designed 

interface was prepared (Supplemental Fig. 3.8), which yielded DBR3_02 with 4 

mutations and a KD of 4.6 µM determined by SPR (Fig. 3.2d, Supplemental Fig. 3.8); 

second, we screened a site saturation mutagenesis (SSM) library which resulted in 

the enrichment of 3 point mutants, one of which overlapped with a mutation from the 

first library (Supplemental Fig. 3.9). Adding these 3 mutations to DBR3_02 resulted in 

DBR3_03 that showed a KD of 80 nM and was folded and stable (Fig. 3.2d, 

Supplemental Fig. 3.10). Here, we started from a computationally designed binder with 

very low affinity as observed with yeast display, yet undetectable by SPR, and after 

introducing 6 mutations we observed an improvement greater than 60 fold in binding 

affinity. The mutations all occurred in the binding helix of the design. Of these 

mutations, A17G and S20A, residing in the core of the interface, appear to have 

relieved steric clashes and reduced buried unsatisfied polar atoms, respectively.  

To structurally characterize the binding mode of DBR3_03 we solved a cryo-

EM structure of the design in complex with the trimeric spike protein at 2.9 Å local 

resolution (Fig. 3.2e and Supplemental Fig. 3.11-13). The structure confirmed the 

predicted binding sites on both partners. Importantly, the binder adopted the 

orientation of the helical binding seed that was marginally less favored by MaSIF’s 

fingerprint descriptors (down-orientation) (Fig. 3.2b). Interestingly, the initial design 

DBR3_01 showed similar metrics when the interfaces were analyzed in both directions 

(Supplemental Fig. 3.5), pointing to known limitations of surface fingerprints in 

unbound docking type of problems85. This led us to attempt another state-of-the-art 

protein docking method, AlphaFold (AF) multimer149 to predict the complex of 

DBR3_03 with the spike RBD and obtained a 1.4 Å iRMSD between the AF prediction 
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and the experimental structure (Fig. 3.2e). This result presents a powerful 

demonstration of the synergies between machine learning techniques purely based 

on structural features and those that leveraged large sequence-structure datasets for 

structure prediction tasks. At the structural level DBR3_03 engages the RBD with a 

1452 Å2 of buried interface area (surface area buried on both sides of the complex), 

which is much smaller than the average buried surface area of antibodies 

(approximately 2071 ± 456 Å2  150), yet still results in a high affinity interaction. The 

designed interface lacks canonical hotspot residues and engages the RBD through 

small residues and is composed of 21% backbone and 79% side chain contacts. Given 

the pandemic situation with SARS-CoV-2 and the general need for rational design of 

protein-based therapeutics to fight viral infections, we next engineered an Fc-fused 

DBR3_03 (Fc-DBR3_03) construct and tested its neutralization capacity on a panel of 

SARS-CoV-2 variants in virus-free and pseudovirus surrogate assays (Fig. 3.2f,g, 

Supplemental Fig. 3.14, Supplemental Table 3.1)151. We compared the breadth and 

potency of our design to those of clinically approved monoclonal antibodies. In virus-

free assays we observed that Fc-DBR3_03 had comparable potency to that of 

Imdevimab (REGN10987), an antibody used clinically, for the WT spike and bound to 

the omicron strain while RGN87 did not (Supplemental Fig. 3.14). Neutralization 

activity in pseudovirus assays was tested and Fc-DBR3_03 neutralized omicron, albeit 

less potently than the AstraZeneca (AZN) clinically approved antibody mix (Fig. 3.2g). 

A cryo-EM structure showed that the binding mode was nearly identical (1.4 Å 

backbone RMSD) between DBR3_03-WT-RBD complex and DBR3_03-omicron-RBD 

complex (Supplemental Fig. 3.15-17). Importantly, Fc-DBR3_03 showed a very broad 

reactivity to many SARS-CoV-2 variants (Fig. 3.2f) which is attributable to the 

sequence conservation of the targeted site and the small binding footprint of the 

design. The design was sensitive to the L452R/Q mutation present in the delta, lambda 

and kappa variants (Supplemental Fig. 3.14b, Fig. 3.2f), but introducing a single point 

mutation (L24G) to relieve the clash between L452R and the binder led to the design 

binding to delta (Supplemental Fig. 3.14). Our results highlight the value of the surface 

fingerprinting approach to reveal target sites in viral proteins and for the subsequent 

design of functional antivirals with broad activity. 
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Figure 3.2: Design and optimization of a SARS-CoV-2 binder targeting the RBD. a) MaSIF-site 
prediction of interface propensity of the RBD. The ACE2 binding footprint (yellow outline) is distinct from 
the predicted binding site (red). b) MaSIF-seed predicts helical seeds that cluster into anti-parallel 
orientations, referred to as up or down configurations. Sequence logo plots highlight the similarity 
between the sequences of the two seed clusters, regardless of orientation. c) The scaffold (PDB ID: 
5vny) used to make DBR3_01 allows for binding in up- or down-orientation, sharing similar footprints. 
d) SPR data of improved DBR3 binders with controls. DBR3_03 has an affinity of 80 nM with RBD. e) 
A Cryo-EM structure (dark green) aligns to the AlphaFold prediction with an iRMSD of 1.4 Å. The trimeric 
spike protein (gray) has one DBR3_03 bound per RBD (orange, pink, green). f) Fc-DBR3_03 binds to 
spike protein from most variants of concern, except those with the L452R mutation. EC50 of DBR3_03 
are listed in Supplemental Table 2. g) Fc-DBR3_03 neutralizes live omicron-virus in cell-based inhibition 
assays with an EC50 of 1.7E-6 g/mL, compared to the AstraZeneca (AZD, 8895 and 1061) mix that has 
an EC50 of 2.9e-7 g/mL. 

 

 

 

Targeting flat surface sites in immune checkpoint receptors  
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Surface sites presenting flat structural features are difficult to target with small 

molecule drugs, leading to their categorization as undruggable. To test our fingerprint-

based approach, we sought to design binders to target the PD-1/PD-L1 interaction, 

which is central to the regulation of T-cell activity in the immune system152. We used 

MaSIF-site to find high propensity protein binding sites in PD-L1, and unsurprisingly, 

the identified site overlapped significantly with the native binding site engaged by PD-

1 (Fig. 3.3a). This site is extremely flat at the structural level, ranking in the 99th 

percentile in terms of interface flatness (ranked #7 among 1068 transient interfaces) 

(Supplemental Fig. 3.18), one of the dominant structural features that makes this site 

hard-to-drug by small molecules. Next, we used MaSIF-seed to find binding motifs to 

engage the site, among the top results helical motifs clustered in both orientations 

packing in the beta-sheets of PD-L1 (Supplemental Fig. 3.19). In the most populated 

cluster (Supplemental Fig. 3.19), we observed sequence convergence for a 12 residue 

fragment (Fig. 3.3b). We then used Rosetta MotifGraft to search for putative scaffolds 

to display this fragment and used RosettaDesign to optimize contacts at the interface. 

We tested 16 designs based on 5 different scaffolds for binding to PD-L1 on the 

surface of yeast. Two designs based on two different scaffolds showed low binding 

signals (Supplemental Fig. 3.20), which we refer to as DBL1_01 and DBL2_01 (Fig. 

3.3c). The specificity of the interaction was confirmed by testing hotspot knockout 

controls of each design (Supplemental Fig. 3.20). To improve the binding affinity of 

DBL1_01 we constructed a combinatorial library with mutations in the predicted 

binding region, while maintaining the hotspot residues predicted by MaSIF-seed 

(Supplemental Fig. 3.21). From this library we selected a variant, DBL1_02 with 5 

mutations found mostly in the interface rim of the design and improving the formation 

of polar contacts. The most substantial change occurred at position 53, a mutation of 

alanine to glutamine that introduces a hydrogen bond with PD-L1 (Supplemental Fig. 

3.21). To improve the design’s expression and stability we constructed a second 

library targeting residues in the protein core to optimize core packing (Supplemental 

Fig. 3.21). Combining mutations from both libraries, we obtained DBL1_03 with 11 

mutations from the starting design, which was folded and monomeric in solution, and 

showed a binding affinity of 2 µM (Fig. 3.3d, Supplemental Fig. 3.10), comparable to 

that of PD-1 (KD = 8.2 µM)153. To further assess the optimality of each residue at the 

interface of the designed binder we screened a SSM library sampling 19 positions, 

based on DBL1_03. The most relevant positions are shown in Figure 3.3f (all positions 

in Supplemental Fig. 3.22). The SSM results revealed that the four hotspot residues 

placed by MaSIF-seed were crucial, as any other residue was deleterious for binding 

(Fig. 3.3f). However, in the interface rim many mutations could provide affinity 

improvements strongly suggesting that this region of the interface was suboptimal (Fig. 

3.3f). Based on these data, we generated the DBL1_04 variant which resulted in a 10-

fold increase of the binding affinity showing a KD of 256 nM to PD-L1 (Fig. 3.3d). Both 

DBL1_03 and DBL1_04 showed cell-surface binding, comparable to PD-1, on cells 
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expressing PD-L1. The specificity of the designed interaction was confirmed by the 

binding inability of single-residue mutants at the interface (Supplemental Fig. 3.22).  

The second lead design which is utilizing the same seed but based on a 

different scaffold, DBL2_01, could not be solubly expressed and therefore we 

designed a combinatorial library to improve expression and binding affinity 

(Supplemental Fig. 3.21). From this library we isolated the variant DBL2_02 which had 

six mutations and expressed in E. coli. From the six mutations, three were predicted 

to be in the interface (Y23K, Q35E, Q42R) and improved binding affinity by forming 

additional salt bridges with PD-L1 (Supplemental Fig. 3.21). The KD to PD-L1 

determined by SPR was 374 nM, more than 10-fold higher than the native ligand PD-

1. Since both designs shared the same binding seed we transplanted the SSM 

mutations of the DBL1_04 design and generated the DBL2_03, which showed a 3-fold 

improvement in binding affinity (KD = 120 nM) (Supplemental Fig. 3.23), indicating that 

the binding seed was engaging PD-L1 in a similar fashion to that of DBL1_03. To 

further assess the influence of each residue in the designed binding interface we 

performed an SSM analysis on 19 interface residues of DBL2_03 (Fig. 3.3f, 

Supplemental Fig. 3.23). The SSM profile reiterated that the hotspot residues placed 

by MaSIF-seed were very restricted in variability, showing that these residues were 

accurately predicted. In contrast, several positions on the interface rim were 

suboptimal and mutations to polar amino acids resulted in affinity enhancements. 

Based on the SSM data, we generated the DBL2_04 design with additional polar 

mutations (Fig. 3.3g, Supplemental Fig. 3.23) which showed an improved KD of 65 nM 

(Fig. 3.3e). To experimentally validate the binding mode, we co-crystallized the 

designs with PD-L1. Overall for both designs, the structures (Fig. 3.3i,j) showed 

excellent agreement with our computational models with 0.8 Å and 2.0 Å for the overall 

backbone and 1.0 Å and 1.9 Å for the full atom interface RMSDs of DBL1_03 and 

DBL2_02, respectively, showing an exquisite accuracy of the predictions in the 

interface region. The buried interface area of the designs with PD-L1 was between 

1424 Å2 and 1438 Å2, compared to 1648 Å2 for the buried interface area of PD-1 (PDB 

ID: 4ZQK). The chemical composition of the designed interface is similar in both 

designs, ~59% of the surface area is hydrophobic and the remaining area is 

hydrophilic for DBL1_03 and correspondingly for DBL2_02. These values are 

comparable to those of the PD-1/PD-L1 interaction (52% hydrophobic surface), 

showing that we have designed interfaces with similar chemical compositions of the 

native interaction using a distinct backbone conformation (Fig. 3.3h). The discovery of 

novel binding motifs by MaSIF-seed is striking when comparing the backbone motif 

used by the native PD-L1 binding partner, PD-1, and the designed binders. While the 

native PD-1 uses a beta-hairpin to engage the site, the designed binders do so through 

an alpha-helix motif, illustrating the capability of our approach to explore outside of the 

structural repertoire of native binding motifs. The general trend arising from the 

designed PD-L1 binders is that despite the accurate predictions of core residues in the 

interface, through mutagenesis studies, the designed polar interactions are 
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suboptimal. To address these and other limitations of our computational approach, we 

performed additional computational design steps to improve the pipeline and tested it 

on the design of binders to target PD-1.  

 

 
Figure 3.3: De novo design and optimization of PD-L1 binders targeting a flat surface. a) MaSIF-
site prediction of interface propensity of PD-L1. The predicted interface (red) overlaps with the binding 
site of the native interaction partner PD-1 (yellow). b) Helical seeds were predicted by MaSIF-seed and 
clustered. The dominant cluster showed strong amino acid preferences (Z-score > 2). Hotspot residues 
are underlined. c) Binders based on two different scaffold proteins utilizing the selected seed were 
identified. d) Binding affinities of DBL1 designs after combinatorial (light green) and SSM library 
optimization (dark green), measured by SPR. Mutation of a hotspot residue (V12R) ablates binding of 
DBL1_03 (wheat). e) Binding affinities of DBL2 designs after combinatorial (light blue) and SSM library 
optimization (dark blue), measured by SPR. Mutation of a hotspot residue (V12R) knocks out binding 
of DBL2_02 (wheat). f) SSM for regions of interest in the binding interface of DBL1_03. X indicates the 
original residue of DBL1_03 and hotspot residue positions are framed in black boxes. Blue indicates 
enrichment in the binding population, while red shows enrichment in the non-binding population. g) 
SSM data in the binding interface of DBL2_03. The X indicates the original residue of DBL2_02. h) 
Binding mode of the selected seed in comparison with the native interaction partner PD-1. i) Crystal 
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structure of DBL1_03 in complex with PD-L1. The computational model (light green) is aligned with the 
crystal structure (dark green). The inset shows the alignment of the residues in the binding seed. j) 
Crystal structure of DBL2_02 in complex with PD-L1. Shown by aligning the computational model (light 
blue) with the crystal structure (dark green). The inset shows the alignment of the residues in the binding 
seed represented in sticks.  

 

One-shot design of de novo protein binders with native-like affinities  

Despite the successes in designing site specific binders to engage two different 

targets, the computational designs still required in vitro evolution to enable expression 

and detectable binding affinities that could be biochemically characterized. To address 

these issues, we assembled a more comprehensive design pipeline (Fig. 3.4a) 

performing: I) sequence optimization of selected seeds; and II) biased design for polar 

contacts in the scaffold interface84. To test this approach, we designed de novo binders 

to target the PD-1 site that is natively engaged by PD-L1 (Fig. 3.4b). We selected the 

top 2000 designed sequences according to several structural metrics (see Methods) 

and tested them using yeast display coupled with deep sequencing readout. Three 

designs based on de novo miniprotein154 scaffolds (DBP13_01, DBP40_01 and 

DBP52_01) showed a moderate to strong binding signal on the surface of yeast (Fig. 

3.4c, Supplemental Fig. 3.24). The most promising candidate, DBP13_01, was 

investigated in more detail (Fig. 3.4b,c,d). To confirm whether the binding interaction 

was mediated through the designed interface, we tested several control constructs, 

which included the native miniprotein scaffold and DBP13_01 variants with predicted 

knockout mutations (Fig. 3.4d), all of which abolished binding (Fig. 3.4e). The 

interaction site on PD-1 was further probed via a competition assay with Nivolumab155, 

which blocked the DBP13_01/PD-1 interaction as expected due to the overlapping 

binding footprints (Supplemental Fig. 3.25). DBP13_01 did not bind to pig PD-1 

supporting the specificity of the designed interactions (Supplemental Fig. 3.25). The 

DBP13_01/PD-1 interaction showed a KD of 4.2 ± 2 µM (n = 3, Fig. 3.4f) as determined 

by SPR, similar to the affinity of the native PD-L1/PD-1 interaction (KD = 8.2 µM)153.  

This was a promising result given that the design was not subjected to 

experimental optimization by in vitro evolution. Next, we performed an SSM 

experiment and observed that mutations at the predicted core interface positions (L23, 

L27, I30, M31) were generally deleterious for binding, supporting the structural and 

sequence accuracy of the design (Fig. 3.4g, Supplemental Fig. 3.26). The predicted 

complex structure by AlphaFold Multimer was in agreement with that of MaSIF, with 

an interface footprint that is largely overlapping with the designed residues, and 3.3 Å 

of backbone RMSD and 2.9 Å of interface full atom RMSD (Supplemental Fig. 3.27). 

Although these results are supported by the SSM data, they are a predictive exercise 

and cannot be interpreted as absolute evidence that the designed binding mode is 

occurring, which ultimately will require an experimental structure. Overall, the results 

show that by starting the interface design process driven by surface fingerprints and 

introducing additional features of native interfaces (e.g. hotspot optimization, polar 
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contacts) we can design site-specific binders with native-like affinities purely by 

computational design.  

 

 
Figure 3.4: Optimized workflow and de novo binders for PD-1. a) Improved design computational 
workflow where two steps of design are used, at the seed and at the scaffold level, with an emphasis 
on building new hydrogen bond networks b) PD-1 surface (blue) with the region targeted by PD-L1 (red) 
and the overlapping region targeted by DBP13_01 (yellow contour). c) Histograms of the binding signal 
(PE) measured on three yeast clones displaying designed binders against PD-1. Yeasts were labeled 
with 500nM PD1-Fc (coloured) or secondary antibodies only (Grey, negative control). d) PD-1 structure 
(blue) targeted by DBP13_01 (green) with highlighted hotspots residue from the binding seed (red). The 
two neighboring boxes indicate crucial residue for binding. e) Histogram of the binding signal measured 
by flow cytometry for DBP13_01, the native miniprotein scaffold, two variants of DBP13_01 with crucial 
residues mutated, and a negative control with unlabeled yeast. Dashed line indicates the geometric 
mean of DBP13_01 binding signal. f) Binding affinities determined by SPR of Nivolumab Fab (green 
squares) and DBP13_01 (red triangles). DBP13_01 dissociation constant was obtained with 3 
independent measurements. g) SSM heatmap showing interface residues and the enrichment of each 
point mutation. “X” indicates the original amino acids in DBP13_01. Blue indicates enrichment in the 
binding population, while red shows enrichment in the non-binding population. Hotspot residues are 
highlighted with a black box. 
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3.3 Discussion 
Physical interactions between proteins in living cells are one of the hallmarks 

of function28. Our incomplete understanding of the complex interplay of molecular 

forces that drive PPIs has greatly hindered the comprehension of fundamental 

biological processes as well as the capability to engineer such interactions from first 

principles. It has been particularly challenging for protein modeling methodologies that 

use discrete atomic representations to perform de novo design of PPIs77,78,80,137. In 

large part, this is due to the small number of molecular interactions involved in most 

protein interfaces and to the very small energetic contributions that determine binding 

affinities, making physics-based energy functions less reliable156. To address this gap, 

we developed an enhanced data-driven framework to represent proteins as surfaces 

and learn the geometric and chemical patterns that ultimately determine the propensity 

of two molecules to interact. We proposed a new geometric deep learning tool, MaSIF-

seed, to overcome the PPI design challenge by both identifying patches with a high 

propensity to form buried surfaces and binding seeds with complementary surfaces to 

those patches. By computing fingerprints from protein molecular surfaces, we rapidly 

and reliably identify complementary surface fragments that can engage a specific 

target within 140 million candidate surfaces. This in practice solves an important 

challenge in protein design by efficiently handling search spaces of daunting scales.  

The identified binding seeds were then used as the interface driving core to 

design novel binding proteins against three challenging targets: a novel predicted 

interface in the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein, which ultimately yielded a SARS-CoV-2 

inhibitor and the PD-1/PD-L1 protein complex, exemplifying sites that are difficult to 

target with small molecules due to its flat surface. Multiple designed binders showed 

close mimicry to computationally predicted models and achieved high binding 

affinities, often, after experimental optimization. In the case of the PD-1 binder, the 

design showed low micromolar affinity without experimental optimization, which is the 

range of many native PPIs157. By using surface fingerprints, we identified novel 

structural motifs that can mediate de novo PPIs presenting a route to expand the 

landscape of motifs that can be used to functionalize proteins and be critical for the de 

novo design of function. 

For all three targets, the original binding seed arguably provided the principal 

driver of molecular recognition representing the design’s binding interface core 

(Supplemental Fig. 3.28), maintaining a high surface similarity in this region 

(Supplemental Fig. 3.29). However, contacts at the buried interface region are 

necessary though in most cases, likely not sufficient for high affinity binding, and in the 

three designed binders for PD-L1 and RBD, optimization of the polar interface rim 

through libraries was necessary to improve binding to a biochemically detectable 

range (KD at the micromolar level). Our de novo designs agree with previous 

findings76,78 that small changes in the polar interface rim (for example in the hydrogen 

bond network surrounding the interface) can result in substantial differences in binding 
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affinities. Encouragingly, the PD-1 binders designed using the optimized pipeline 

showed binding affinities in the low micromolar range without the need for 

experimental optimization, which represents a major step forward for the robust design 

of de novo PPIs. 

In our study several limitations of the approach became evident, namely the 

absence of conformational flexibility and adaptation of the protein backbone to 

mutations and the difficulty of designing polar interactions that balance the 

hydrophobic patches of the interface contributing for affinity and specificity, which has 

also been observed by other authors75,76,82. In future methodological developments, 

neural network architectures could be optimized to capture such features of native 

interfaces. Lastly, our approach is intrinsically limited by the restricted structural space 

used for binding seeds with helical structure, which present advantages in terms of the 

modularity and predictability of their structures, but are unlikely to be the universal 

solution for the de novo PPI design problem. Most likely, a larger diversity of structural 

motifs will be necessary and we anticipate the emergence of generative algorithms 

that can construct backbones conditioned to the target binding sites.  

Here we presented a surface-centric design approach that leveraged molecular 

representations of protein structures based on learned geometrical and chemical 

features. We showed that these structural representations can be efficiently used for 

the design of de novo protein binders, one of the most challenging problems in 

computational protein design. We anticipate that this conceptual framework for 

generation of rich descriptors of molecular surfaces can open possibilities in other 

important biotechnological fields like drug design, biosensing or biomaterials in 

addition to providing a means to study interaction networks in biological processes at 

the systems levels.  
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3.4 Methods 
Analysis of buried molecular surface areas on transient interactions 

A dataset of protein-protein interactions was downloaded from the PDBBind 

database158 containing all interactions with a reported affinity stronger than 10 µM; 

since these PPIs have a reported affinity, all were assumed to be transient. The 

PDBBind database does not report the chains involved in the interaction with the 

reported affinity; thus, for simplicity, only those complexes containing exactly two 

chains in the PDB crystal structure were considered for the analysis. 

  

Computing PPI buried surface areas on protein molecular surfaces  

The MSMS program159 was used to compute all molecular surfaces in this work 

(density = 3.0, water radius = 1.5 Å). Since MSMS produces molecular surfaces with 

highly irregular meshes, PyMESH160 was used to further regularize the meshes at a 

resolution of 1.0 Å. For a given protein subunit that appears in a complex, we define 

the subunit’s buried surface as the patch that becomes inaccessible to water 

molecules upon complex formation. Since in our implementation a surface is defined 

by a discretized mesh, we compute the buried surface region as follows. The buried 

surface of the subunit and the complex are first computed. Then, the minimum 

distance between every vertex in the subunit surface and any vertex in the complex 

surface are computed. Subunit vertices that are farther than 2.0 Å from a vertex in the 

surface of the complex are labeled as part of the buried surface, as these vertices no 

longer exist in the surface of the complex. The size of buried areas was determined 

by computing the area of each vertex labeled as a buried surface vertex. 

We note that computing buried surface areas using this method can result in 

measurements that are different from those widely used in the field, which use the 

solvent accessible surface area and count the buried interface of all subunits into a 

single value (the buried SASA area). Here we use the molecular surface (also known 

as solvent excluded surface) and count a single subunit.  Therefore, while in 

Supplemental Fig. 3.1 we show areas computed using this method to compare to 

patch sizes, throughout the rest of this work we refer to the more widely used buried 

SASA areas.  

  

Decomposing protein surfaces into radial patches  

In order to process protein surface information, all molecular surfaces were 

decomposed into overlapping radial patches. This means that each vertex on the 

surface becomes the center of a radial patch of a given radius. To compute the 

geodesic radius of patches, throughout this work we used the Dijkstra algorithm161, a 

fast and simple approximation to the true geodesic distance in the patch. We used a 

radius size of 12 Å for patches, limited to at most 200 points, which we found 

corresponds roughly to 400 Å2 (Supplemental Fig. 3.2), a value close to the median 
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size of the buried interface of transient interactions (Supplemental Fig. 3.2). 

Exceptionally, for the MaSIF-site application we limited the patch to 9 Å or 100 points 

to reduce the required GPU RAM for this application85. 

  

Computing the largest circumscribed patch in buried surface areas 

From each labeled interface point, we used the Dijkstra algorithm to compute 

the shortest distance to a non-interface point. The interface point with the largest 

distance to a non-interface point was labeled as the center of the interface, and the 

distance to the nearest non-interface point as the radius of the largest circumscribed 

patch. 

  

Geometric and chemical features used to describe molecular surfaces 

Each point in a patch of the computed molecular surface was assigned an array 

of two geometric features (shape index162, distance-dependent curvature160), and 

three chemical features (hydrophobicity163, Poisson-Boltzmann electrostatics164, and 

a hydrogen bond potential165). These features are identical to those described in 

Gainza et al85. 

  

Prediction of protein interaction sites in proteins 

The MaSIF-site tool85 was trained to predict areas with propensity to form 

protein-protein interactions on the surface of proteins. Here, MaSIF-site was used to 

predict surface areas with propensity to form a PPI in 27 targets of our benchmark 

(Supplemental Fig. 3.3) and three design targets (SARS-CoV-2 RBD, PD-L1 and PD-

1). MaSIF-site receives as input a protein decomposed into patches and outputs a per-

vertex regression score on the propensity of each point to become a buried surface 

area within a PPI. While MaSIF-site computes a regression score on each point of the 

surface, it becomes necessary to identify the precise patch that we will use to define 

each interface. Thus, to select interface patches in target proteins, the output of 

MaSIF-site was decomposed into 12 Å overlapping patches, and the per-vertex 

prediction for all points in the patch are averaged to obtain a score for each patch. 

  

Identifying complementary surfaces using fingerprints 

MaSIF-search85 was used to compute fingerprints for every overlapping patch 

in proteins of interest. MaSIF-search85 was trained on a large dataset of protein-protein 

interactions to receive as input the features of the target, a binder, and a random patch 

from a different protein. MaSIF-search was designed as a Siamese neural network 

architecture166 trained to produce similar fingerprints for the target patch vs. the binder 

patch, and dissimilar fingerprints for the target patch vs. the random patch. In order to 

decrease training time and improve performance, the features of the target were 
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multiplied by -1, assisting to turn the problem from one of complementarity to one of 

similarity. 

  

Decomposition of the PDB into alpha helical peptides 

A snapshot of the non-redundant set of the PDB was downloaded and 

decomposed into alpha helices, removing all non-helical elements. The DSSP 

program167 was used to label each residue according to their secondary structure. 

Fragments with 10 or more consecutive residues with a helical (‘H’) label assigned by 

DSSP were extracted. Each extracted helical fragment was treated as a monomeric 

protein, and surface features were computed for each one. MaSIF-search fingerprints 

and MaSIF-site labels were then computed for all extracted helices. MaSIF-seed can 

use both fingerprint similarity and interface propensity to identify suitable seeds.  

  

MaSIF-seed: a pipeline to identify helical fragments in proteins 

Based on the MaSIF-PPI-search ultra-fast searching pipeline85, we developed 

a novel pipeline to identify potential binding seeds to targets. For each target, first 

MaSIF-seed was used to label each point in the surface for the propensity to form a 

buried surface region. Then, a fingerprint was computed for the target site. Finally, 

after scanning the entire protein, the best patch was selected. In one case, the SARS-

CoV-2 RBD, the fourth best site was selected as it was the site with the highest 

potential to disrupt binding to the natural receptor. Then, a MaSIF-search fingerprint 

was computed for the target patch, inverting the target features before inputting them 

to the MaSIF-search network. The Euclidean distances between the target fingerprint 

and 140 million fingerprints in the helical peptide database was then computed, and 

all patches with a fingerprint distance < 2.0 (PD-L1 and PD1) and < 1.7 (RBD) were 

accepted. 

Once fingerprints are matched, a second-stage alignment and scoring method 

used the random sample consensus (RANSAC) algorithm implemented in Open 3D 

to align the patches, similar to that presented in Gainza et al85. The RANSAC algorithm 

implemented in Open3D chooses three random points in the binder patch and 

computes the Euclidean distance of the MaSIF-search fingerprints between these 

points and all those points in the target patch; the most similar fingerprints provide the 

RANSAC algorithm with 3 correspondences to compute a transformation between the 

patches. Once an alignment is made a neural network was trained to classify true 

binders vs. non-binders, referred to as the interface post-alignment (IPA) score. Those 

binders with an IPA score of more than 0.90-0.97 in the neural network score were 

accepted. 

  

Benchmark of helix:receptor protein recovery 
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The set of transient interactions from PDBBind was scanned to identify proteins 

that bind to helical motifs. A binding motif was determined to be a helix if 80% of 

residues are helical and the total number of residues does not exceed 60. The set was 

later edited to remove pairs of PPIs with high homology and a set of 31 unique PPIs 

was used, subsequently MaSIF-search fingerprints and MaSIF-site fingerprints were 

computed. MaSIF-seed was benchmarked against a hybrid pipeline of existing, fast, 

well-established docking tools on the dataset of helix:receptor proteins: PatchDock146, 

ZDock144,145, and ZRank2147. For each helix:receptor pair, the helix from the co-crystal 

structure was placed along 1000 randomly selected helices from the PDB 

decomposition. Then the methods were benchmarked to evaluate their capacity to 

rank the correct helix from the co-crystal structure, with an alignment RMSD <3.0 Å 

from the conformation of the co-crystal structure, versus the remaining 1000 helices. 

We note that each helix can potentially bind in many possible orientations, and in the 

case of methods that were not preceded by a MaSIF-site identification of the target 

site, the helix can bind on many sites on the receptor. The measured time for all 

methods included only the scoring time, except for MaSIF-seed where the alignment 

time was also included in the calculation. MaSIF-seed - All of MaSIF-seed’s neural 

network (MaSIF-search, MaSIF-site and the IPA score) were retrained for this 

benchmark to remove helix:receptor pairs from the training set. In each case, MaSIF-

site was used to identify the patch in the target protein with the highest interface 

propensity, and the fingerprint for the selected patch was compared to the fingerprints 

of all patches in the database. The rigid orientation of each helix in the benchmark was 

randomly rotated and translated prior to any alignment. Patches were discarded if their 

masif-search fingerprint’s euclidean distance to that of the target site was greater than 

1.7. After alignment, patches were further filtered if the IPA score was less than 0.96. 

PatchDock+MaSIF-site - On each receptor protein, MaSIF-site was used to identify 

and label the target site, while PatchDock146 was used to dock all 1001 helices, setting 

the target site based on a specific residue using the ReceptorActiveSite flag in 

PatchDock. The PatchDock score was used to produce the ranking of all 

conformations for all 1001 helices. ZDock was run on standard parameters and its 

standard scoring was used similar to PatchDock. In the ZDock+MaSIF-site case, all 

residues outside of the MaSIF-site selected patch were blocked using the 

compute_blocked_res_list.sh provided in ZDock. ZDock+ZRank2: In this variant, the 

top 2000 results from ZDock with each of the 1001 peptides for each of the 31 

receptors were re-scored using ZRank2. The ZRank2 score was then used to score 

all of the docking poses.  

  

Clustering of solutions 

In each design case all of the top matched seeds were clustered by first 

computing the root mean square deviation between all pairwise helices, computed on 

the C-alpha atoms of each pair of helices, in the segment overlapping over the buried 
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surface area. The pairwise distances were then clustered using metric multi-

dimensional scaling168 implemented in scikit-learn169. 

  

Seed and interface refinement  

For the PD-1 target, seed candidates proposed by MaSIF were refined using 

Rosetta and a FastDesign protocol with a penalty for buried unsatisfied polar atoms 

in the scoring function84. 33 refined seeds were selected based on the computed 

binding energy, shape complementarity, number of hydrogen bonds and counts of 

buried unsatisfied polar atoms. 

  

Grafting of seeds onto monomeric scaffolds and computational design with 

Rosetta 

A representative seed was selected from each solution space, and then 

matched using Rosetta MotifGraft to a database of 1300 monomeric scaffolds in the 

case of the RBD and PD-L1 designs. For PD-1 designs, 33 selected seeds were 

grafted to a database of 4,347 small globular proteins (<100 amino acids), originating 

from the PDB24, two computationally designed miniprotein databases124,154 and one 

AF2 proteome prediction database61,170. After side chain grafting by Rosetta, a 

computational design protocol was used to design the remaining interface. Final 

designs were selected for experimental characterization based on the computed 

Rosetta binding energy, the shape complementarity, number of hydrogen bonds and 

counts of buried unsatisfied polar atoms. 

 

  

Yeast surface display of single designs 

DNA sequences of designs were purchased from Twist Bioscience containing 

homology overhangs for cloning. DNA was transformed with linearized pCTcon2 

(Addgene #41843) or a modified pNTA vector with V5 tag into EBY-100 yeast using 

the Frozen-EZ Yeast Transformation II Kit (Zymo Research). Transformed yeast were 

passaged once in minimal glucose medium (SDCAA) before induction of surface 

display in minimal galactose medium (SGCAA) overnight at 30°C. Transformed cells 

were washed in cold PBS with 0.05-0.1% BSA and incubated with the binding target 

for 2 hours at 4°C. Cells were washed once and incubated for an additional 30 minutes 

with appropriate antibodies (Supplemental Table 3.3). Cells were washed and 

analyzed using a Gallios flow cytometer (Beckman Coulter). For quantitative binding 

measurements, binding was quantified by measuring the fluorescence of a PE-

conjugated anti-human Fc antibody (Invitrogen) detecting the Fc-fused protein target. 

Yeast cells were gated for the displaying population only (V5 positive). 

 

Yeast libraries 
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Combinatorial sequence libraries were constructed by assembling multiple 

overlapping primers (Supplemental Table 3.4) containing degenerate codons at 

selected positions for combinatorial sampling of the binding interface, core residues or 

hydrophobic surface residues. Primers were mixed (10 µM each) and assembled in a 

PCR reaction (55 °C annealing for 30 sec, 72 °C extension time for 1 min, 25 cycles). 

To amplify full-length assembled products, a second PCR reaction was performed, 

with forward and reverse primers specific for the full-length product. For SSM libraries 

and oligo pools, DNA was ordered from Twist Biosciences and amplified with primers 

to give homology to the pCTcon2/pNTA backbone. In all cases, the PCR product was 

desalted and used for transformation.  

 

Yeast surface display of libraries 

Combinatorial libraries, SSM libraries, and oligo pools were transformed as 

linear DNA fragments in a 5:1 ratio with linearized pCTcon2 or pNTA_V5 vector as 

described previously into EBY-100 yeast57. Transformation efficiency generally 

yielded around 107 transformants per cuvette. Transformed yeast were passaged at 

least once in minimal glucose medium (SDCAA) before induction of surface display in 

minimal galactose medium (SGCAA) overnight at 30°C. Induced cells were labeled in 

the same manner as the single designs. Labeled cells were washed and sorted on a 

Sony SH800 cell sorter. For combinatorial libraries and oligo pool libraries, sorted cells 

were grown in SDCAA and prepared similarly for two additional rounds of sorting. After 

the third sort cells were plated on SDCAA agar and single colonies were sequenced. 

SSM libraries were sorted once, collecting both binding and nonbinding populations, 

and grown in liquid culture for plasmid preparation. 

 

 

 

MiSeq Sequencing 

After sorting, yeast cells were grown in SDCAA medium, pelleted and plasmid 

DNA was extracted using Zymoprep Yeast Plasmid Miniprep II (Zymo Research) 

following the manufacturer’s instructions. The coding sequence of the designed 

variants was amplified using vector-specific primer pairs, Illumina sequencing 

adapters and Nextera barcodes were attached using an additional overhang PCR, and 

PCR products were desalted with Qiaquick PCR purification kit (Qiagen) or AMPure 

XP selection beads (Beckman Coulter). Next generation sequencing was performed 

using Illumina MiSeq with appropriate read length, yielding between 0.45-0.58 million 

reads/sample. For bioinformatic analysis, sequences were translated in the correct 

reading frame, and enrichment values were computed for each sequence. 

 

Protein expression and purification 
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DNA sequences were ordered from Twist Bioscience and Gibson cloning or T7 

ligation used to clone into bacterial (pET21b) or mammalian (pHLSec) expression 

vectors. Specific protein constructs and tags are listed in Supplemental Table 3.1. 

Mammalian expressions were performed using the Expi293TM expression system from 

Thermo Fisher Scientific. Supernatant was collected 6 days post transfection, filtered, 

and purified. E. coli expressions were performed using BL21 (DE3) cells and IPTG 

induction (1 mM at OD 0.6-0.8) and growth overnight at 16-18° C. Pellets were lysed 

in lysis buffer (50 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 500 mM NaCl, 5% Glycerol, 1 mg/ml lysozyme, 1 

mM PMSF, and 1 µg/ml DNase) with sonication, the lysate clarified, and purified. All 

proteins were purified using an ÄKTA pure system (GE healthcare) with either Ni-NTA 

affinity or protein A affinity columns followed by size exclusion chromatography. If TEV 

cleavage was necessary, fused proteins were dialyzed overnight at 4°C (dialysis buffer 

20 mM Tris pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol) with excess TEV enzymes. 

 

Surface plasmon resonance 

SPR measurements were performed on a Biacore 8K (GE Healthcare) with 

HBS-EP+ as running buffer (10 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 3 mM EDTA, 

0.005% v/v Surfactant P20, GE Healthcare). Ligands were immobilized on a CM5 chip 

(GE Healthcare # 29104988) via amine coupling. 500-1000 response units (RU) were 

immobilized and designed proteins were injected as an analyte in serial dilutions. The 

flow rate was 30 µl/min for a contact time of 120 s followed by 800 s dissociation time. 

After each injection, the surface was regenerated using 3 M magnesium chloride (for 

PD-L1) or 10 mM glycine, pH 3.0 (for RBD). Data were fit with 1:1 Langmuir binding 

model within the Biacore 8K analysis software (GE Healthcare #29310604).  

 

 

Biolayer Interferometry 

BLI measurements were performed on a Gator BLI system. The running buffer 

was 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM HEPES pH 7.5. Fc-tagged designs were diluted to 5 ug/mL 

and immobilized on the tips (1-2 nm immobilized). The loaded tips were then dipped 

into serial dilutions of either spike protein or RBD. Curves were fit using a 1:1 model 

on the Gator software after subtracting the background. 

 

Size exclusion chromatography multi-angle light scattering (SEC-MALS) 

Size exclusion chromatography with an online multi-angle light scattering 

device (miniDAWN TREOS, Wyatt) was used to determine the oligomeric state and 

molecular weight for the protein in solution. Purified proteins were concentrated to 1 

mg/ml in PBS (pH 7.4), and 100 µl of the sample was injected into a Superdex 75 

300/10 GL column (GE Healthcare) with a flow rate of 0.5 ml/min, and UV280 and light 
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scattering signals were recorded. Molecular weight was determined using the ASTRA 

software (version 6.1, Wyatt).  

 

Circular Dichroism 

Far-UV circular dichroism spectra were measured using a Chirascan™ 

spectrometer (AppliedPhotophysics) in a 1-mm path-length cuvette. The protein 

samples were prepared in a 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer at a protein 

concentration between 20 and 50 µM. Wavelengths between 200 nm and 250 nm 

were recorded with a scanning speed of 20 nm min−1 and a response time of 0.125 

secs. All spectra were averaged two times and corrected for buffer absorption. 

Temperature ramping melts were performed from 20 to 90 °C with an increment of 2 

°C/min. Thermal denaturation curves were plotted by the change of ellipticity at the 

global curve minimum to calculate the melting temperature (Tm).  

 

Cell binding analysis  

For flow cytometry analysis of DBL1 designs binding to PD-L1 on Karpas-299 

cells, 2x105 cells were incubated with 50 µL Fc Block (BD Biosciences, cat #553142) 

that was pre-diluted 1:50 in FACS buffer (PBS (Gibco/Thermofisher scientific, cat 

#10010-015) and 2% BSA (Sigma Aldrich, cat #A7906)) for 15 minutes on ice. 

Samples were subsequently supplemented with 50 µL of PD-L1 binders prepared as 

follows: high-affinity PD1_Fc serially diluted 1:2 for 20 dilutions in FACS buffer, starting 

at 62.5 µg/ml; DBL1_03_Fc and DBL1_04_Fc serially diluted 1:2 for 16 dilutions in 

FACS buffer, starting at 125 µg/ml; DBL1_03_KO_Fc and PD1_Fc serially diluted 1:2 

for 14 dilutions in FACS buffer, starting at 125 µg/ml. The cell solutions were incubated 

for 30 minutes. Samples were then washed three times, resuspended in 100 µL of 

FACS buffer containing secondary R-PE Goat Anti-Human IgG antibody diluted 1:100 

(Jackson ImmunoResearch, cat #109-117-008), and incubated for 30 minutes. 

Samples were then washed three times to remove unbound antibody, resuspended in 

100 µL of FACS buffer, and analyzed using LSR Fortessa flow cytometer (BD 

Biosciences). 

 

Purification of proteins for crystallography 

PD-L1 extracellular domain fragment (from F19 to R238) was over-expressed 

as inclusion bodies in the BL21 (DE3) strain of E. coli. Renaturation and purification of 

PD-L1 was performed as previously described171. Briefly, inclusion bodies of PD-L1 

was diluted against a refolding buffer (100 mM Tris, pH 8.0; 400 mM L-Arginine; 5 mM 

EDTA-Na; 5 mM Glutathione (GSH); 0.5 mM Glutathione disulfide (GSSG)) at 4°C for 

24 h. Then the PD-L1 was concentrated and exchanged into a buffer of 20 mM Tris-

HCl (pH 8.0) and 15 mM NaCl and further analyzed by HiLoad 16/60 Superdex 75 pg 

(Cytiva) chromatography. PD-L1 binder designs, DBL1_03 and DBL2_02, were over 
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expressed in E. coli as inclusion bodies. Renaturation and purification of the PD-L1 

binder designs was performed as the PD-L1 protein. PD-L1 and binder designs were 

then mixed together at a molar ratio of 1:2 and incubated for 1h on ice. The binder/PD-

L1 complex was further purified by HiLoad 16/60 Superdex 75 pg (Cytiva) 

chromatography. 

  

Data collection and structure determination 

For crystal screening, 1 μl of binder/PD-L1 complex protein solution (10 mg/mL) 

was mixed with 1 μl of crystal growing reservoir solution. The resulting mixture was 

sealed and equilibrated against 100 μl of reservoir solution at 4° or 18°C. Crystals of 

the DBL1_03/PD-L1 complex were grown in 0.2 M potassium formate and 20% w/v 

PEG 3350. Crystals of the DBL2_02/PD-L1 complex were grown in 0.2 M 

potassium/sodium tartrate, 0.1 M Bis Tris propane, pH 6.5 and 20 % w/v PEG 3350. 

Crystals were flash-cooled in liquid nitrogen after incubating in anti-freezing buffer 

(reservoir solution containing 20% (v/v) glycerol). Diffraction data of crystals were 

collected at Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility (SSRF) BL19U. The collected 

intensities were subsequently processed and scaled using the Denzo program and the 

HKL2000 software package (HKL Research). The structures were determined using 

molecular replacement with the program Phaser MR in CCP4 , with the reported PD-

L1 structure (PDB: 3RRQ) as the search model172. COOT and PHENIX were used for 

subsequent model building and refinement173,174. The stereochemical qualities of the 

final model were assessed with MolProbity175.  

 

Luminex binding assays 

Luminex beads were prepared as previously published151. Briefly, MagPlex 

beads were covalently coupled to SARS-CoV-2 spike proteins of different variants. 

The serial dilutions of the antibodies or design were performed and binding curves 

were fit using GraphPad Prism nonlinear four parameter curve fitting analysis of the 

log(agonist) versus response. 

 

Live virus neutralization assays 

The virus neutralization assays were performed as previously published151. 

Briefly, VeroE6 cells were seeded in 96 well plates the day before the infection. The 

DBR3_03-Fc compound in serial dilutions was mixed with omicron-spike virus and 

incubated at 37°C for one hour before addition to the cells. The cells with virus were 

kept a further 48 hours at 37°C, then washed and fixed for crystal violet staining and 

analysis. Neutralization EC50 calculations were performed using GraphPad Prism 

nonlinear four parameter curve fitting analysis. 

 

Cryo-EM sample preparation and data acquisition 
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For cryo-electron microscopy investigations, 3.0 µl aliquots at a concentration 

of 0.87 or 1.0 mg/ml of the spikeD614G-binder sample or the spikeOmicron-binder sample 

were applied onto glow-discharged carbon-coated copper grids (Quantifoil R2/1, 400 

mesh), blotted for 4.0-8.0 s, and flash-frozen in a liquid ethane/propane mixture cooled 

to liquid nitrogen temperature, using Vitrobot Mark IV (Thermo Fisher Scientific) with 

100% humidity and the sample chamber operated at 4 °C. Grids were screened in a 

Thermo Fisher Scientific (TFS) 200kV Glacios cryo-EM instrument. Suitable grids 

were transferred to TFS Titan Krios instruments for data collection. Cryo-EM data-

collection statistics of this study are summarized in Supplemental Table 3.5. The 

spikeD614G-binder data composed of 20,794 movies was collected on a Titan Krios G4 

microscope, equipped with a cold-FEG electron source and operated at 300 kV 

acceleration voltage. Movies were recorded with the automation program EPU (TFS) 

on a Falcon4 direct electron detector in counting mode at a physical pixel size of 0.40 

Å per pixel and a defocus ranging from -0.8 to -2.0 μm. Exposures were collected as 

electron event recordings (EER) with a total dose of 80 e−/Å2 over approximately 3 

seconds, corresponding to a dose rate of 4.53 e-/px/s. For spikeOmicron-binder data, 

22,266 movies were recorded on a Titan Krios G4 microscope, equipped with TFS 

SelectrisX imaging filter and Falcon4 camera. Exposures were collected at 60 e−/Å2 

total dose with a physical pixel size of 0.726 Å per pixel over approximately 6 seconds, 

corresponding to a dose rate of 5.4 e-/px/s, at a defocus range of -0.8 to -2.5 μm. Data 

was analyzed by cryoSPARC v3.3.1176. 

  

Cryo-EM image processing, model building and refinement 

Details of the image processing are shown in Supplemental Fig. 3.11-13, 3.15-

17 and Supplemental Table 5. Recorded movies in EER format were imported into 

cryoSPARC v3.3.1176 and gain-normalized, motion-corrected and dose-weighted 

using the cryoSPARC implementation of patch-based motion correction. CTF 

estimation was performed using the patch-based option in cryoSPARC. A small set of 

particles were manually selected and followed by 2D classification to create a 2D 

template for the subsequent automatic particle picking. For the sample of spikeD614G 

in complex with the de-novo designed binder, 832,816 particles were automatically 

selected by template-based picker and subjected to three rounds of 2D classifications, 

resulting in a particle set of 184,763 particles. The particles were grouped into three 

classes, using the ab initio and hetero-refine implementations in cryoSPARC. The best 

3D class composed of 97,804 particles was further subjected to another round of ab-

initio reconstruction and hetero-refinement. The well-resolved class consisting of 67 

432 particles resulted in a 2.6 Å overall resolution global map in C1 symmetry. The 

binder-RBD region was refined with a soft mask, resulting in a local map at 3.1 Å 

resolution. For the data processing of the spikeOmicron-binder complex sample, 

1,820,333 particles were picked with the cryoSPARC template-based picker. After two 

rounds of 2D classifications, 981,561 particles were selected and subjected to ab initio 
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reconstruction and hetero-refinement, resulting in a set of 595,599 particles. 

Subsequently, the selected particle set was classified by multiple rounds of 3D 

classifications in cryoSPARC. The best-resolved 3D class containing 50,758 particles 

resulted in a 2.8 Å overall resolution map and the binder-RBD region was further 

improved by performing focused refinement with a soft mask, resulting in a map at 3.3 

Å resolution. Resolution for all 3D maps was estimated based on the Fourier shell 

correlation (FSC) with a cutoff value of 0.143.   

For model building of the spikeD614G-binder, the previous model (PDB: 7BNO, 

spikeD614G) was used for the region of spikeD614G as a starting model. The model was 

rigid-body fit into the cryo-EM density in UCSF Chimera177 and adjusted manually in 

Coot 0.9.4178. De novo building for the binder parts was performed manually in Coot 

0.9.4. For building the spikeOmicron-binder structure, the model (PDB: 7QO7, 

spikeOmicron) was fitted into the density and rebuilt and adjusted manually, using UCSF 

Chimera and Coot 0.9.4. After the structural rebuilding, all the atomic models were 

refined using the Phenix (1.19.2-4158) implementation of real.space.refine with 

general structural restraints179,180. Comprehensive validation (cryo-EM), model quality 

assessment and statistics are in Supplemental Table S3.5. EM densities and atomic 

models were visualized in UCSF Chimera, UCSF ChimeraX181 and Pymol 

(http://www.pymol.org/). 

  

Data availability 

Raw cryo-EM data is being deposited in the EMPIAR databank. Cryo-EM maps 

were deposited in the Electron Microscopy Data Bank under the access codes of 

EMD-14947 (spikeD614G-binder full and spikeD614G-binder local maps), EMD-14922 

(spikeOmicron-binder full), and EMD-14930 (spikeOmicron-binder local). Atomic models 

were deposited in Protein Data Bank under the access codes of PDB-7ZSS 

(spikeD614G-binder), PDB-7ZRV (spikeOmicron-binder full) and PDB-7ZSD (spikeOmicron-

binder local). Crystal structures have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank under 

accession codes 7XYQ (DBL1_03/PD-L1 complex) and 7XAD (DBL2_02/PD-L1 

complex). MaSIF-seed and the Rosetta design scripts are available at 

https://github.com/LPDI-EPFL/masif_seed. 
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3.5 Supplemental Material   

 
Supplemental Figure 3.1: Overview of the neural network architectures used in the MaSIF 
protocols. a) General MaSIF framework. Molecular surfaces are decomposed into patches which are 
annotated with chemical and shape features. The MaSIF network translates these input features into 
fingerprints that describe the original surface patch. b) MaSIF-site neural network. MaSIF-site predicts 
partner-independent protein interface propensities based on per-vertex chemical and shape features of 
the protein surface. c) MaSIF-search neural network. MaSIF-search embeds  protein patches into a 
space where complementary patches are close to each other. The network was trained on 
discriminating interacting patches from non-interacting protein surface patches. The network uses the 
MaSIF fingerprints to identify fingerprints that are compatible and therefore to predict likely interacting 
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proteins. d) The interface post-alignment (IPA) scoring neural network. The IPA scoring neural network 
enables the scoring of protein interfaces based on several input features: fingerprint distance between 
contacting points, 3D distance of corresponding points, normal dot product, and the distance between 
surface points in the seed and the closest atom in the target, which we call ‘penetration’. 

 
Supplemental Figure 3.2: Modeling buried surfaces as radial patches. a) Histogram of the patch 
areas of thousands of randomly selected protein patches with a fixed radius of 12 Å. b) Histogram of 
the area of the buried surface area on 1380 dimeric PPIs. We note that areas are computed for only 
one of the proteins (i.e. each subunit in a PPI is computed separately), and that we used the solvent 
excluded surface area, while other authors report buried areas on the solvent accessible area that 
include the buried surface area of both proteins (see Methods). c) Size of the maximum inscribed radial 
patch for the 1380 proteins (see methods). Patch area for the patches used here (12 Å), for a set of 
30,000 randomly selected patches. d) Example of the buried interface area for two well known, high 
affinity binders, Immunity Protein IM9 (PDB ID: 1EMV) and the protein Barnase (PDB ID: 1BRS). The 
buried interface of each protein when bound to its partner is shown in red. The maximum inscribed 
radial patch's circumference is shown in black, and the circumference of a patch with radius 12 Å is 
shown in green. e) Histogram of similarities between MaSIF-search fingerprint similarity between: (blue) 
pairs of patches that are co-crystallized from transient PPIs, with the fingerprint computed for the patch 
centered on the largest inscribed radial patch, and (orange) pairs of patches where one was taken from 
the center of the interface of a random PPI and the other was taken from a random patch surface. 
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Supplemental Figure 3.3: MaSIF-seed benchmarking for the discrimination of helical binding 
motifs. A non-redundant set of 31 helical fragments that bind to known protein receptors was selected 
as a benchmark set to evaluate Masif-seed’s capacity to recover true binding helices from decoys, and 
to correctly rank them among the top results. To generate the decoy set, a non-redundant set of all 
protein chains in the Protein Data Bank was decomposed into continuous helical segments, resulting 
in over 250K helical motifs. One thousand of these helices were randomly selected to act as helical 
decoys in the benchmark. The surfaces of the 1000 helices were computed and decomposed into radial 
patches and for each patch a fingerprint was computed. Recovered complexes were considered correct 
if an iRMSD < 3 Å was obtained. A comparable procedure was applied to the benchmark tools.  
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Supplemental Figure 3.4: MaSIF-site target site prediction on SARS-CoV-2 RBD, PD-L1 and PD-
1. Surface mode shows a MaSIF-site per-surface-vertex regression score on the propensity of each 
point on the surface to form an interface ranging from 0 (blue) to 1 (red) a-c) Predictions on each target, 
with the natural ligand of the target shown in cartoon representation as a reference. Above shows a 
view highlighting the predicted site and below a 180 degree rotation is shown. a) MaSIF-site prediction 
on SARS-CoV-2 RBD (PDB ID: 6M17), with the RBD shown in surface and the ACE2 in beige. b) 
Prediction on PD-L1 (PDB ID: 5JDS), with PD-1 shown in purple. c) Prediction on PD-1 (PDB ID: 4ZQK) 
with the natural binder PD-L1 shown in cyan.  
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Supplemental Figure 3.5: RBD-binder metrics for up- and down-orientations. a) Distribution of the 
IPA scores for the seeds of the up- and down-orientations and respective cluster sizes. b) Interface 
metrics of the DBR3_01 model in complex with ACE2 for the up- and down-orientations were computed 
using Rosetta’s interface analyzer. The following Rosetta metrics are shown: predicted ddG = change 
in Rosetta energy of separated versus complexed binding partners, interface ΔSASA = solvent 
accessible surface area buried at the interface, hydrophobic ΔSASA = solvent accessible surface area 
buried at the interface that is hydrophobic, polar ΔSASA = solvent accessible surface area buried at the 
interface that is polar, shape complementarity = Lawrence and Coleman shape complementarity of the 
interface surfaces, # interface residues = number of residues at the interface, # interface Hbonds = 
number of hydrogen bonds across the interface, ΔunsatHbonds = number of buried, unsatisfied 
hydrogen bonds at the interface, interface per residue energy = average Rosetta energy of each 
interface residue, packstat = Rosetta’s packing statistic score for the interface ranging from 0 (bad) to 
1 (perfect). 
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Supplemental Figure 3.6: Binding seed identified by MaSIF tested as a synthetic peptide. a) 
Structure of the synthesized binding seed. b) MaSIF prediction of seed (lavender) binding to RBD 
(wheat). c) SPR data of high concentration of the peptide flowing over RBD. No binding signal is 
observed for the peptide.  
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Supplemental Figure 3.7: RBD-binder designs displayed on yeast. a) Pools of approximately 30 
designs were displayed on the surface of yeast and the highest binding populations sorted for further 
analysis. b) Schematic of RBD (wheat) bound to the various members of the library (transparent 
silhouettes and purple for DBR3_01) and ACE2 (red) overlapping with the designed binders. c, 
Individual designs DBR1-DBR20. d) DBR3_01 design displayed on yeast binds to RBD-Fc (left panel) 
but the binding is blocked when the RBD-Fc is preincubated with an excess of ACE2, indicating a 
competitive binding mode. e) A point mutant in the binding interface (DBR3_01_RR) and the original 
scaffold protein (WT_scaffold) show lower binding signal than DBR3_01 with 1 μM RBD-Fc, indicating 
that the design is engaging the RBD in with the predicted interface.  
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Supplemental Figure 3.8: Directed Library for DBR3_01. a) Position of residues included in a 
combinatorial library to improve binding affinity. b) Sequence logo plot of specific mutations allowed 
within the library. The sequences list the residues mutated in DBR3_01 (highlighted in blue) and the 
mutations gained through the library in DBR3_02 (green). 

 

 
Supplemental Figure 3.9: SSM of DBR3_02. a) Heat maps of DBR3_02 SSM at two concentrations 
of RBD-Fc. X indicates the original amino acid of DBR3_02. Red indicates an enrichment of the 
mutation in the binding population, blue indicates an enrichment in the non-binding population. Three 
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positions, green box, were enriched in both concentrations. The positions of these mutations are 
highlighted on the DBR3_03 structure. b) Yeast display of DBR3_02 with mutations from the SSM 
introduced shows increase in affinity to RBD. 

 
Supplemental Figure 3.10: Biophysical characterization of the designed binders. From left to right: 
The oligomeric status was determined via multi-angled light scattering (MALS). Folding was measured 
using circular dichroism. Thermal stability was determined by plotting the ellipticity at 218 nm at 
increasing temperatures. a) DBR3_03, b) DBL1_03, c) DBL2_02. 
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Supplemental Figure 3.11: Cryo-EM data processing of the D614G Spike-DBR3_03 complex. 
Image processing workflows performed in CryoSPARC v.3.3.1. 
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Supplemental Figure 3.12: Details of Cryo-EM data processing for D614G Spike-DBR3_03 
complex. a) A representative raw micrograph of the Cryo-EM sample for D614G Spike-binder complex. 
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b) The 2D classes of the D614G Spike-binder complex. c) A representative 2D class. d) Direction 
distribution of the particle alignment and e) FSC curves of the final overall map. f) Direction distribution 
and g) FSC curves of the locally refined map. h,i) Local resolution distribution of the overall and focused 
refined maps. 

Supplemental Figure 3.13: Highlights of the Cryo-EM densities of DBR3_03 with D614G spike. 
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Cryo-EM densities are shown as surfaces. RBM (receptor binding motif) in blue with DBR3_03 in pink. 
The atomic model is shown as stick or ribbon representation. 

 
Supplemental Figure 3.14: DBR3_03 binding is sensitive to the L452R mutation in the spike 
protein. a) Luminex binding assay of DBR3_03 or Imdevimab (REGN10987) with beads functionalized 
with SARS-CoV-2 spike protein of indicated variants. DBR3_03 has an EC50 of 3.2e-8 g/mL with WT 
and 3.5e-8 g/mL with omicron. Imdevimab has an EC50 of 8.2e-8 g/mL with WT and 1.7e-7 g/mL with 
delta. b) The L452R mutation on the spike protein leads to a clash with the DBR3_03 binding. A L24G 
mutation is proposed to avoid the clash. c) BLI data with DBR3_03 (WT KD<0.1 nM, delta KD not 
detected) or DBR3_03_L24G (delta KD=6 nM, WT KD=6 nM) immobilized on the tips, dipped into spike 
protein of different variants.  
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Supplemental Figure 3.15: Cryo-EM data processing of the Omicron Spike-DBR3_03 complex. 
Image processing workflows performed in CryoSPARC. 
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Supplemental Figure 3.16: Details of Cryo-EM data processing for Omicron Spike-DBR3_03 
complex. a) A representative Cryo-EM micrograph for the D614G Spike-binder complex. b) The 
representative 2D classes of the omicron Spike-binder complex. c) Direction distribution of the particle 
alignment and d) FSC curves of the final overall map. e) Direction distribution and f) FSC curves of the 
locally refined map. g,h) Local resolution distribution of the overall and focused refined maps. 
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Supplemental Figure 3.17: Highlights of the cryo-EM densities of DBR3_03 with Omicron spike. 
Cryo-EM densities are shown as surfaces. RBM (receptor binding motif) in blue with DBR3_03 in 
orange. The atomic model is rendered as stick or ribbon representation. 
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Supplemental Figure 3.18: Planarity of the targeted interface sites. a) Buried interface on PD-L1 
upon complex formation with PD-1. b) (above) PD-L1 predicted buried interface, with selected target 
patch marked with a green contour. (below) View of the selected target patch to show its planarity. c) 
Plotting of the planarity of each of 1068 dimeric protein interfaces. Y-axis: error in multidimensional 
scaling when flattening the patch from 3D to 2D. X-axis: ranking of each protein according to the 
planarity value. The PD-L1 interface targeted in this work is marked with a red star, SARS-CoV-2 with 
a gold triangle, and PD-1 with a blue X. 
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Supplemental Figure 3.19: Clusters of putative binding seeds identified by MaSIF-seed docked 
on the PD-L1 surface (PDB ID: 5JDS). 140 million patches from ~250,000 helices extracted from the 
PDB were compared and docked to the predicted interface in PD-L1 using MaSIF-seed. The top scoring 
seeds were selected for further processing. Twelve-amino acid fragments of these seeds that occupied 
the largest buried surface were then clustered using metric multi-dimensional scaling of all pairwise 
RMSDs between all seeds. a) Histogram of clusters, showing the prevalence of each orientation. b) 
Binding seed clusters in the multi-dimensional scaling plot. A box is drawn around the center of each 
cluster and the picture shows the selected helix orientation for all points inside the box. The circled 
binding seed cluster shows the helix orientation of the seed used for the PD-L1 designs. A star symbol 
shows the PD-L1 seed used for the designs. 

 

Supplemental Figure 3.20: Binding signals of initial PD-L1 binder designs. Binding measured on 
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the surface of yeast with 15 µM PD-L1-Fc. Comparison of DBL1_01 and DBL2_01 with corresponding 

interface mutants. 

 

Supplemental Figure 3.21: Composition and outcome of yeast display libraries. a) Position of 

targeted residues in the structure of DBL1_01 to improve binding affinity. Logo plot of the allowed 

mutations in the library and alignment of initial design with library enriched design. b) Position of 

targeted residues in the structure of DBL1_02 to improve core packing. Logo plot of the allowed 

mutations in the library and alignment of DBL1_02 with library enriched design. c) Position of targeted 

residues in the structure of DBL2_01 to improve binding affinity and solubility. Logo plot of the allowed 

mutations in the library and alignment of initial design with library enriched design. Hotspot residues 

red, targeted residues light blue, mutated residues dark blue. 
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Supplemental Figure 3.22: Complete SSM library of DBL1_03 and cell binding data. a) Structural 

representation of all positions sampled in the SSM library (light blue). The four hotspot residues (red) 

were also sampled. Three positions were mutated in DBL1_04 (dark blue). b) Outcome of the entire 

SSM library. Blue indicates enrichment in the binding population, while red shows enrichment in the 

non-binding population. c) Binding of DBL1_03 and DBL1_04 to KARPAS299 cells expressing PD-L1 

compared to binding of WT PD-1, a high affinity version of PD-1 (PD-1_HA)182 and a V12R mutation of 

DBL1_03 (KO). All proteins contained a Fc domain.  

 

 
Supplemental Figure 3.23: Overview of DBL2_03 SSM library. a) Structural representation of all 

positions sampled in the SSM library (light blue). The four hotspot residues (red) were also sampled. 

Three positions were mutated in DBL2_04 (dark blue). Position 35 was not mutated in DBL_04, because 

all mutations in this position led to the inability of the soluble expression of the protein. b) Outcome of 

the entire SSM library. Blue indicates enrichment in the binding population, while red shows enrichment 

in the non-binding population. c) Binding affinities measured by SPR for the different versions of DBL2.  
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Supplemental Figure 3.24: Overview and comparison between PD-1 binders. a-b) Overview and 

close-up of DBP40_01 (a, pink) and DBP52_01 (b, blue) models in complex with PD-1 (gray). Interface 

seed residues similar to DBP13_01 are highlighted in red, while residues that are different are 

highlighted in orange. c) Seeds used to design DBP13_01 (green), DBP40_01 (pink) and DBP52_01 

(blue) aligned with interface residues numbered. d) Sequence logo of the seed interface residues for 

the three PD-1 binders as numbered in c. 
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Supplemental Figure 3.25: Competition and specificity binding assay of DBP13_01 and 

DBP40_01 on the surface of yeast. a) Competition between Nivolumab (green) and DBP13_01 

(purple), or DBP40_01 (cyan) on the surface of PD-1 (brown) with the competing area circled. b) Flow 

cytometry histograms showing fluorescence signals on the surface of yeast displaying DBP-1. Yeast 

were labeled with 500nM PD-1-Fc (blue), 500nM PD-1-Fc pre-incubated with 9-fold molar excess of 

Nivolumab Fab (orange) or labeled with secondary antibodies only (gray, Neg Ctrl). c) Flow cytometry 

histograms showing fluorescence signal on the surface of yeast displaying DBP-1 and labeled with 

500nM pig PD1-Fc (red, NP_001191308.1 Leu25-Gln169), 500nM human (Hm) PD1-Fc (blue) or 

labeled with secondary antibodies only (gray, Neg Ctrl). 

 
Supplemental Figure 3.26: SSM of DBP13_01. Heatmap covering all positions of DBP13_01. Yeast 

displaying point mutants were analyzed by flow cytometry and subsequently binding  and non- binding 

populations were sorted. For each mutation the log-ratio between the enrichment in binding versus non-

binding populations was computed. Mutations in red highlight a deleterious effect on binding, while 

mutations in blue indicate an enrichment on the binding population.  
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Supplemental Figure 3.27: AF structure prediction of DBP13_01 in complex with PD-1. a) 

Comparison of the DBP13_01 computational model (green) and the AlphaFold multimer (AF) prediction 

(red) on the surface of PD-1 (blue). b) Buried interfaces in both DBP13_01 model (left) and AF prediction 

(right) are shown in red with an overlap yellow, a yellow contour of the footprint of the original model is 

shown for ease of comparison.  
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Supplemental Figure 3.28: Surface comparison between seeds, designs and final/predicted 

structures. 
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Supplemental Figure 3.29: Surface similarity between the residues corresponding to the initial 

design and the final binding seed. Each complex was aligned based on the target protein, and the 

surface similarity of each design to the binding seed is shown in a gradient from white to red. The 
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surface similarity was computed by first aligning the designs and structures/models of all complexes by 

their target (RBD, PD-L1, or PD-1), and generating the surface of the binder to evaluate the similarity 

of their shapes. The shape similarity was calculated in the same way as shape complementarity55 but 

normal vectors are not inverted during the process, i.e. the normal vectors for both surfaces point 

outwards of the molecular surface. Briefly, pairs of nearest points between the surface of the design 

and structure/model and vice versa were computed. The shape similarity was evaluated by computing 

the dot product of the points’ normal vectors yielding the enclosed angle and scaling it with the distance 

of the pair of points. The shape similarity values for all pairs of points were averaged resulting in the 

final shape similarity that ranges from 0 (bad) to 1 (perfect)183. 

 

 

Table S3.1: Sequences of the designed proteins  

Design

  

Sequence  # of mutations 

from WT  

# of 

mutations 

from 

design_01 

Mutation

s 

       

DBL1 native 

scaffold 

(PDB ID: 

3S0D) 

MTIEELKTRLHTEQSVCKTET

GIDQQKANDVIEGNIDVEDKK

VQLYCECILKNFNILDKNNVFK

PQGIKAVMELLIDENSVKQLV

SDCSTISEENPHLKASKLVQC

VSKYKTMKSVDFL 

      

DBL1_01 

TSIESLKWTLIVEQILCQLDTGI

DQQKANDVIEGNIDVEDKKV

QLYCECILKAFHILDKNNVFKP

QGIKAVMELLIDENSVKQLVS

DCSTISEENPHLKASKLVQCV

SKYKTMKSVDFL 

14   

M1T, T2S, 

E5S, T8W, 

R9T, H11I, 

T12V, S15I, 

V16L, 

K18Q, 

T19L, 

E20D, 

N53A, 

N55H 

DBL1_02 

SSIESLKWSLIVQQILCQLETG

IDQQKANDVIEGNIDVEDKKV

QLYCECILKQFHILDKNNVFK

PQGIKAVMELLIDENSVKQLV

SDCSTISEENPHLKASKLVQC

VSKYKTMKSVDFL 

14 5 

T1S, T9S, 

E13Q, 

D20E, 

A53Q 
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DBL1_03 

SSIESMKWSMIVQQILCQLET

GIDQQKANDVIEGNIDVEDKK

VQLYCECILKQFHILDKNNVF

KPQGIKAVMELLIDENSVKQL

VSDCSTISEENPHLKASKLMQ

CISKYKTWKSFDFL 

20 11 

L6M, L10M, 

V104M, 

V107I, 

M113W, 

V116F 

DBL1_04 

SSIESMKWSMIRQQILCQLET

GIDQQKANDVIEGNIDVEDKK

VQLYCECILKQFHILDKNNVF

KPQGIKAVMELLIDENSVKQL

VSDCSTISEENPHLKASKLMQ

CISKYKTWKSFDFL 

21 14 
E4T, W8N, 

Q18R 

DBL2 native 

scaffold 

(PDB ID: 

3ONJ) 

SLLISYESDFKTTLEQAKASLA

EAPSQPLSQRNTTLKHVEQQ

QDELFDLLDQMDVEVNNSIG

DASERATYKAKLREWKKTIQS

DIKRPLQSLVDSGD 

      

DBL2_01 

SLLESYEWSFIVQLILAKLELA

YAPSQPLSQRNEQLKRVEQQ

QDQLFDLLDQMDVEVNNSIG

DASERATYKAKLREWKKTIQS

DIKRPLQSLVDSGD 

15   

I4E, S8W, 

D9S, K11I, 

T12V, 

T13Q, 

E15I, 

Q16L, 

A19L, 

S20E, 

E23Y, 

T34E, 

T35Q, 

H38R, 

E45Q 

DBL2_02 

NLLESYEWSFKVQLILAKLEL

AKAPSQPLSQRNEELKRVEQ

RQDRLFDLLDQMDVEVNNSI

GDASERATYKAKLREWKKTI

QSDIKRPLQSLVDSGD 

16 6 

S1N, I11K, 

Y23K, 

Q35E, 

Q42R, 

Q45R 

DBL2_03 

NLLTSYEGSFKIQLILAKLELA

KAPSQPLSQRNEELKRVEQR

QDRLFDLLDQMDVEVNNSIG

16 9 
E4T, W8G, 

V12I 
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DASERATYKAKLREWKKTIQS

DIKRPLQSLVDSGD 

DBL2_04 

NLLRSYENSFKIQLILAKLELA

HAPSQPLSQRNEELKRVEQR

QDRLFDLLDQMDVEVNNSIG

DASERATYKAKLREWKKTIQS

DIKRPLQSLVDSGD 

16 9 
T4R, G8N, 

K23H 

DBR_01 

STNMLEALQQRLHKYAAVVS

RAALENNSGKARRFGRIVKQ

YEDAIKLYKAGKPVPYDELPV

PPGFG 

8   

E13H, 

Q16A, 

S17A, 

E19V, 

A20S, 

A21R, 

K23A, 

A24L 

DBR_02 

STNMLEALQQRLQFYFGVVS

RAALENNSGKARRFGRIVKQ

YEDAIKLYKAGKPVPYDELPV

PPGFG 

9 4 

H13Q, 

K14F, 

A16F, 

A17G 

DBR_03 

STNMLEALQQRLQFYHGQVA

RAALENNSGKARRFGRIVKQ

YEDAIKLYKAGKPVPYDELPV

PPGFG 

9 6 

F16H, 

V18Q, 

S20A 

DBR_03_KO 

STNMLEALQQRLQFYHRQVR

RAALENNSGKARRFGRIVKQ

YEDAIKLYKAGKPVPYDELPV

PPGFG 

9   
G17R, 

A20R 

DBP13_01 

TCEVRCENGNRIEYPATSDLE

CLHWCLDAIMSHPNYRCTCT

HK 

10   

Q10N, 

E20L, 

E23L, 

R24H, 

R27L, 

K28D, 

K30I, 

K31M, 

E32S, 

F33H 
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DBP13_01 

(native 

scaffold) 

TCEVRCENGQRIEYPATSDE

ECERWCRKAKKEFPNYRCTC

THK 

      

DBP40_01 

SQVTWNGVTVTNDNPSQSA

MWADLIALLYQGEVRVKDGR

WEIH 

12   

I1S, F12N, 

E16S, 

E17Q, 

A18S, 

E19A, 

K20M, 

Y21W, 

K23D, 

K24L, 

K27L, E28L 

DBP40_01 

(native 

scaffold) 

IQVTWNGVTVTFDNPEEAEK

YAKKIAKEYQGEVRVKDGRW

EIH  

      

DBP52_01 

QKETRHCSGRSCDWWATLW

CLLCAMKGKRVRCRQHGQQ

VEVQCDK 

13   

Q10R, 

R11S, 

E13D, 

Q14W, 

E15W, 

R17T, 

R18L, 

E21L, 

E22L, 

K24A, 

K25M, 

K34Q, 

N37Q 

DBP52_01 

(native 

scaffold) 

QKETRHCSGQRCEQEARRW

CEECKKKGKRVRCRKHGNQ

VEVQCDK 
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Table S3.2: SARS-CoV-2 Variant Mutations 

Variant 

(graph 

label in 

bold) 

Mutations EC50 of 

DBR3_03 

with variant: 

D614G / 

WT 

D614G 6.61e-8 

g/mL 

B.1.1.7 / 

Alpha 

Δ69-70, Δ144, N501Y, A570D, D614G, P681H, T716I, 

S982A, D1118H 6.56e-8 g/mL 

B.1.351 / 

Beta 

L18F, D80A, D215G, Δ242-244, R246I, K417N, E484K, 

N501Y, D614G, A701V 6.11e-7 g/mL 

B.11.28.1 / 

Gamma 

L18F, T20N, P26S, D138Y, R190S, K417T, E484K, 

N501Y, D614G, H655Y, T1027I, V1176F 6.76e-7 g/mL 

B.1.526 / 

Iota L5F, T95I, D253G, E484K, D614G, A701V 4.13e-7 g/mL 

B.1.617.1 / 

Kappa E154K, L452R, E484Q, D614G, P681R, Q1071H NA 

B.1.617.2 / 

Delta 

T19R, Δ156-157, R158G, L452R, T478K, D614G, 

P681R, D950N NA 

Lambda 

G75V, T76I, R246N, Δ247-253, L452Q, F490S, D614G, 

T859N NA 

Omicron 

BA.1 

A67V, Δ69-70, T95I, G142D, Δ143-145, Δ211, L212I, 

ins214EPE, G339D, S371L, S373P, S375F, K417N, 

N440K, G446S, S477N, T478K, E484A, Q493K, G496S, 

Q498R, N501Y, Y505H, T547K,D614G, H655Y, N679K, 

P681H, N764K, D796Y, N856K, Q954H, N969K, L981F 5.68e-8 g/mL 

Omicron 

BA.2 

T19I, ∆24-26, A27S, G142D, V213G G339D, S371F, 

S373P, S375F, T376A, D405N, R408S, K417N, N440K, 

S477N, T478K, E484A, Q493R, Q498R, N501Y, Y505H, 

D614G, H655Y, N679K, P681H, N764K, D796Y, Q954H, 

N969K 4.35e-8 g/mL 
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Table S3.3: Antibodies used in flow cytometry experiments 

Antibody: Catalog 

number: 

Supplier: Dilutio

n: 

Anti-HA, FITC A190-138F Bethyl 1:100 

Anti-V5 mouse MA5-15253 Invitrogen 1:333 

Anti-mouse, FITC F0257 Sigma 1:100 

Anti-His, PE 130-120-787 Miltenyi 

Biotec 

1:50 

Anti-Myc, FITC SAB4700448 Sigma 1:100 

Anti-human IgG, 

PE 

12-4998-82 Invitrogen 1:100 

 

 Table S3.4: Primer sequences 

Libr

ary: 

Primer 

name: Primer sequence: 

DB

R_

01 

5vny_r

ev_1 

CAGACGTTGCTGTAGGGCCTCAAGCATGTTCGTGCTGCTAGC

AGCGTAGTCTGGAACG 

DB

R_

01 

5vny_f

wd_2a 

GAGGCCCTACAGCAACGTCTGCWMARATACKYCRBRGTABNA

RSCNNSGCGGSACTTGAGAATAATAGTGGAAAAGCAAGAAGA

TTTGGCAGGATC 

DB

R_

01 

5vny_f

wd_2b 

GAGGCCCTACAGCAACGTCTGCWMYWCTACKYCRBRGTABN

ARSCNNSGCGGSACTTGAGAATAATAGTGGAAAAGCAAGAAG

ATTTGGCAGGATC 

DB

R_

01 

5vny_r

ev_3 

ACAGGTTTTCCAGCTTTATACAACTTAATTGCGTCCTCGTATTG

TTTAACGATCCTGCCAAATCTTCTTGCTTT 

DB

R_

01 

5vny_f

wd_4 

ATTAAGTTGTATAAAGCTGGAAAACCTGTACCATACGACGAAC

TACCTGTCCCGCCAGGATTCGGCGGATCCCAGGAACTGACAA

CTATATG 
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DB

L1_

L1 

3S0D_f

w1 

GCCTTAGCTCAACCGGTTATTTCTACTACCGTCGGTTCCGCTG

CAGAAGGCTCTTTGGACAAGAG 

DB

L1_

L1 

3S0D_r

ev1 

GCTAGCAGCGTAGTCTGGAACGTCGTATGGGTAAGCTTCTCT

CTTGTCCAAAGAGCCTTCT 

DB

L1_

L1 

3S0D_f

w3a 

CCAGACTACGCTGCTAGCHHCTMCATTSWAAGTTTGAAGTGG

AVCTTAWTCRTASAACAAATTVTATGTCAACTTBWCACGGGGA

TTGACCAGCA 

DB

L1_

L1 

3S0D_ 

fw3b 

CCAGACTACGCTGCTAGCHHCTMCATTSWAAGTTTGAAGTGG

AVCTTAWTCRTASAACAAATTVTATGTCAACTTGAAACGGGGA

TTGACCAGCA 

DB

L1_

L1 

3S0D_ 

fw3c 

CCAGACTACGCTGCTAGCHHCTMCATTSWAAGTTTGAAGTGG

AVCTTAWTCRTATGGCAAATTVTATGTCAACTTBWCACGGGGA

TTGACCAGCA 

DB

L1_

L1 

3S0D_ 

fw3d 

CCAGACTACGCTGCTAGCHHCTMCATTSWAAGTTTGAAGTGG

AVCTTAWTCRTATGGCAAATTVTATGTCAACTTGAAACGGGGA

TTGACCAGCA 

DB

L1_

L1 

3S0D_ 

fw3e 

CAGACTACGCTGCTAGCHHCTMCATTSWAAGTTTGAAGTGGA

VCTTAWTCRTAWWCCAAATTVTATGTCAACTTBWCACGGGGA

TTGACCAGCA 

DB

L1_

L1 

3S0D_ 

fw3f 

CCAGACTACGCTGCTAGCHHCTMCATTSWAAGTTTGAAGTGG

AVCTTAWTCRTAWWCCAAATTVTATGTCAACTTGAAACGGGG

ATTGACCAGCA 

DB

L1_

L1 

3S0D_r

ev4 

CATTCGCAATATAGTTGGACTTTTTTGTCCTCCACGTCAATGTT

CCCCTCAATCACGTCATTCGCCTTCTGCTGGTCAATCCCCGT 

DB

L1_

L1 

3S0D_f

w5a 

GTCCAACTATATTGCGAATGTATACTAAAASMATTCTGGATACT

TGATARAAATAATGTTTTTAAGCCCCAGGGAATTAAAGC 

DB

L1_

L1 

3S0D_f

w5b 

GTCCAACTATATTGCGAATGTATACTAAAASMATTCYWCATAC

TTGATARAAATAATGTTTTTAAGCCCCAGGGAATTAAAGC 
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DB

L1_

L1 

3S0D_r

ev6 

GATATAGTGCTACAGTCGGAGACAAGCTGTTTAACGCTATTTT

CATCTATTAACAGTTCCATCACAGCTTTAATTCCCTGGGGCTT 

DB

L1_

L1 

3S0D_f

w7 

CTCCGACTGTAGCACTATATCAGAAGAGAACCCACATCTTAAG

GCCAGTAAACTGGTTCAGTGCGTGAGTAAATACAAAACCATGA

AAAGCGTGG 

DB

L1_

L1 

3S0D_r

ev8 

GAGTACGGCGTCGATTCTAAAGTTGGTGAGGGGATTTGCTCG

CATATAGTTGTCAGTTCCTGGGATCCCAAGAAGTCCACGCTTT

TCATGGTTTTG 

      

DB

L1_

L2 

3S0D_

core_f

w3a 

CCAGACTACGCTGCTAGCTCCTCCATTGAAAGTVTGAAGTGGA

GCMTGATCGTACAACAAATTCTATGTCAACT 

DB

L1_

L2 

3S0D_

core_f

w3b 

CCAGACTACGCTGCTAGCTCCTCCATTGAAAGTVTGAAGTGGA

GCTWCATCGTACAACAAATTCTATGTCAACT 

DB

L1_

L2 

3S0D_

core_re

v4 

CGTCAATGTTCCCCTCAATCACGTCATTCGCCTTCTGCTGGTC

AATCCCCGTTTCAAGTTGACATAGAATTTGTTGTACGAT 

DB

L1_

L2 

3S0D_

core_f

w5 

TGATTGAGGGGAACATTGACGTGGAGGACAAAAAAGTCCAAC 

DB

L1_

L2 

3S0D_

core_re

v6a 

GGCTTAAAAACATTATTTTTATCAAGTATGTGCCATTGTTTGWR

CCAACATTCGCAATATAGTTGGACTT 

DB

L1_

L2 

3S0D_

core_re

v6b 

GGCTTAAAAACATTATTTTTATCAAGTATGTGGWRTTGTTTGW

RCCAACATTCGCAATATAGTTGGACTT 

DB

L1_

L2 

3S0D_

core_re

v6c 

GGCTTAAAAACATTATTTTTATCAAGTATGTGCCATTGTTTGWR

GWWACATTCGCAATATAGTTGGACTT 
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DB

L1_

L2 

3S0D_

core_re

v6d 

GGCTTAAAAACATTATTTTTATCAAGTATGTGGWRTTGTTTGW

RGWWACATTCGCAATATAGTTGGACTT 

DB

L1_

L2 

3S0D_

core_f

w7a 

CACATACTTGATAAAAATAATGTTTTTAAGCCCCAGGGAATTAA

AGCTRTGATGGAACTGACTATAGATGAAAATAGCGTTAAACAG

CTT 

DB

L1_

L2 

3S0D_

core_f

w7b 

CACATACTTGATAAAAATAATGTTTTTAAGCCCCAGGGAATTAA

AGCTRTGATGGAACTGMTAATAGATGAAAATAGCGTTAAACAG

CTT 

DB

L1_

L2 

3S0D_

core_re

v8 

CAGTTTACTGGCCTTAAGATGTGGGTTCTCTTCTGATATAGTG

CTACAGTCGGAGACAAGCTGTTTAACGCTATTTTCATC 

DB

L1_

L2 

3S0D_

core_f

w9a 

CACATCTTAAGGCCAGTAAACTGRYGCAGTGCVTRTMCAAGTA

CAAGACCTWCAAAAGCKKGGATTTCCTTGGATCCCAGGA 

DB

L1_

L2 

3S0D_

core_f

w9b 

CACATCTTAAGGCCAGTAAACTGRYGCAGTGCVTRTMCAAGTA

CAAGACCTWCAAAAGCTWCGATTTCCTTGGATCCCAGGA 

DB

L1_

L2 

3S0D_

core_f

w9c 

CACATCTTAAGGCCAGTAAACTGRYGCAGTGCVTRTMCAAGTA

CAAGACCWKGAAAAGCTWCGATTTCCTTGGATCCCAGGA 

DB

L1_

L2 

3S0D_

core_re

v10 

GAGTACGGCGTCGATTCTAAAGTTGGTGAGGGGATTTGCTCG

CATATAGTTGTCAGTTCCTGGGATCCAAGGAAATC 

      

DB

L2_

L1 

3ONJ_f

w1 

GCCTTAGCTCAACCGGTTATTTCTACTACCGTCGGTTCCGCTG

CAGAAGGCTCTTTGGACAAGAG 

DB

L2_

L1 

3ONJ_

rev2 

GCTAGCAGCGTAGTCTGGAACGTCGTATGGGTAAGCTTCTCT

CTTGTCCAAAGAGCCTTCTG 
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DB

L2_

L1 

3ONJ_f

w3a 

CAGACTACGCTGCTAGCWMTCTTSDAGAGAGTTATGAATGGA

SCTTTRWAGTCCRATTGAWATTGGCTAAGTTGGAMCTGGCCM

RGGCGCCATCACAGCC 

DB

L2_

L1 

3ONJ_f

w3b 

CAGACTACGCTGCTAGCWMTCTTSDAGAGAGTTATGAATGGA

SCTTTRWAGTCCRATTGAWATTGGCTAAGTTGGAMCTGGCCT

ATGCGCCATCACAGCC 

DB

L2_

L1 

3ONJ_f

w3c 

CAGACTACGCTGCTAGCWMTCTTSDAGAGAGTTATGAATWTA

SCTTTRWAGTCCRATTGAWATTGGCTAAGTTGGAMCTGGCCM

RGGCGCCATCACAGCC 

DB

L2_

L1 

3ONJ_f

w3d 

CAGACTACGCTGCTAGCWMTCTTSDAGAGAGTTATGAATWTA

SCTTTRWAGTCCRATTGAWATTGGCTAAGTTGGAMCTGGCCT

ATGCGCCATCACAGCC 

DB

L2_

L1 

3ONJ_

rev4a 

CATCTGGTCCAGTAAATCGAATAATYGATCTTGACGCTGTTCA

ACACGTTTAAGKTSCTCATTACGTTGAGACAAAGGCTGTGATG

GCGC 

DB

L2_

L1 

3ONJ_

rev4b 

CATCTGGTCCAGTAAATCGAATAATYGATCTTGCTBCTGTTCAA

CACGTTTAAGKTSCTCATTACGTTGAGACAAAGGCTGTGATGG

CGC 

DB

L2_

L1 

3ONJ_

rev4c 

CATCTGGTCCAGTAAATCGAATAATYGATCTTGACGCTGTTCA

ACCTBTTTAAGKTSCTCATTACGTTGAGACAAAGGCTGTGATG

GCGC 

DB

L2_

L1 

3ONJ_

rev4d 

CATCTGGTCCAGTAAATCGAATAATYGATCTTGCTBCTGTTCAA

CCTBTTTAAGKTSCTCATTACGTTGAGACAAAGGCTGTGATGG

CGC 

DB

L2_

L1 

3ONJ_f

w5 

TTATTCGATTTACTGGACCAGATGGATGTGGAGGTTAATAACA

GCATCGGGGACGCATCAGAACGCGCCACTTATAAAG 

DB

L2_

L1 

3ONJ_

rev6 

GCTTGATGTCGGACTGGATCGTTTTTTTCCACTCGCGTAACTT

TGCTTTATAAGTGGCGCGTTCT 

DB

L2_

L1 

3ONJ_f

w7 

CCAGTCCGACATCAAGCGCCCGCTTCAGAGTTTGGTTGATAG

TGGCGATGGATCCCAGGAACTGACAA 
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DB

L2_

L1 

3ONJ_

rev8 

GAGTACGGCGTCGATTCTAAAGTTGGTGAGGGGATTTGCTCG

CATATAGTTGTCAGTTCCTGGGATCC 

 

Table S3.5: Cryo-EM data collection and model validation statistics 

Data 

collection and 

processing 

D614G-binder Omicron-binder 

full 

Omicron-binder 

local 

Microscope TFS Titan Krios 

G4 + E-CFEG 

TFS Titan Krios G4 + E-CFEG 

Detector Falcon 4 Falcon 4 

Magnification 

(nominal) 

195K 165K 

Pixel size (Å) 0.40 0.726 

Voltage (Kv) 300 300 

Electron 

exposure (e-

/Å²) 

80 60 

Dose rate (e-

/px/s) 

4.53 5.4 

Exposure 

times 

(seconds) 

2.82 5.85 

Defocus 

range (um) 

0.8-2.0 0.8-2.5 

Micrographs 20 794 22 266 

Initial particle 

images (No.) 

832 816 1 820 333 
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Final particle 

images (No.) 

67 432 50 758 

Map 

resolution (Å) 

2.63 2.80 3.29 

FSC 

threshold 

(cutoff) 

0.143 0.143 0.143 

Symmetry C1 C1 C1 

Refinement   

Initial model 

used 

7BNO 7QO7 --- 

Map 

sharpening B 

factor (Å²) 

-33.7 -33.8 52.7 

Model 

composition 

  

Non 

Hydrogen 

atoms 

Protein 

residues / 

Nucleotide 

Ligands 

25948 

3236/0 

NAG:46 

28058 

3429/0 

BMA:12 

NAG:76 

2121 

261/0 

NAG:2 
 

 

B factors (Å²)    

protein 

 

Ligand 

2.00/198.38/88.4

8 

 

31.30/175.52/79.

67 

0.11/126.79/59.3

9 

 

28.80/129.22/79.

33 

33.55/111.45/61.

63 

 

58.45/64.51/61.4

8 

 

 

R.m.s.d 

deviations 
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Bond lengths 

(Å) 

0.004(0) 

  

0.002(3) 

  

0.003(0) 

  
 

bond angles 

(°) 

0.687(35) 

  

0.534 (18) 

  

0.577(0) 

  
 

Validation   
 

MolProbity 

score 

1.73 

  

1.85 

  

1.96 

  
 

Clash score 6.36 

  

9.53 

  

9.82 

  
 

Poor 

rotamers (%) 

0.00 

  

0.00 

  

0.00 

  
 

Ramachandr

an plot 

  
 

Favored (%) 94.36 

  

95.05 

  

93.00 

  
 

Allowed (%) 5.45 

  

4.77 

  

7.00 

  
 

Disallowed 

(%) 

0.19 0.18 0.00 
 

PDB 7ZSS 

  

7ZRV 7ZSD 

  
 

EMDB 14947 

  

14922 14930 

  
 

 

Table S3.6: Crystallographic data collection and refinement statistics. 

*Values in parentheses are for highest-resolution shell. 

  DBL1_03-PD-L1 DBL2_02-PD-L1 

Data collection     
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Space group P 42 21 2 P 21 21 21 

Cell dimensions     

a, b, c (Å) 97.95, 97.95, 106.29 85.60, 116.16, 149.66 

a, b, g(°) 90.00, 90.00, 90.00 90.00, 90.00, 90.00 

Wavelength (Å) 0.97889 0.97918 

Resolution (Å) 48.97 - 3.29 (3.41 - 3.29) 50.00 - 3.40 (3.52 - 3.40) 

Unique reflections 8244 (768) 20845 (1955) 

Rmerge 0.154 (3.045) 0.106 (0.735) 

I / sI 24.4 (1.3) 24.6 (3.6) 

Completeness (%) 99.4 (97.5) 97.7 (94.1) 

Redundancy 25.2 (26.5) 12.1 (11.6) 

      

Refinement     

Resolution (Å) 48.97 - 3.29 45.84 - 3.39 

No. reflections 8244 19217 

Rwork / Rfree 0.2927/0.3320 0.2675/0.3250 

No. atoms     

 Protein 2598 9611 
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 Ligand/ion 0 0 

 Water 21 0 

B-factors     

 Protein 71.7 50.0 

 Ligand/ion - - 

 Water 38.7 - 

R.m.s. deviations     

 Bond lengths 

(Å) 

0.004 0.002 

 Bond angles 

(°) 

0.750 0.488 

Ramachandran plot     

Favored (%) 93.99 95.77 

Allowed (%) 6.01 4.23 

Outliers (%) 0.00 0.00 
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3.6 Experimental Addendum 
Chapter 3 is composed of a manuscript that has been submitted to Nature in 2022. 
The experimental methods are presented in the submitted paper but this addendum 
will give additional details regarding optimization of the SARS-CoV-2 spike binder. 
 
3.6.1 Further details regarding tested designs 
 The initial library of RBD-binder candidates was composed of several scaffolds 
and designs for each scaffold, as discussed in the main text of this chapter. From the 
initial screen, 6 binders were identified as potential hits and combinatorial libraries for 
each of the 6 designed and tested on yeast. The combinatorial library designed for 
DBR3_01 is shown in detail in Supplemental Fig. 3.30a. The library was designed to 
sample as much diversity as possible in the binding interface while remaining within 
the size limit of yeast display libraries. At this point in the process, it was not known if 
the designed protein was binding in the up or down position, so Rosetta was used to 
choose mutations that were optimal for the MaSIF-favored orientation, up. Three sorts 
were performed with decreasing concentrations of target protein (Supplemental Fig. 
3.30b). As seen in Supplemental Fig. 3.30a, the sorted sequences narrowed down the 
candidate mutations to maximum 3 per residue. One sequence, DBR3_02, was shown 
to bind with the highest affinity and was further optimized with a SSM library.  

 
Supplemental Figure 3.30: DBR3_01 combinatorial library. a) DBR3_01, in wheat, with residues 
sampled in the combinatorial library, blue. The amino acids sampled are shown with a seq logo plot to 
show the enriched residues. b) Three sequential sorts were performed with decreasing concentration 
of the target protein, RBD-Fc. 
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 Yeast display allows for large libraries (on the scale of 5 million individual 
members) to be displayed for characterization. Yeast display utilizes the Aga1-Aga2 
proteins to display the library on the surface of the cell. Each individual cell displays 
approximately 50,000 copies of the designed protein57. When screening potential 
yeast binding libraries/individual designs, the selection of the binding target format is 
important. For the RBD binder studies, the original design was a low-affinity binder. 
Use of RBD-Fc, which is dimeric and therefore offers an avidity boost, allowed the low 
signal to appear. When testing designs with the mutant versions of the spike protein, 
using mutant RBD monomer did not give enrichment (Supplemental Fig. 3.31a). Using 
the trimeric spike protein (Supplemental Fig. 3.31b) did show an enrichment and 
allowed the determination of a delta-spike binder. The timescale of a yeast sorting 
experiment is long, on the magnitude of hours for a sorting session of 50 million cells. 
Thus, the avidity boost afforded by using a multivalent target on the multivalent yeast 
cell is crucial for detecting low affinity hits. 

 
Supplemental Figure 3.31: Avidity effects on yeast display. a) A library designed to bind to delta-
spike protein in the presence of 500 nM delta-RBD (monomeric). b) The same library in the presence 
of 500 nM delta-spike (trimeric).  
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❖ Chapter 4 

Conclusions and perspectives 

4.1 Design of novel protein folds 
 The primary sequence of a protein dictates its structure and therefore function. 

Designing novel proteins in a variety of structures with various functions is a task that 

has been challenging protein engineers for decades. The goal of consistently 

designing protein sequences that will fold into any given structure is not an easy one 

to reach. Given the vastness of potential protein sequence space, it is very unlikely 

that a random sequence will fold, let alone into a useful protein. In Chapter 2, I 

discussed our efforts to design novel protein sequences that fold into both native and 

darkfold structures. We approached this problem with Genesis, a variational 

autoencoder, in conjunction with trRosetta to design sequences that were then tested 

for stability and biochemical properties. 

 

4.1.1 Genesis successfully designed protein candidates for novel and native 

folds 

 The results of this project show that Genesis in conjunction with trRosetta can 

design proteins for a variety of folds. The sequences generated were truly de novo, 

even the native fold sequences did not have homology in sequence to known proteins 

in the non-redundant protein database used by protein BLAST. The darkfolds structure 

were found to be novel compared to the known folds in the CATH database. The native 

folds generated by Genesis showed high similarity to the native folds on which they 

were based when compared to the CATH database. Of the 8 folds tested (5 native 

folds and 3 darkfolds), each had at least one candidate that was deemed “stable” by 

the protease digestion assay. Characterization of individual proteins showed that 

many designs expressed and were stable, although most were oligomeric. Future work 

could attempt to make these designs monomeric by reducing hydrophobic patches on 

the surface to decrease likelihood of stable buried interfaces being formed.  

Alphafold2 was used to predict the structures from the Genesis-designed 

sequences. Overall, the structures were similar in both predictions, giving high 

confidence in our predicted structures. Future experimental work on this project may 

yield a structure, but regardless the fact remains that several stable proteins were 

produced and purified using the Genesis protocol.  
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This work represents an advancement in de novo protein design. This method 

could be used to make designer backbones for specific purposes, such as displaying 

a motif or supporting a specific structure. The experimental data confirms that our 

design pipeline was able to successfully design protease-stable candidates for 3 

darkfolds and 5 native folds, which is a great success. This pipeline is relatively fast 

and versatile, giving it great potential in a wide variety of applications. 
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4.2 Surface fingerprint-based design of novel 
protein-protein interactions 
 The design of high affinity, site-specific protein binders is a difficult challenge 

that has been worked on by many groups over the past decades. Engineered protein-

protein interactions (PPIs) are useful in many applications, including therapeutics and 

sensors.  Dock-&-optimize approaches dock two proteins together to find a non-

clashing orientation. Then the surface is optimized iteratively by optimizing the surface, 

docking again, and repeating. This approach has had a low success rate, with low 

affinity binders being developed75,76. Hotspot-centric approaches focus on finding key 

residues that could form the core of a binding interaction and building a scaffold around 

them, either by grafting, de novo backbone design, or side chain transplantation. This 

strategy has used both known interactions as templates or designed novel 

interactions, such as through RIF-docking78,80,81. 

Chapter 3 presents a novel method of designing binders using surface 

fingerprints to find binding seeds. This project was a success with four site-specific 

binders designed and three confirmed by structural studies. The computational 

method, MaSIF, was the basis for the development of these binders and experimental 

work was an indispensable tool for addressing the problems that arose when testing 

the computationally designed tools.  

 

4.2.1 Experimental studies improved MaSIF-designed binders 

 The three examples of binder design discussed in the submitted manuscript in 

Chapter 3 highlight the utility of the MaSIF-site and MaSIF seed pipeline. For the first 

two targets, SARS-CoV-2 spike protein and PD-L1, experimental optimization was 

necessary for obtaining a measurable-affinity binder. In the improved pipeline, a higher 

affinity binder was obtained directly from the computational pipeline. Each of these 

three targets highlights an important aspect of optimizing the PPI design pipeline. 

In the development of the SARS-CoV-2 spike binder, it was noted that MaSIF-

seed predicted two possible orientations of the binding seed. Additionally, these two 

orientations had similar sequences despite the inverted direction of binding. 

Interestingly, this suggested that MaSIF was unable to tell which orientation would be 

the true binding orientation. Our top lead candidate, DBR3_01, could be docked in 

either direction without steric clash, and was found to have similar scoring metrics in 

both orientations (Fig. 4.1a). We used AlphaFold to predict the complex and 

interestingly, AlphaFold predicted the orientation slightly less favored by MaSIF. When 

we obtained a structure, it unambiguously showed that this orientation was indeed the 

reality. There are two important messages to glean from this example. First, AlphaFold 

or another structure prediction tool should be used when assessing possible binders 

as the results, whether it matches the MaSIF prediction or not, is informative. 

Secondly, the seeds can be examined in batches in various orientations and not simply 
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as a single result. MaSIF can return numerous potential seeds, limited by the user-

imposed cut off values for stringency. Examining the top seeds can be informative, as 

it might show hotspot convergence for a given site. For the DBR3 case, it showed that 

one single seed could potentially bind in either direction and care should be taken to 

not overinterpret biological data without a structure. 

During the design of PD-L1 binders, the binders had to be optimized for 

expression and stability. For binder DBL1, the scaffold protein was an insect protein 

that, in its native state, has a binding pocket for small molecules. Without this molecule, 

the protein was not stable. Therefore, mutations had to be performed to fill the cavity 

with hydrophobic residues and allow for stable expression (Fig. 4.1b). For binder 

DBL2, the grafting of the seed and design of the interface led to large hydrophobic 

patches that led to aggregation during the expression and purification. Redesign of 

this protein led to a soluble protein that could be characterized biochemically. These 

steps are costly in both time and materials. Future binder design pipelines could add 

a step of checking for solubility and stability, although this is still difficult to predict 

reliably.  

The PD-1 binder, DBP40, had a higher affinity directly from the computational 

pipeline. However, recently obtained data showed that there are point mutation 

improvements that improved the KD down to 800 nM from 4 μM. Therefore, despite 

the impressive improvements to the MaSIF-seed pipeline, there is still more room to 

improve the binder design process to obtain high-affinity binders with minimal 

experimental optimization.  

These three cases highlight various aspects of protein binder design that should 

be considered in the design and optimization process, as well as showing that the new 

MaSIF pipeline has improved upon the original. 
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Figure 4.1: Conclusions from successful binder design. a) MaSIF-seed search against SARS-CoV-

2 spike protein showed potential seeds clustering in opposite orientations. These seeds had similar 

sequences and also similar IPA scores. b) The binder DBP1_02 (green backbone, cyan stick side 

chains) superimposed with DBP1_03 (green backbone, pink stick side chains). The mutations 

introduced filled the empty space within the protein backbone, allowing for expression of a stable 

design. c) The improved MaSIF pipeline netted a 4 µM binder straight from the in silico work. Two 

additional mutations improved the Kd to 794 nM. 

 

4.2.2 Integration of other motifs 

 All the designs discussed thus far utilize helical seeds. Despite the successes 

reported here, it’s possible that not all surfaces can be targeted utilizing helices. Beta 

sheets or even loops could be used as the basis of binding interactions as well. The 

limitation of helical binding seeds was self-imposed during the MaSIF-seed 

development process. This is due to the relative ease of working with helical fragments 

as binding seeds, in terms of grafting the seed onto a scaffold. However, we need not 

keep this limitation going forward. Current work in the lab centers around using MaSIF-

site and MaSIF-seed to design site-specific protein binders using beta sheet binding 

seeds.  

 The benchmarking exercise performed in Chapter 3 (Table 3.1) was repeated 

using beta sheet motifs rather than helices. Briefly, 83 proteins that form complexes 

that bind with seeds that are less than 50% helical were scanned with MaSIF-site and 

the correct site returned as the top contender for a potential binding site. Then, a 

database with 1000 decoys and the correct binding partner fingerprint was scanned to 

find complementary fingerprints. 41 of the 83 pairs returned the correct binding partner 
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as the top hit, giving confidence that this method can be used with non-helical seeds. 

Compared to ZDOCK and ZDOCK+ZRANK2, MaSIF excelled in both speed and 

accuracy.  

 

Table 4.1: MaSIF-seed benchmark with non-helical seeds. 

Method # in top 1 # in top 

10 

# in top 100 > 100 Avg time 

(min) 

MaSIF-seed  41 47 49 33 119 

ZDOCK 7 9 22 61 2200 

ZDOCK+ZRAN

K2 

21 33 45 37 2400 

 

To adapt the MaSIF-seed pipeline for using beta sheet-based seeds, the 

fingerprint database must be changed. In Chapter 3, the seed fingerprint database 

used was based on helical fragments from the PDB. However, using instead a 

database containing beta sheet fragments would allow for the discovery of potential 

seeds with beta sheets. This process has been completed, with a database of 389,969 

beta-sheet based fingerprints (the helical fingerprint database contains 252,202 

seeds), and currently initial hits are being characterized.  

 
Figure 4.2: MaSIF-seed with beta sheet seeds. a) The seed database was constructed using 2 and 

3 strand sheets. b) A potential seed docked to PD-L1 (left) and a seed grafted onto a mini protein 

scaffold (right).  

 

The ability to design highly specific protein binders to any given target surface 

with high success rate would be a boon to many applications. Currently, many 

methods suffer from low success rates, with even the most cutting-edge methods 

testing tens of thousands of designs in order to get one or two binders81. And although 

experimental optimization yields high affinity results in most cases, it is time 
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consuming. Overall, this project represents an advance in de novo PPI design. The 

use of surface properties to design binders is a novel method that yielded successful 

results with relatively high success rates. 
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4.3 Overall outlook 
These two projects are tied together with the common theme of utilizing deep 

learning methods to design novel proteins with new folds and functions. Biochemical 

tests are used to characterize the proteins and medium/high throughput tests are used 

to characterize and improve the designs. Over the last decades, protein design has 

matured from designs of simple helical bundles to complex computational design 

methods that can design enzymes, protein binders, novel folds, and more. The 

applications for these novel proteins are limitless and span from sensors for use in in 

vitro assays, to vaccine components to enhance immune responses, to therapeutics 

that could be used in clinics. The stories in this thesis represent a push forward in the 

field of de novo protein design and de novo protein binder design. 
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2018 MSc, Chemistry & Chemical Biology, Cornell University, United States 
of America 
My thesis work, Electrophile signaling in cells and whole organisms, 
focused on the study of reactive signaling compounds utilizing a 
powerful chemical biology tool, T-REX, to allow for precise signaling 
events to occur. 

2016 BS, Chemistry, State Univeristy of New York at Buffalo, United States 
of America 
Minors: Mathematics, Statistics, Medicinal Chemistry 
Honors society: Phi Beta Kappa 
GPA: 4.0/4.0 

 
Awards & Fellowships 

2022 Poster Competition Winner, The Protein Society  
Travel award for PS36, The Protein Society 

2017 Graduate Research Fellowship, National Science Foundation  
Ford Graduate Fellowship honorable mention, Ford Foundation 
Covestro teaching award, Cornell University 

2016 Graduate Research Fellowship honorable mention, National Science 
Foundation 
Chemistry and Chemical Biology Graduate Fellowship, Cornell 
University 
Chancellor’s Award for Student Excellence, State University of New 
York at Buffalo 

2012-2016 Presidential Scholarship, State University of New York at Buffalo 
Honors College  

 
 
Teaching 

2019-2021 Mentoring of students from NCCR Chemical Biology master’s program 
2020 Teaching assistant for virtual biochemistry courses 
2016-2018 Teaching assistant for general chemistry lab and organic chemistry 

lecture 
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Publications 

“De novo design of site-specific protein interactions with learned surface fingerprints.” 
*Gainza, P., *Wehrle, S., *Van Hall-Beauvais, A., *Marchand, A., *Scheck, A., et al. 
10.1101/2022.06.16.496402. Under review in Nature. 

“Z-REX uncovers a bifurcation in function of Keap1 paralogs.” *Van Hall-Beauvais, A., 
*Poganik, J., *Huang, K., et al. eLife, 2022. doi.org/10.7554/eLife.83373 

“Computational design of novel protein–protein interactions – An overview on 
methodological approaches and applications.” Marchand, A., Van Hall-Beauvais, A., 
Correia, B. Current Opinion in Structural Biology, 2022. 
doi.org/10.1016/j.sbi.2022.102370 

“The mRNA-binding Protein HuR is a Kinetically-Privileged Electrophile Sensor.” *Poganik, 
J., *Van Hall-Beauvais, A., Long, M., Disare, M., Zhao, Y., Aye, Y. Helvetica Chimica 
Acta, 2020. doi.org/10.1002/hlca.202000041. 

“The more the merrier: How homo-oligomerization alters the interactome and function of 
ribonucleotide reductase.” Long, M., Van Hall-Beauvais, A., Aye, Y. Current Opinion 
in Chemical Biology, 2019. doi.org/10.1016/j.cbpa.2019.09.003. 

“Single-protein-specific redox targeting in live mammalian cells and C. elegans.” Van Hall-
Beauvais, A., Zhao, Y., Urul, D. A., Long, M. J. C., Aye, Y. Current Protocols in 
Chemical Biology, 2018. doi.org/10.1002/cpch.43. 

“Zn2+-Selective Switch of Duplex to Hairpin DNA.” Sander, S., Van Hall, A., Morrow, J. 
Inorganic Chemistry 2015. doi.org/10.1021/ ic503074p. 

 
Presentations 

2022  “De Novo Design of Site-Specific Protein Binders Using Surface 
Fingerprints” 
The Protein Society Annual Symposium, San Francisco, United States of 
America, July 2022. Oral presentation and poster presentation. 
Rosetta Winter Conference, virtual conference, February 2022. Virtual 
talk, originally accepted for Keystone Computational Design and 
Modeling of Biomolecules conference. 

2021 “De Novo Design of Site-specific Protein Binders Using Surface 
Fingerprints” 
The Protein Society Annual Symposium, virtual meeting, July 2021. 
Poster presentation. 

2019 “Paralog-Specific Regulation of Vertabrate Antioxidant Response” NCCR 
Chemical Biology Retreat, Villars-Sur-Ollon, Switzerland, June 2019. 
Poster presentation. 

2018 “Paralog-Specific Regulation of Vertabrate Antioxidant Response” 
Chemical Biology Symposium, Cornell University, Ithaca, United States 
of America, April 2018. Poster presentation. 

2016 “Answering Fundamental Questions of Development: Biochemical 
Insights into Spindle Polarity.” University at Buffalo Celebration of 
Academic Excellence, Buffalo, United States of America, April 2016. 
Poster presentation. 

2015 “Molecular Modeling Predicts Affinity of Environmental Toxins for MT1 
and MT2 Melatonin Receptors.” Experimental Biology, Boston, United 
States of America, March 2015. Poster presentation.  




